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FOREWORD 

Prior to the unprecedented closure of international borders worldwide in 2020, global 
economic growth, evolving consumer demand, technological advancements and improved 
travel opportunities saw tourism become one of the fastest-growing industries over the past 
few decades. However, despite its vital role in the development of many countries, often the 
positive economic, social and environmental impacts of tourism are counter-balanced, to 
some extent, by unplanned growth in visitor numbers and impacts on the environment.1   

In response to the accelerating demand for tourism, the rapidly changing environment and in 
search of long-term success, National Tourism Organisations (NTOs) have started 
challenging their traditional roles and are striving to reinvent themselves and the tourism in 
their destinations. Forward-looking approaches have been designed to ensure tourism 
development that is economically, socially and environmentally sustainable.  

To capture this critical moment of tourism transition, the European Travel Commission (ETC) 
has prepared this comprehensive report, which reveals the connection between the changing 
tourism environment and the evolving work of NTOs. The study investigates the different 
periods of development of European NTOs and provides forward-looking insights and 
recommendations for achieving sustainable tourism development. The report also aims to 
understand the impact that COVID-19 had on NTOs and learn lessons from the crisis to build 
future resilience for the tourism industry. 

ETC is convinced that this report will be of particular use to national, regional and city tourism 
organisations and the various stakeholders involved in the tourism value chain. 

 

 

 

 

Luís Araújo  

President, European Travel Commission (ETC). 

 

 
1 Technological advancements, new business models, climate change, growing importance of sustainability, etc. 
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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
1.1  THE CHANGING TOURISM ENVIRONMENT AND THE EVOLUTION OF NTOS 

This report starts by reviewing the evolution of European National Tourism Organisations 
(NTOs), together with changes in the tourism environment, during the period 2008-2021, at 
the European level and for five individual countries.  The five most significant changes in the 
environment and the ways that they influenced the evolution of NTOs in Europe are 
summarised in the following table. 

Figure 1.1: Changes in the tourism environment and evolution of NTOs 2008-2021 

Changes in the 
tourism 
environment  

Evolution of NTOs 2008-2021 

Substantial 
changes in 
Government 
policy 

NTOs tended to experience the most substantial change after national 
policy and strategy reviews. This has been illustrated by reference to 
Norway, Slovenia and Portugal. 

Challenge of 
sustainability, 
especially climate 
change 

The speed of NTO adaptation to sustainability concerns has been 
generally slow and sporadic, but there were notable exceptions in 
countries such as Slovenia and Norway. Sustainability began to become 
an integral part of tourism strategies around 2019, but many NTOs in 
Europe still do not have a published strategy for sustainability 

Opportunities of 
data and digital 
innovation 

In recent years the tourism sector, particularly the public sector, has 
been relatively slow to adapt to the challenges and opportunities of full 
digital transformation. There is a need for increased awareness and 
understanding of the issues and for the digital skills gap within NTOs to 
be addressed. Some examples of good progress in this respect are the 
NTOs for Germany, Switzerland, Norway, Finland and Portugal 

Crises – health, 
economic, 
terrorism 

NTOs most often received increased budget and responsibility for 
promotion and recovery campaigns during or following a crisis. This has 
been the case with the Covid-19 pandemic – see below 

‘Building back 
better’ following 
Covid-19 pandemic 

The Covid-19 pandemic has undoubtedly accelerated trends in the 
evolution of NTOs towards increased engagement in sustainability, 
digital and destination management. It appears to represent a 
‘watershed moment’ for tourism globally, with widespread demands for 
meaningful action in addressing the challenges of sustainability and the 
improved management of destinations. In many countries, the public 
sector (including NTOs) has recognised that it must enable responsible 
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There is no consistency in budget changes for NTOs as a whole, over the whole period 2012-
2019 or year by year.  However, there is a striking geographical clustering. Seven of the eight 
NTOs with the largest budget increases (>50%) and three of the six NTOs with moderate 
increases (16-49%) are in eastern Europe. Correspondingly, eight of the ten NTOs with 
moderate or large budget decreases are in western Europe. 

NTO funding comes predominantly from government and other public sources. Seventeen 
NTOs generated some funding from commercial activities or private sources, but only seven 
NTOs generated more than 10% from these sources; and only one more than 30%.  

The NTO CEOs did not anticipate major changes in the balance of their funding sources, apart 
from concerns that, because of the impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic, private partner funding 
for joint activity may be significantly reduced over the next few years. 

Whilst many NTOs position themselves as having ‘new models’, these new models have 
generally not led to changes in the status and governance of the NTO, nor in the sources of 
core funding – nor are such changes anticipated.  More often, it has been giving new strategic 
direction, focus and project funding, often accompanied by a significant cultural change, 
to the existing institutions.   

A large majority of NTOs (16 out of 222) have initiated a significant programme of internal 
digital transformation (e.g., digitised business process applications, use of big data for 
research, use of AI for information provision) within the last five years. 

A large majority of NTOs (15 out of 211) said that Covid-19 was likely to result in changes to 
their strategic objectives, the most frequently anticipated changes being increased 
emphasis on digital transformation, an increase in the importance of sustainability, a 
stronger focus on the interests of the resident and more attention to domestic and 
neighbouring markets. 

VISION, STRATEGY AND ACTION 

The diagram on the next page shows ‘The ETC Vision for Europe’s NTOs’ on the left-hand 
side and a set of Strategic Objectives that follow from it. The Vision is elaborated in Chapter 
5. Each of the Strategic Objectives contributes to several UN Sustainable Development Goals, 
as noted in the diagram. 

 
2 Number responding to specific survey question. 

tourism through a blend of policy decisions, partnerships and vertical 
and horizontal coordination, enabling the implementation of destination 
management principles. This could well result in a change to the 
funding and mandate of many NTOs. 
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To deliver these objectives, there are three Strategic Priorities for NTO Action and seven 
Critical Success Factors for NTOs, shown on the right-hand side of the diagram.  Chapter 6 
elaborates on the recommended actions on the Strategic Priorities for NTOs, and Chapter 7 
elaborates on the recommended actions on the NTO Critical Success Factors. 
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Figure 1.2: ETC’s Vision and Framework for Action for Europe’s NTOs, 2021-2030 
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2. INTRODUCTION 

This ETC Report on “The Changing Tourism Environment and its Impact on the Work of 
National Tourism Organisations” has been developed to investigate the connection between 
the changing tourism environment and the evolving work of National Tourism Organisations 
(NTOs), past, present and future.  More specifically, the report: 

• Illustrates how NTOs’ mandates and responsibilities, financing mechanisms and 
understanding of tourism success have evolved over the past decade 

• Examines how the changes in the tourism environment have impacted the work of NTOs 

• Provides strategic recommendations that will encourage and support NTOs in adopting 
strategies and activities for the sustainable development of tourism. 

This report has been designed as a practical and easy-to-use resource for NTOs members to:     

• Help them visualise how their future roles and responsibilities should transform 

• Suggest innovative approaches that can improve their work efficiency and overall value 

• Propose new concepts for defining ‘tourism success’ and recommend new types of Key 
Performance Indicators (KPIs) for measuring the success of tourism in the future. 
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3. THE WORK PROGRAMME 
The work programme for the preparation of this report was in two parts: the first part 
consisted of a programme of research, and the second focused on the preparation of a vision 
and strategy for the future evolution of NTO policies and programmes. 

PART 1 – PROGRAMME OF RESEARCH 

The main elements of the research programme were: 

Desk research: Sources of intelligence that were reviewed included ETC’s ‘NTO Post-Covid 
Recovery Strategies, 2020’; OECD’s ‘Rebuilding tourism for the future, 2020’; World Tourism 
Organization’s  ‘Recommendation for the Transition to a Green Travel and Tourism Economy’; 
WTTC’s ‘To Recovery & Beyond – The Future of Travel and Tourism in the Wake of COVID 19, 
2020’; and the recording of the online conference ‘European Tourism ecosystem of tomorrow’, 
which formed part of the Tourism Convention organised by the EU in October 2020.  The full 
list is presented in Annex 3.    

Interviews with key stakeholders: Nineteen interviews were conducted with CEOs or senior 
managers of key stakeholders between November 2020 and January 2021. Ten of these 
(including three written submissions) were with ETC member NTOs; three with non-members 
(France, Canada and New Zealand); and six with ETC partner organisations3. A summary of 
stakeholders’ views and aspirations has been published in the Supplementary Report.4 The 
summary identifies and discusses key themes relating to NTOs’ trends and issues over the 
past ten years and during 2020-21 and aspirations for the next ten years. 

Analysis of NTO data, using two primary sources:  

• ETC’s ‘internal’ surveys of its NTO members. These were undertaken in 2012, 2015, 2017, 
2019 and 2020, with some comparative growth rates available for data going back to 
2009. The data analysed for this project related to budgets, sources of funding, activities 
and staff. 

• An online survey undertaken as part of this project, which included questions on: 

- Status of organisation 

- Most important strategic partners now / for the next three years 

- Most collaborative stakeholders 

 
3 European Cities Marketing; European Tourism Association, Pacific Asia Travel Association, UNWTO, US Tour 
Operators Association and the WTTC. See Annex 5 for explanation of acronyms. 
4 European Travel Commission ‘The Changing Tourism Environment and its Impact on the work of NTOs: The 
Stakeholders’ Perspective, available at https://etc-corporate.org/reports/the-changing-tourism-environment-
and-its-impact-on-the-work-of-ntos-the-stakeholders-perspective/  

https://etc-corporate.org/reports/the-changing-tourism-environment-and-its-impact-on-the-work-of-ntos-the-stakeholders-perspective/
https://etc-corporate.org/reports/the-changing-tourism-environment-and-its-impact-on-the-work-of-ntos-the-stakeholders-perspective/
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- Trends in activities over the next five financial years 

- Involvement in a long-term national branding initiative 

- Initiation of a significant programme of internal digital transformation within last five 
years 

- Investment in product or destination innovation projects 

- Strategic objectives for the medium / long term 

- Changes to long-term strategic objectives 

- Operational activities.          

Case studies: Short case studies were prepared, focusing on examples of good NTO practise 
relating to a series of themes arising from the interviews with CEOs.   

 

PART 2 – PREPARATION OF VISION AND STRATEGY FOR THE FUTURE EVOLUTION OF 
NTOS’ POLICIES AND PROGRAMMES   

In Part 2, the first stage was to prepare a vision for Europe’s NTOs over the next ten years and 
strategy for achieving this vision (see Chapter 5), identifying Strategic Priorities for action 
(Chapter 6) and Critical Success Factors (Chapter 7).  Each section of Chapters 6 and 7 
identifies potential Actions for NTOs.      

The Vision, Strategy and Actions for NTOs were developed with: 

• The assistance of a Panel of Experts, who participated in an online ‘Visioning workshop’ 
at the end of March 2021. The workshop's purpose was to help shape the Vision and 
Strategy for Europe’s NTOs over the next ten years and the practical actions to be 
recommended to NTOs.  

• Advice from ETC member NTOs: ETC sought advice from members at various stages of 
the process.   

• Learning from case studies: Further work was undertaken on case studies to illustrate 
examples of good practice in implementation relating to the recommendations for action 
by NTOs contained in Chapters 6 and 7.  Nine case studies are included in Chapter 6.  A 
further three case studies relating to Chapter 6 and eleven case studies relating to the 
content of Chapter 7 are in Annex 1.   
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4. THE EVOLUTION OF NTOs, PAST AND PRESENT 
4.1  CHANGES IN THE TOURISM ENVIRONMENT AND NTO EVOLUTION 2008-2021 

As part of the background research, a review has been undertaken to identify key external 
factors that may have influenced NTO activities, the main changes in how NTO has evolved, 
and the impact of the former on the latter.  The outputs from this review are presented: 

• In summary form, in figure 4.2   

• In the narrative text in the subsequent pages. 

The starting point for the analysis is 2008, when the global financial crisis emerged and 
recession hit many of the world’s leading economies.  For the purposes of analysis, the period 
from 2008 to 2021 has been divided into five phases: 

• 2008-2010 – Economic growth model for tourism; financial crisis and recession; and the 
rise of city tourism 

• 2011-2014 – Economic recovery; competitiveness; benchmarking and measurement; e-
marketing and China market growth 

• 2015-2018 – Sustainability & Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs); overtourism and 
flight shame; digital innovation partnerships and skills development 

• 2019 – New NTO vision and strategies to address the issues from 2015-2018 

• 2020-2021 – Crisis and opportunity: Covid-19, Brexit, tourism services powered by data, 
increased public funding. 

The years before 2008 were ones of rapid change and growth in tourism globally, laying the 
foundations for changes that have taken place in the period since then. Key trends in the years 
immediately before 2008 are illustrated in Figure 4.1 (see next page). 
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Figure 4.1: Key trends before 2008 - external factors and factors for NTO Change  

External factors  Factors for NTO change 

• Terrestrial bandwidth expanding, enabling 
tourism businesses and suppliers to be 
‘always on.’ 

• A rapid increase in 3G smartphone usage 
globally, especially in Asia 

• Rapidly growing outbound Chinese market, 
with high smartphone usage 

• The exponential increase in the use of social 
media and user-generated content sites 

• Increasingly powerful applications for 
mapping, content management and CRM 

• Rapidly expanding LCC networks to include 
secondary and tertiary cities 

• Increasing awareness of the need for 
strategic, integrated planning of economic and 
social development 

 

• NTOs start to invest significantly in e-
marketing expertise and activity 

• ETC E-Biz Academies initiated as a forum 
for NTO learning and knowledge exchange 

• NTOs experiment with the use of social 
media 

• ETC-UNWTO E-Marketing Handbook + 
New Media Trend Watch to enhance the 
effectiveness of NTO e-marketing 
activities 

• Increasing NTO usage of third-party 
digital applications and channels 

• NTO partnerships with budget airlines and 
OTAs 

• UNWTO Practical Guide to Destination 
Management, for use by NTOs and DMOs 

• Limited meaningful action in travel sector 
to address climate change 
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Figure 4.2: Changes in the tourism environment and evolution of NTOs 
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4.1.1  Changes in the tourism environment and NTO evolution, 2008-2021 

 

 

 

 

Changes in the tourism environment 2008-2010  

The financial crisis of 2008 and the subsequent recession had an impact on international 
arrivals to Europe, but intra-European tourism by LCCs remained buoyant. European short 
breaks and city tourism were made possible through highly competitive air fares enabled by a 
combination of aggressive tactical marketing stimulating new demand, low fuel costs, 
regional airport marketing support and a business model based on small margins from high 
volumes. As an indicator, Ryanair flew 72 million pax in 2009 and gained market share from 
smaller LCCs.  

European city tourism for leisure and business purposes grew exponentially over the period. 
This, in turn, increased City Tourist Organisation (CTO) budgets through membership fees, 
tourism taxes and commercial activities. CTO influence on tourism policy increased, and, 
arguably, CTOs became less dependent on NTOs for marketing, strategy, market intelligence, 
and benchmarking.  

CTOs were often not fully aligned with NTOs in terms of strategy and marketing and, in some 
cases, competed with NTOs in source markets, and some found more affinity working with 
other cities than with their NTOs.   

BRIC markets became important potential emerging markets for some European NTOs. This 
is reflected in the list of ETC reports in the evolution chart on the previous page.  

The Icelandic volcano crisis, Eyjafjallajökull, in April and May 2010 closed European airspace 
and grounded airlines for several weeks, creating a crisis management situation for European 
NTOs. 

There was continuing exponential growth in the use of smartphones and social media. 
TripAdvisor became the world’s No. 1 travel website.  Airbnb was founded initially as AirBed 
and Breakfast with a website that offered short-term living quarters and breakfast for those 
unable to book a hotel in a saturated market. By 2009 the site had 10,000 users and 2,500 
listings.  

Changes in Tourism Policy 2008-2010 

The ‘OECD Trends and Policies Report’ of 2008 refers to tourism as an important “driver of 
globalisation deserving the attention of government and policy decisions to assist economic 
recovery”, confirming tourism’s role as an economic growth engine based on volume. In this 

2008-2010 
Economic growth model for tourism, financial crisis and recession  

and the rise of city tourism 
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period, there was a natural alignment of public and private sector goals based on growth and 
economic prosperity principles.  

Tourism policies encourage the expansion of European regional airports and intra-European 
connectivity with Low-Cost Carriers (LCCs). BRIC5 markets became of interest at a European 
and national level and visas for some BRIC markets, primarily China, were relaxed.  

Evolution of NTOs 2008-2010 

Most National Tourist Organisations (NTOs) had their origin in tourist trade associations, 
Tourism Boards and Tourism Ministries that emerged in the 1960s as a response to the growth 
in the aviation sector and charter holidays. The mandate was promotion, growth and economic 
benefit and the leadership role in tourism was established at the national level. There was a 
natural alignment of public and private interests around economic benefit and growth.  

NTOs responded to the new marketing opportunities presented by smartphones and social 
media. E-marketing became mainstream for most NTOs, involving digital applications for 
customer relationship marketing, campaign management, customer communication life 
cycles and brand management. The financial crisis, terrorism and the Icelandic Eyjafjallajökull 
volcano crisis resulted in some NTOs developing crisis response management and crisis 
communications strategies. UNWTO’s Tourism Emergency Response Network, established in 
2006, provided a mechanism for coordinating such activities. In one example, at the national 
level, VisitBritain became a formal stakeholder in the UK Government COBRA crisis 
management reporting and response system, aligning itself with all government agencies. 
Singapore Tourism Board developed an instant crisis management response group with 
public and private members. UNWTO and PATA produced crisis management handbooks and 
tools for NTOs and DMOs. 

NTOs started targeting new long-haul markets, particularly the BRIC nations.   

NTO research, market intelligence and insights were increasingly directed towards the new 
priorities of monitoring e-marketing, market segmentation and BRIC markets.  

The Swedish Government (leading the EU at the time) and Visit Sweden launched ‘Tourism in 
the Green Economy’ as part of the Davos process on climate change in 2009, but this did not 
gain wide support amongst NTOs at that time, but, five years later, the green agenda for 
sustainable tourism was taken up by Slovenia and Norway.   

  

 
5 BRIC is a grouping acronym which refers to the countries of Brazil, Russia, India and China 
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Changes in the tourism environment 2011-2014  

This period was characterised by renewed economic growth and recovery and substantial 
growth of Asia Pacific outbound tourism markets. China became both a political priority and 
an important source market for European tourism. Japan and Brazil were downgraded in 
strategic importance from the previous period. Russia emerged as a new potential tourism 
market, particularly for Eastern European and Mediterranean destinations and many 
European cities.  

Consumer demand increased for intra-European short breaks, with further expansion of 
European regional airports, new regional routes for LCCs and continued price wars between 
LCCs, often backed by NTO and CTO match-funded tactical campaigns. This resulted in 
continued growth in city tourism.  

Changes in tourism policy 2011-2014 

Following a period of crisis and recession, the importance of tourism as a tool for economic 
recovery was now widely recognised by governments and the EU. 

A ‘whole of Government’ approach towards tourism was developed in Slovenia, New Zealand 
and Norway, and there was an interest in broader place marketing - ‘live, visit, meet, study, 
invest’ – particularly in the Netherlands, the UK and some European cities such as 
Amsterdam, Helsinki and Manchester.   

The EU provided a grant of €1 million to the ETC to maintain Europe’s competitive position 
primarily through marketing activity and partnerships.  

Evolution of NTOs 2011-2014 

A tightened fiscal environment resulted in a search for efficiencies within many NTOs. As 
European NTO budgets fluctuated markedly, some NTOs sought to optimise efficiency by 
leveraging public funding to attract private sector investment in joint marketing and 
campaigns. In the Netherlands, significant public-private funding mechanisms for 
programmes and marketing were evident at a national and city level. An example of this is 
Amsterdam and Partners and I-Amsterdam6.  

Britain’s GREAT campaign was a good example of a ‘whole of government’ partnership 
approach to align communications around an agreed brand. The campaign also provides a 

 
6 ‘Who we are and what we do’, Amsterdam & Partners, available at www.iamsterdam.com/en/our-
network/amsterdam-and-partners/about-us/who-we-are  

2011-2014 
Economic recovery; competitiveness; benchmarking and measurement;  

e-marketing and China market growth 

https://www.iamsterdam.com/en/our-network/amsterdam-and-partners/about-us/who-we-are
https://www.iamsterdam.com/en/our-network/amsterdam-and-partners/about-us/who-we-are
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good case study of how a mega event, the London Olympics in 2012, was leveraged, using web, 
e-marketing and social media to enhance brand awareness and create travel demand.  

NTOs further improved efficiency and competitiveness by prioritising benchmarking 
performance and improved market intelligence and insights. There was an increasing 
awareness of the need to demonstrate the value of NTOs’ work in creating employment and 
supporting small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs), which gained political momentum in 
the following period.  

E-marketing, including the use of social media, provided the most cost-effective way for NTOs 
to reach consumers. This resulted in a shift in KPIs away from traditional media towards 
digital. Web analytics on the use of NTO websites became increasingly important in measuring 
marketing success.  
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Changes in the tourism environment 2015-2018  

The period 2015-2018 appears to have been a watershed moment for European tourism. The 
combination of terrorist attacks in Western European Cities (notably Brussels, Paris, London 
and Manchester), security concerns, changing demographics, Europe’s loss of market share 
of long-haul tourism, social and cultural concerns about overtourism and climate change, and 
the SDGs created an understanding of the need to re-examine the role of Europe’s tourism 
competitiveness and, by extension, the role of NTOs, in a future green economy.  

All UN member states adopted the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) in 2015 as a 
universal call to end poverty and protect the planet by 2030. The EU and UNWTO subsequently 
incorporated the SDGs into strategy and policy.  

Overtourism and flight shame in northern Europe continued to receive considerable media 
attention. The number of visitors to honeypot attractions in top European destinations reached 
levels increasingly perceived as unsustainable, and there appeared to be an increasing 
imbalance between the volume of residents and visitors in popular European cities. 
Amsterdam, as one example, received 20 million visitors with a population of 845,000. In many 
European destinations, such as Venice, Barcelona and Berlin, residents and activists 
campaigned against tourism. Airbnb was banned in Berlin for a short time, followed by 
introducing a strict new set of rules, with tough penalties. 

The low-cost carriers, Monarch Airlines, Air Berlin and Cobalt Air went bankrupt, reflecting 
changes in the environment: political instability, financial risks, overcapacity, and belligerent 
competition. 

The Brexit referendum took place in 2016, and the UK voted to leave the EU. 

Changes in tourism policy 2015-2018 

The OECD Trends and Policy reports 2015-2018 suggest a trend towards long-term tourism 
strategies and policies informed by improved market intelligence provided by NTOs. The 
report for 2016 states further that there was a renewed interest in a ‘whole of Government’ 
approach to tourism strategy in certain European countries. It goes on to say that:  

 

“Quality employment and job creation, skills development, entrepreneurship, innovation, 
effective investment, and integrated regional development, are integral to achieving 

sustainable and inclusive tourism growth – growth that takes into account current and 
future economic, social and environmental impacts, and addresses the needs of visitors, the 

industry, the environment and host communities”  

2015-2018 
Sustainability & SDGs; overtourism and flight shame; digital innovation  

partnerships and skills development 
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Government and NTOs developed an interest in ‘tourism years’ in the period 2017-2019. The 
EU declared China a political priority by naming 2018 as the ‘EU-China Tourism Year’ and 
redirected EU-ETC funds towards China-related activities. According to the ETC Quarterly 
report Q2/2019,  

 

“The EU-China Tourism Year in 2018 had proven successful on a number of fronts, not least 
because it succeeded in allowing EU destinations to recoup some loss of share of Chinese 
long-haul travel demand. Several high-profile terrorist attacks and negative headlines in 
Chinese media about Europe’s ‘migrant crisis’ both contributed to the decline in the EU’s 

share of Chinese long-haul outbound travel”  

The ‘European Tourism Manifesto for jobs’7 was launched – a manifesto by 24 European public 
and private stakeholders offering an indication to the EU of how it could help shape future 
tourism policy. 

Evolution of NTOs 2015-2018 

The three key changes in the environment in this period, namely, terrorism, sustainability and 
digital innovation, caused many European NTOs to rethink strategy, direction and how they 
measured success.  

For instance, Germany, Portugal and Switzerland developed tourism data hubs as a key 
strategic tool for marketing, investment, and evaluation purposes. The vision was to provide 
real-time measurement tools to inform sustainable tourism development, investment 
decisions and crisis response.   

Innovation, particularly digital innovation, was an agenda that progressed in France, Norway 
and Portugal. Turismo de Portugal’s tourism innovation project, NEST8, had the mission “to 
promote innovation and technology adoption in the sector’s value chain, supporting the 
development of new business ideas, project experimentation and capacitate entrepreneurs in 
the transition to the digital economy”. 

NTOs’ response to the challenges of sustainability generally reflected national government 
strategy and policy. Whilst sustainability became part of the language of NTO tourism 
marketing, there was some inconsistency in terms of understanding of the scope and of 
response. 

Slovenia emerged as an early pioneer for sustainability in terms of strategy, coordination, 
implementation, education, product development and green accreditation schemes. Like New 
Zealand, its focus on destination management principles, strategy, SDG commitments, places, 

 
7 ‘European Tourism Manifesto’, European Tourism Manifesto Alliance, available at https://tourismmanifesto.eu/  
8 See www.nestportugal.pt/about-us  

https://tourismmanifesto.eu/
http://www.nestportugal.pt/about-us
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citizens and high-value tourism rather than volume-based tourism became a point of 
inspiration for other European NTOs such as Flanders, Norway and Iceland.  

 

 

 

Changes in the tourism environment 2019  

LCC consolidation and the theme of ‘survival of the fittest’ emerged in 2019 following the 
collapse of Thomas Cook in the UK, Wow in Iceland and Adria airways in Slovenia. Ryanair, 
however, gained market share carrying 152 million pax in 2019 compared to 72 million pax in 
2008. 

Changes in Tourism Policy 2019 

There appears to have been an alignment of thinking surrounding tourism policy and strategy 
in 2019, as demonstrated by the following quotes from OECD, ETC and UNWTO: 

 

“Large-scale social, economic, political, environmental and technological trends continue to 
impact the sector and forward-looking public policies are needed to shape the development 

of sustainable and competitive tourism destinations”.  

OECD Tourism Trends and Policies 2019. 
 

“The tourism industry has been questioning if the current model is sustainable and if growth 
in volume is the right way to define and measure success…completely changing the 

marketing strategy”. 

Peter De Wilde, 
 ETC President, Annual Report 2019. 

 
“With growth comes more responsibility in ensuring effective destination management that 
minimises any adverse effect from tourism. Managing tourism in a sustainable manner for 

the benefit of all is more critical than ever. We need to grow in value, not volume. 
Digitalisation, innovation, greater accessibility and societal changes are expected”.  

Zurab Pololikashvili , Secretary-General,  
World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), 2019. 

 
The EU launched the Green Deal for Europe – a set of policy initiatives with the overarching 
aim to make Europe carbon neutral in 2050. 

 

2019 
New NTO vision and strategies to address the issues from 2015-2018 
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Evolution of NTOs 2019 

The drivers identified in the macro-environment in 2015-2018 – notably digital, sustainability, 
over-tourism, competitiveness and the citizen as an important stakeholder – set the context 
for some NTOs to rethink long-term tourism strategy. NTOs made an attempt to 
counterbalance increasingly negative perceptions of tourism with a new vision where it was 
positioned as the enabler of positive change and, ultimately, the well-being of citizens. 

Portugal’s ‘Vision for Tourism 2027’ strategy, produced in 2017, provided an economic, social 
and environmental framework to become one of the most sustainable tourist destinations in 
the world.  

NBTC’s ‘Perspective 2030’ strategy had the headline goal that every Dutch person benefit from 
tourism. 

Visit Flanders’ ‘Travel to tomorrow’ strategy presented a vision for ‘flourishing destinations’ 
and happiness based on co-creation between visitors, residents and entrepreneurs. 

Slovenia successfully created a ‘whole of government’ strategic approach to sustainability 
through the building blocks of a Vision for Slovenia 2050, Development Strategy 2030 and the 
‘Strategy for the sustainable growth of Slovenian tourism’ in 2017. 

These progressive NTO strategies addressed issues anticipated in the previous period: 
national, regional and local coordination of tourism management, sustainability, regeneration, 
digitalisation, partnerships, innovation, long-term vision, residents and communities and 
measuring success based on value rather than volume. They also share the challenge of 
measuring the social and cultural impacts and benefits of tourism within this paradigm shift. 
Some NTOs, such as Flanders, were involved in creating KPIs for this purpose.  

In 2019, ETC produced its landmark ‘Horizon 2022’ strategy to address Europe’s international 
competitiveness. Its focus was on value over volume, thematic niche marketing, improved 
market intelligence, digital, sustainability, partnerships and creating efficiencies by combining 
smaller budgets with EU funding.  
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Changes in the tourism environment 2020-2021  

New Covid-19 policy and regulatory measures were introduced (testing, quarantine, 
quarantine certificates, border control, travel corridors). There was an identifiable lack of 
coordination across Europe – a point not lost on the EU Commissioner chairing the EU tourism 
convention.  

European Cities Marketing (ECM) Members Finance Survey 2020 reported that 75% of its city 
members had seen more than 50% budget reductions. This contrasted with NTOs, many of 
whom received continuing or increased public funding due to the Covid-19 pandemic impacts. 
It seemed likely that public funding would be continued or increased post-pandemic.  

City Tourism and MICE are the two sectors that the pandemic has most impacted. There was 
a unanimous feeling that MICE would be the last sector to recover and that travel for business 
meetings would be permanently reduced due to the rapid adoption of video conferencing. 
Some commented that working from home may become a permanent feature of business 
operations, and there was speculation about how this may affect corporate work and travel 
patterns in the future. Others commented that MICE might become more domestic and intra-
regional than international. 

European destinations recorded declines in tourist arrivals between 51%-85% in 2020, with 1 
in 3 destinations posting declines ranging from 70% to 79%. 

Domestic tourism proved relatively resilient and is the sector that is expected to rebound first 
post-Covid-19. 

Changes in Tourism Policy 2020-2021 

Unsurprisingly, tourism in 2020-2021 was dominated by the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic, 
which has had the effect of creating a disconnect between the past and the future – and hence 
an opportunity to reshape tourism as it recovers. 

The EU Tourism Convention in October 2020 indicated ways in which tourism might be 
reshaped, in the form of written statements from the EU and Nation States on tourism 
priorities.  Key themes reviewed at the conference were: 

• Safe and seamless travel  

• Consumer trust  

• Collaboration and partnerships 

• Coordination and leadership 

2020-2021 
Crisis and opportunity: Covid-19, Brexit,  

tourism services powered by data, increased public funding 
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• Digitalisation 

• Sustainability 

• Funding for EU aligned tourism programmes  

• Re-examining the role of tourism 

• Legislation and policy in tourism  

• Industry liaison and legislation. 

The conference made clear that tourism was now very high on the political agenda and that 
the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic had exposed considerable gaps, discord and lack of 
coordination and cooperation amongst European nations. More specifically, the pandemic 
exposed significant weaknesses in the following areas: 

• Crisis management and integrated crisis communications 

• Coordination between NTOs and CTOs/DMOs  

• Horizontal and vertical coordination between the wide range of organisations involved in 
the management of tourism destinations 

• Trust and transparency in advice for travellers. 

The EU Commissioner, Thierry Breton, suggested the creation of a fifty-year vision for 
European tourism embracing sustainability, policy and management together with a 
substantial implementation budget. 

The UNWTO published ‘Circular Economy in Travel and Tourism’ (December 2020). 

In 2020, New Zealand introduced an International Visitor Conservation and Tourism Levy for 
international arrivals for sustainable tourism projects. The results of this initiative have to date 
been limited because of the Covid-19 pandemic travel restrictions.  

Evolution of NTOs 2020-2021 

CEOs and the expert panel considered the Covid-19 pandemic a significant crisis and an 
accelerator of change. NTOs that had a strong long-term strategy in place that had already 
considered changes in the macro-environment (sustainability, digital, coordination etc.) 
before the Covid-19 pandemic felt that their strategy would remain intact. Most expected 
leisure tourism to return quite quickly post-pandemic.  

There was consensus that the most impacted sector in the long-term is likely to be business 
tourism, particularly meetings, conferences and exhibitions, due to the rapid adoption of 
virtual meeting technology and the potential for the corporate sector to reduce travel costs 
(see below).  

Covid-19 shifted NTOs’ focus away from international marketing towards new concerns:  
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• Domestic marketing 

• Crisis management and crisis communications  

• Restoring confidence. Examples ‘Clean and Safe’ schemes in Portugal and Switzerland 
and ‘We’re Good to Go’ in the UK 

• Real-time research and insight and co-operation with commercial data providers 

• Supporting SMEs 

• Advisory roles 

• Digital solutions 

• Education and training and promoting quality and assurance schemes  

• Employment and job losses in tourism, especially in SMEs. 

Most NTOs reported that their respective Governments had provided additional short-term 
funding to support Covid-19 recovery initiatives. This funding was either delivered directly to 
the industry or was administered by the NTO as a short-term programme or initiative. It was 
commented confidentially by some that these programmes were often rushed, poorly 
coordinated and sometimes misguided. This suggests some crisis response and coordination 
deficiencies between NTOs, CTOs/DMOs and the tourism industry.  

Unsurprisingly, the tourism industry now faces a short to medium term financial crisis. This 
has impacted private-sector funding for marketing initiatives. An example of this is in the 
Netherlands, where a large increase in public funding had been necessary to compensate for 
the loss of private funding. The private sector does not have the liquidity currently to support 
strategies that are heavily geared towards longer-term issues such as brand and 
sustainability and investment in technology.  

 

4.1.2  Illustrations of evolution in selected NTOs 

This section demonstrates how changes in the tourism environment from 2008 to 2021 have 
influenced the evolution of specific NTOs. In the following pages, there are illustrations from 
five European countries: Portugal, Slovenia, Norway, France and Croatia. These 
countries/NTOs have been carefully selected to reflect the geography and diversity of Europe 
and a representative range of NTO operations. Each of the illustrations plots a unique process 
of evolution. The illustrations have been compiled primarily from insights gained from 
interviews with the CEOs of the respective NTOs in late 2020 and were further supported by 
an analysis of NTO annual reports 2008-2021 and desk research. 
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Evolution of Tourism Portugal 2008-2021      

The following illustration tracks the transformation of Portugal’s tourism structure, which 
resulted in the creation and evolution of Tourism Portugal as an agency that is closely aligned 
to the industry with a focus on partnerships, product development, data, digital innovation, 
knowledge, education and training and sustainability. The primary focus of this illustration is 
to identify how changes in the environment for tourism in Portugal influenced this 
transformation.  

The evolution story  

Turismo de Portugal’s evolution has been influenced by structural changes and governance 
decisions at a national level. Before 2007, there were four organisations responsible for 
different aspects of the development of tourism: 

• Instituto de Turismo de Portugal, created in 2004, with investment and promotion 
functions 

• General Directorate of Tourism, with policy and regulation functions 

• Tourism Training Institute (training policy) 

• Inspection of Games (gambling regulation). 

A review of Government organisations in 2007 created a ‘new model’ NTO for Portugal, 
incorporating all four of the previous organisations.  It is 100% public (reporting to the 
Government through the Ministry of Economy, Innovation and Development), having a funding 
model based on taxes from casinos and gaming operations in Portugal, complemented by 
other sources (e.g. EU structural funds). This gave Turismo de Portugal a substantial degree 
of autonomy and financial independence from the Government. According to the CEO, certain 
fiscal stability allowed it to develop a long-term strategy independent of short-term political 
cycles. 

Turismo de Portugal’s responsibilities extended considerably beyond promotion and 
marketing to include investment, product development, training, registration and 
classification of hotels and restaurants. This allowed the NTO to work with the complete value 
chain - strategy, planning, financing, product development, quality standards and marketing. 
It also became responsible for the marketing and promotion of casinos, so success in this 
field partly determines NTO’s budget.  

‘Portugal Tourism Strategy 2027’ was launched in 2017 after a long consultation with 
stakeholders, including citizens. The newly launched UN SDGs were incorporated into the 
2017 strategy, which included a vision for Portugal to be one of the most sustainable countries 
in the world. The strategy also prioritised data and digital innovation.  

PORTUGAL 
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A digital innovation strategy was introduced in 2015. The catalyst was a budget cut caused by 
the financial crisis and the subsequent search for operational efficiencies. Data from external 
providers were systematically pulled into a data hub managed by Turismo de Portugal – see 
chart below. In 2018, mobile and airline data and indicators to measure sustainability were 
introduced. In 2020, credit card data and Google data were applied. The data hub allowed 
Turismo de Portugal to position itself as a knowledge organisation and a provider of insights 
to various clients: industry, inward investment, consultants, academic; and provide essential 
data to measure economic, environmental, social and cultural impacts and monitor the 
effectiveness of sustainability initiatives.   

The data hub also became a catalyst for digital innovation in the form of NEST, a tourism 
innovation centre initiated by, but separate from, Turismo de Portugal. NEST partnered with 
leading innovation providers such as Google and Microsoft to foster digital innovation in 
tourism and encourage digital disruptive start-ups, incubators and accelerators. NEST and 
the data hub are also linked to 12 vocational tourism schools run by Tourism Portugal.  

Top six changes in Portugal that impacted Tourism Portugal 2008-2021     

The top seven changes in Portugal that influenced the evolution of Tourism Portugal have been 
identified as: 

• New funding model through taxes on casinos and gambling and EU funding  

• Relationship with government: Tourism Portugal is a public sector entity but has a 
significant level of autonomy as a result of its funding model and capability to plan long 
term  

• New mandate: not only to promote tourism but use a full range of development tools 
such as finance, inward investment, training, product development  

• Digital Strategy: a prerequisite to enable Tourism Portugal to lead the tourism sector and 
improve marketing efficiency  

• Data and digital innovation as a key driver of the NTO 

• Sustainability and SDGs absorbed into long-term strategy since 2017 

• New NTO leadership in 2016 was highly important in terms of leading the Portugal 
Tourism Strategy 2027, the Revive programme and NEST in the period 2017-2019 

• New NTO leadership in 2016 was highly important in leading the Portugal Tourism 
Strategy 2027, the Revive programme and NEST in the period 2017-2019.  
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Figure 4.3 : Evolution of the national tourism authority of Portugal 
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Evolution of Slovenian Tourist Board 2008-2021  

The following illustration tracks the evolution of the Slovenian Tourist Board (STB) from a 
traditional NTO focused on international marketing to a pioneer and early adopter of 
sustainable tourism embracing destination management.  

The evolution story  

STB was formed in 1996, five years after Slovenia had become an independent country. There 
was an urgent political requirement to raise awareness of the new country and put Slovenia 
on the map by establishing a tourist board, developing a national brand, and joint marketing 
campaigns with the industry. Adria Airways, which had previously served as an outbound 
charter airline to the Adriatic coast, was remodelled into a national flag carrier connecting the 
country with strategically important routes to key European cities. 

 

According to the CEO, Maja Pak,  

“The ‘Stern review on Climate Change’ in 2006 and Al Gore’s ‘An inconvenient Truth‘ in 2006, 
had a significant impact on policy and strategy in a young country that already had green in 

its DNA”. 
 

The Stern review had discussed the effect of global warming on the world economy and 
suggested that climate change was the widest-ranging market failure ever seen. It suggested 
early actions and environmental taxes minimise economic and social impacts. The 
documentary film ‘An Inconvenient Truth’ popularised the environmental movement and 
raised awareness of the ‘planetary emergency.’ 

Government and STB appointed local and international sustainability experts and consulted 
industry and citizens culminating in the forum for sustainability in 2008, which was a milestone 
in STB’s commitment to Slovenia as a green destination as a long-term strategy.  

Slovenia claimed to be one of the first countries to adopt the UN SDGs (2015) into its long-
term national strategy, priorities and targets. Since 2015, it has voluntarily provided a national 
review of the implementation of SDGs. This indicates its commitment to the transparent and 
inclusive implementation of the 2030 Agenda.   

A ‘whole of government’ approach to sustainability and tourism policy in 2017 created the 
framework for effective destination management based on vertical and horizontal integration. 
The Green Scheme of Slovenian Tourism, 2015, was developed after a long consultation with 
stakeholders, including citizens. More of a process than a scheme, it involved extensive 
training and consultation with industry and daily communication.  

SLOVENIA 
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STB was an early adopter of digital technologies, which have become increasingly important 
in recent years.  The digital marketing department of STB has been significantly strengthened.  

Because of the Covid-19 pandemic, STB’s mandate was extended to include domestic tourism. 
It also fast-tracked the Green Scheme to ‘Green and Safe’, providing Slovenia with a 
competitive advantage to restore confidence in travel.  

Top four changes in Slovenia that impacted Slovenian Tourist Board 2008-2021  

The top four changes in Slovenia that influenced the evolution of STB have been identified as: 

• The mandate for sustainability, starting in 2008  

• National policy and strategy built around sustainability, incorporated into NTO strategy 
and plans and destination management  

• Focused and strategic leadership at Government and NTO level 

• Data and digital innovation, as a key focus in recent years. 
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Figure 4.4: Evolution of the national tourism authority of Slovenia 
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Evolution of Innovation Norway 2008-2021 

The following illustration tracks the absorption of a traditional NTO, The Norwegian Tourist 
Board, into a progressive, multi-sector development agency that now combines marketing 
with development, destination management and sustainability. The primary focus of the 
illustration is to consider how changes in the environment influenced this transition.  

The evolution story 

Before 2004, The Norwegian Tourist Board was a ‘traditional’ NTO that received 80% of its 
funding from the Government. Its focus was solely on international marketing, and it 
measured success in terms of volume. Commercial partners investment decisions highly 
influenced the marketing of products, places and destinations within Norway in campaigns. 
There was no consultation at a local and citizen level. This created an undesirable situation 
for Government in terms of the country's branding and core issues surrounding inclusivity, 
overtourism and citizen dissatisfaction with tourism.  

Regions within Norway felt that they were not adequately consulted in NTO tourism decisions. 
Some complained of a lack of strategic thought behind the selection and frequency of regional 
messaging in international marketing and advertising. Others flagged concerns about the 
social, cultural and environmental impacts resulting from a commercially funded approach to 
destination marketing.    

The Norwegian state has been an extensive owner of (74) companies managed through 
ministries. The underlying philosophy is that the state should have ownership of industries 
when this best serves the state’s needs. Oil has always been managed within a state-owned 
company.   The drop in oil revenues in 2001 had a significant direct impact on overall 
Government revenue. This factor, together with a Government prioritisation around innovation 
and general dissatisfaction with the branding of Norway under the NTO, were the drivers in 
the absorption of the Norwegian Tourist Board into the newly formed state-owned company 
‘Innovation Norway’ in 2004. Innovation Norway now sits under the Ministry for Local 
Government and Modernisation. 

Within Innovation Norway, tourism marketing is separated from development.  Tourism 
marketing includes ‘Visit Norway’ as a consumer-facing website, convention bureau activity 
and travel trade marketing.  Innovation Norway’s mandate prevents it from operating with a 
public-private partnership funding model. Innovation Norway can give grants but cannot 
accept commercial funding.  

The tourism development work is handled through multi-sectoral programmes, organised on 
a matrix structure and focused on financing tourism projects, destination development, 
sustainable tourism and education, skills and training.  This development role was 

NORWAY 
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strengthened partly due to the renewed tightening of government spending caused by the next 
drop in oil prices in 2014. It also corresponded to Innovation Norway embracing destination 
management principles based on horizontal and vertical integration.  

Innovation Norway’s extensive network of international and regional offices are also organised 
on a multi-sectoral basis. Innovation Norway employs 700 people, and tourism is in some way 
part of every employee’s remit. 

Digital has been a very significant factor in the evolution of Innovation Norway.  
 

“I think the reason why we have seen a modernising agenda in NTO’s generally is primarily 
due to the digital shift. Digital was probably the single biggest influence in the creation and 

development of Innovation Norway. It enabled major changes from the way that the old 
Norwegian Tourist Board operated. We {NTOs} are gradually evolving into destination 

management organisations with a different interpretation of what it means to manage. 
Digital changed everything. It made it possible to look at local places first and develop 

suitable local product based on data. It allowed us to develop export strategies based on 
citizens first and digital helps us find niche markets for these propositions.” 

Bente Bratland Holm, 
Director of VisitNorway, Innovation Norway. 

 

Top four changes in the Norwegian environment that impacted Innovation Norway 2008-
2021 

The top four changes in Norway that influenced the evolution of Innovation Norway have been 
identified as:     

• A focus on digital activity, accelerating the process of change from the operations of the 
former Norwegian Tourist Board to the broader programme of multi-sectoral activity of 
Innovation Norway.  

• Government decisions on the policy concerning branding, funding and sustainability 
directly impact the tourism work of Innovation Norway. 

• Government decision to manage tourism support within a state-owned company that acts 
as a multi-sectoral development agency whilst continuing ‘Visit Norway’ as a separate 
brand. 

• The Norwegian Oil crisis, which had a direct impact on the Government revenue, 
impacted the operations of Innovation Norway as the NTO.  
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Figure 4.5: Evolution of the national tourism authority of Norway 
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Evolution of Atoût France 2008-2021  

The following illustration tracks the evolution of a traditional NTO, Maison de la France, into 
Atoût France, which is categorised in France as an ‘agency for the development of tourism’. 
The primary focus of this illustration is to consider how changes in the environment influenced 
this transition.  

The evolution story  

Prior to 2009, Maison de la France had operated as a traditional NTO with a mandate for 
international marketing. It measured success in terms of the volume of international tourists 
visiting France. A Government policy decision in 2009 created a merger between Maison de la 
France and ODIT (an engineering, consultancy and investment agency) to form Atoût France. 
The CEO of Maison de la France remained as CEO of Atoût France and led the organisation for 
approximately ten years. The new organisation continued to work primarily as a marketing 
agency in line with Government objectives for tourism as an industry that supports economic 
growth.  

The Paris terrorist attack in 2015 caused a sudden review of French tourism policy resulting 
in extra funding for tourism recovery. It signalled a significant policy shift towards digital 
marketing in line with the 2014 National Strategy.  

The second Paris attack in 2018 resulted in a further increase in public funding for tourism 
and the introduction of a mandate for the NTO to work in close partnership with the regions 
and the private sector. The partnership funding model introduced (NTO 33% / Regions or Cities 
33% / Industry 33%) caused the NTO to change how it worked with the regions and 
stakeholders. The government also granted additional funds for digital marketing as part of 
the post-terrorist recovery plan. France.fr domain was transferred to Atoût France with a 
substantial budget increase. KPIs (mostly marketing) were subsequently increased to 50 but 
without specific targets.  

New leadership was introduced to Atoût France in 2019. The aim was to accelerate the 
implementation of objectives in the national strategy 2014 partly neglected due to the crisis 
recovery phase, namely, digital innovation, support for SMEs and start-ups and encouraging 
entrepreneurialism in the industry. A strategic review by the CEO in 2019 revealed that the 
NTO and the private sector had fallen behind in the speed of adaption to digital innovation.  

The new CEO re-prioritised innovation and entrepreneurialism in tourism and introduced 
sustainability as a goal. Particular focus was given to data & insights, data hub, innovation, 
competitiveness, adaptation to new trends & digitalization. New multi-sector partnerships 
were formed, including a co-operation with the accelerator, Welcome City Lab to develop 
trends, solutions and product development.   

FRANCE 
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The new strategy in 2021 will lean heavily towards fostering innovation and a data-driven, 
customer-centric attitude in the industry. Priority will be given towards reducing the number 
of KPIs to approximately 15; citizen polling of satisfaction with tourism & tourists satisfaction. 
Better measurement tools will be introduced for data-driven planning and execution.  

Top four changes in the French environment that impacted Atoût France 2008-2021  

The top four changes in France that influenced the evolution of Atoût France have been 
identified as: 

• Data and digital innovation, enabled by increased NTO funding and expanded strategic 
partnerships  

• New national policy and strategy, leading to the formation of Atoût France through a 
merger of organisations  

• The terrorism crisis, resulting in extra NTO funding and a new partnership model 

• A new CEO, brought in to prioritise innovation and entrepreneurialism.   
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Figure 4.6: Evolution of the national tourism authority of France 
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Evolution of Croatian National Tourist Board 2008-2021  

The following illustration tracks the evolution of the Croatian National Tourist Board (CNTB) 
from its formation in 1991, shortly after Croatian independence, to a modern innovative NTO. 
From the beginning, it had a progressive funding model and a commitment to sustainability; 
and it was an early adopter of digital technology.   

The evolution story  

The CNTB was created one year after Croatian independence in 1991. As in Slovenia, the 
objective behind the formation of the NTO was to harness the potential of tourism to re-brand 
and promote a new country and position Croatia internationally. Its goal was to improve 
competitiveness, brand recognition, create employment, and provide authentic, sustainable 
experiences. CNTB had a mandate for domestic tourism from the outset.   

The funding model for the CNTB consists of a state budget, revenue from tourist taxes and 
membership fees. Its budget has increased annually since 1992, primarily due to its success 
in increased visitation. In 2010, Croatia recorded 51 million overnight stays, which doubled to 
109 million overnight stays in 2019.  

The CNTB has been continuously investing in digital technology. An E-Visitor system, launched 
in 2016, provided a central place for registering guests, calculating tourist tax, and providing 
real-time statistical data that informed tourism indicators. The E-Visitor system became 
mandatory for accommodation providers and is now applied across all Government 
departments. Croatia has also made advances in collecting tourist data in coastal areas to 
inform sustainability and destination management better.  

Croatia is to launch a new national strategy for 2030, which will focus on sustainability, 
innovation and value-based tourism that considers visitor carbon footprint. 

CNTB co-operates with CROSTO (Croatian Sustainable Tourism Observatory), which adopts 
the European Tourism Indicator System (ETIS) for sustainable destination management. The 
European Commission supports this initiative. CROSTO undertakes a regular survey of 
resident and visitor satisfaction with tourism and provides employment indicators.  

CNTB was a key player in the initiative ‘Respect the City’, which aimed to reduce the negative 
effects of overtourism through continued cooperation with stakeholders, citizens and 
application of destination management principles.9 

 
9 ‘Respect the City’, Dubrovnik Tourist Board, available at 
www.tzdubrovnik.hr/lang/en/get/kultura_i_povijest/75284/respect_the_city.html.  

CROATIA 

http://www.tzdubrovnik.hr/lang/en/get/kultura_i_povijest/75284/respect_the_city.html
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CNTB works actively with SDGs, especially those that relate to working towards good health 
and well-being, quality education, clean water and sanitation and partnership for the goals. 

In 2020 the CNTB carried out a hugely successful campaign completely dedicated to domestic 
tourism - ‘Tjedan odmora vrijedan’. Croatians were able to travel for one week to any Croatian 
destination, paying half price. Given this success, CNTB believes that domestic tourism will 
remain a future priority.  

Top five changes in Croatia that impacted Croatian National Tourist Board  2008-2021  

The top five changes in Croatia that influenced the evolution of CNTB have been identified as: 

• Croatian independence in 1991, as a driver to establish an NTO and develop nation 
branding  

• New funding model through taxes and membership, increasing CNTB funding alongside 
tourism growth  

• Digital innovation, enabling the digital E-Visitor system, which has been pivotal in 
calculating taxes and generating data 

• Sustainability and SDGs, together with the need to avoid overtourism, which were 
absorbed quickly into strategy and destination management and partnership with 
CROSTO  

• The remit for domestic tourism, which started from the inception of CNTB but was 
strengthened during Covid-19.   
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 Figure 4.7: Evolution of the national tourism authority of Croatia 
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4.1.3  Conclusions 

The report reviews the evolution of NTOs together with changes in the tourism environment, 
during the period 2008-2021 at the European level and for five countries.  The key conclusions 
emerging from this were that the top five changes in the environment that influenced NTO 
evolution in Europe were: substantial changes in government policy; a demand for action to 
ensure the sustainability of the planet and, in particular, to mitigate climate change; 
maximising use of data, together with digital innovation; crises in general; and the impact of 
the Covid-19 pandemic in particular.   

Figure 4.8: Changes in the environment for tourism and evolution of NTOs 2008-2021 

  

Changes in the 
environment for 
tourism 

 
Evolution of NTOs 2008-2021 

Substantial 
changes in 
Government 
policy 

NTOs evolved very quickly after changes in the environment concerning 
national policy and strategy reviews. This has been illustrated by reference to 
Norway, Slovenia and Portugal. 

Challenge of 
sustainability, 
especially climate 
change 

The speed of NTO adaptation to sustainability concerns has been generally 
slow and sporadic, but there were notable exceptions in countries such as 
Slovenia and Norway. Sustainability only began to become an integral part of 
tourism strategies around 2019, but many NTOs in Europe still do not have a 
published strategy for sustainability. 

Opportunities of 
data and digital 
innovation 

In recent years the tourism sector, particularly the public sector, has been 
relatively slow to adapt to the need for and opportunities for full digital 
transformation.  There is a need for increased awareness and understanding 
of the issues and for the digital skills gap within NTOs to be addressed. Some 
examples of good progress in this respect are the NTOs for Germany, 
Switzerland, Norway, Finland and Portugal. 

Crises – health, 
economy, terrorism 

NTOs most often received increased budget and responsibility for promotion 
and recovery campaigns during or following a crisis. This has been the case 
with the Covid-19 pandemic – see below. 

‘Building back 
better’ following 
Covid-19 pandemic 

The Covid-19 pandemic has undoubtedly accelerated trends in the evolution 
of NTOs towards increased engagement in sustainability, digital and 
destination management.  It appears to represent a ‘watershed moment for 
tourism globally, with widespread demands for meaningful action in 
addressing the challenges of sustainability and the improved management of 
destinations. In many countries, the public sector (including NTOs) has 
recognised that it must enable responsible tourism through a blend of policy 
decisions, partnerships and vertical and horizontal coordination, enabling the 
implementation of destination management principles. This could well result 
in a change to the funding and mandate of many NTOs. 
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4.2  BACKGROUND RESEARCH ON EUROPEAN NTOS 

This section is a summary analysis of information about the past and present operations of 
ETC Member NTOs drawn from three sources outlined in Chapter 3, i.e.:  

• Surveys of ETC Member NTOs undertaken by ETC itself every year or two since 2012 - 
between 26 and 30 NTOs have responded to the survey, answering questions on overall 
budget and staffing, activities undertaken, and allocation of marketing budgets 

• An online survey of ETC Member NTOs undertaken for the project, covering a wider range 
of subjects, including level and sources of funding, strategic partners and stakeholders, 
activities, digital transformation, destination innovation projects and performance 
measurement (22 NTOs responded to this online survey) 

• Nineteen semi-structured interviews with the CEOs (or their deputies) of a sample of ETC 
member NTOs, a small number of other NTOs and several ETC stakeholder or partner 
organisations.   

Organisations’ profiles 

In all cases but one, the ETC members responding to the online survey were established by 
government, as part of a ministry, or, in most cases, as a government tourism agency or as 
some other form of government-funded entity. 

Budget 

There was a large range in the size of NTO budgets, from less than €10m (seven NTOs in 2019) 
to more than €70m (two NTOs in 2019). The majority (17 out of 26) were less than €30m; 21 
out of 26 less than €50m.  Of the nine NTOs with budgets of more than €30m, seven were in 
western Europe.    

In general, NTOs with the largest budgets and/or staff were in countries that had one or both 
the following characteristics: 

• High level of international visitor spending 

• High level of economic dependency on tourism, in terms of tourism’s share of GDP and 
employment. 

Regarding the NTOs with budgets of €30m or less, many would have been considered to be in 
emerging destinations at the turn of the century; or in countries that have very small 
populations, such as San Marino and Montenegro. 

The majority of NTOs had significant increases or decreases in their budgets during the period 
2012-2019.  Only four had a limited change (-15% to + 15 %) in their budget. Fourteen had 
increases (eight large increases, six moderate), and ten had decreased (four moderate, six 
large).  Thus, there is no consistency in budget changes for NTOs as a whole. However, there 
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is a striking geographical clustering. Seven of the eight NTOs with the largest percentage 
increases (>50%) and three of the six NTOs with moderate increases (16-49%) are in eastern 
Europe. Correspondingly, eight of the ten NTOs with moderate or large percentage decreases 
are in western Europe. 

NTO funding comes predominantly from government and other public sources, including the 
EU, primarily in the Baltic States. Seventeen NTOs generated some funding from commercial 
activities or private sources, but only seven NTOs generated more than 10% from these 
sources; and only one more than 30%.  

Figure 4.9: NTOs’ sources of funding in 2020 
 

 

Croatia had the most diversified sources of funding in 2020, with between 25% and 30% from 
each of three sources: national government, dedicated taxes and membership fees; and a 
further 12% from ‘other public’ sources and 4% from EU funding. Only two other countries, 
the Netherlands and Luxembourg, also had diversified funding sources across three or more 
sources, but both received more than 60% from their national government. 

Over the period 2009-2019, there was little change in the pattern of NTO funding coming 
predominantly from public sources. There was limited switching between the different public 
funding sources, but national governments continued to be by far the largest source of funding 
for most NTOs. Diversification of sources increased in Croatia, and to a lesser extent in 
Greece, but not in other NTOs. 

The NTO CEOs did not anticipate major changes in the balance of their funding sources, apart 
from concerns that, because of the impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic, private partner funding 
for joint activity may be significantly reduced over the next few years. 
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Partnership funding 

The majority of NTOs have strategic partners (“organisations with which the NTOs work 
regularly, jointly organising or funding activities”), primarily for joint marketing.  Four partner 
categories stand out: tourism companies, central government, trade associations and DMOs. 
In addition to the DMOs, there are other ‘local’ partners: Local Authorities, Convention 
Bureaux, event organisers and Universities – strengthening the importance of cooperation at 
a local level. 

Partnership between NTOs and private sector tourism operators, particularly in joint 
marketing, was regarded positively by most NTO CEOs. In several cases, it is a requirement 
of government (by statute or as a condition of funding) that the NTO should actively engage in 
such a partnership. These NTOs recognise the importance of maintaining an appropriate 
balance between public and private sector funding to achieve both public and private sectors’ 
objectives.  

However, at least one NTO (within an economic development agency) takes the view that it 
should not be involved in such partnerships but rather should invest only in marketing that is 
focused on achieving strategic aims that will maximise the benefit to the country and its 
people, rather than delivering tactical benefit to private sector businesses. 

Activities 

NTOs were clustered into those whose reported activities indicate that they are focused 
primarily on marketing (7 out of 26) and a much larger group (19 NTOs) that have a broader 
remit, generally including support and/or incentives for developing and enhancing the tourism 
product ‘on the ground’ - 18 out of 26.  Except for Poland, the marketing focused NTOs are all 
in western Europe. 

The number of NTOs undertaking activities other than marketing (e.g., support and/or 
incentives for developing and enhancing the tourism product ‘on the ground’) increased 
between 2012 and 2019.  However, it seems that only two NTOs, for Bulgaria and Latvia, have 
increased their range of functions substantially, though many more NTOs have added one or 
two functions since 2012.  

The online survey asked about NTO expectations regarding increased activity over the next five 
years. The highest levels of anticipated growth were in every aspect of marketing, product 
development and research, potential reinforcing the strong focus of activity on these activities 
just now. 
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Figure 4.10: NTOs’ activities expected to increase the most in next five years – in order of 
importance  

  

Because of its broader strategic implications, a particularly significant aspect of NTO activity 
is the involvement in a long-term national branding initiative undertaken in partnership with 
other national organisations. The survey results ascertained that 16 out of 26 NTOs are 
involved in such an initiative; six of those NTOs are involved as the leader of the initiative, and 
in one other case, the NTO is one of the funding partners.  

Product or destination innovation projects 

The online survey asked about NTO investment in product or destination innovation projects. 
Seven NTOs said that they were directly involved in initiating such projects. Another seven 
NTOs were involved in providing funding, and five had an advisory role.  Only three NTOs said 
that they were not involved in such projects. 

Digital transformation of NTOs 

Sixteen NTOs (out of 22 responding to the online survey) have initiated a significant programme 
of internal digital transformation (e.g., digitised business process applications, use of big data 
for research, use of AI for information provision) within the last five years.   

The departments typically most affected, applications most used, and the related benefits are 
summarised in the table on the next page. 

 

 

1 • Research/market research/trends

2 • Marketing for domestic tourism

3 • Destination managmenent

4 • Financial support for tourism

5 • Advisory/technical support for tourism businesses

6 • Innovation

7 • Knowledge

8 • Visitor education to promote responsible visitor behaviour
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Figure 4.11: Digital transformation and innovation – departments most affected, 
applications most used and related benefits 

Measuring success 

The online survey also explored the strategic objectives of NTOs and the related KPI 
measurements and sources of data. As reported in the survey, the strategic KPIs that the 
NTOs are using already or propose to use in the future have been reviewed and consolidated 
into types of KPIs (social, economic and environmental) and themes when relevant, in the table 
below. Several NTOs noted the difficulty in measuring added value for residents and 
measuring sustainable growth (see Figure 4.12 on the next page). 

Figure 4.12: Types of KPIs and themes 

Departments 
most affected 

Applications most used Related benefits 

Administration ERP (environmentally responsible 
practices) introduction and 
digitization of processes 

Increase productivity; reduction of 
paperwork; facilitate collaboration and 
sharing of information 

Marketing Websites and digital strategy Improve targeting and reach 

e-Visitor 
Department 

A central place for tourist registration 
and tourist data management 

Integration of processes; fast access to 
up-to-date data 

Research & 
Insights 

Use of big data Understanding of tourist behaviour in-
destination as traditional methods of data 
capture are becoming less effective 

Business 
Intelligence 

New platforms, data sources  
Data centralisation 

Tools to analyse data 
Access to micro datasets which supports 
the decision-making processes in 
different areas 

Investment New platforms Simplify the process and reduce response 
time  

Training Digital Academy and enlarging 
tourism training 

Facilitate access to training and range of 
skills 

Themes Category of 
KPIs 

KPIs 

Strategic 
direction 

Social • Brand awareness/reputation indicators: increase in 
competitive image ranking, NBI score etc. 

• Visitor satisfaction indicators: returning visitor/satisfaction 
ratings 

• Resident satisfaction indicators 
• Engagement rates (social media, website) 

Economic • Volume indicators: number of arrivals, bednights, the average 
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Thirteen NTOs have plans to introduce new KPIs relating to strategic goals and objectives.  
Most were not able to specify what the new KPIs would be because they were still in the 
planning process, but potential areas for new KPIs included digital strategy, sustainability and 
social and environmental impact. Examples of innovative new KPIs included: 

• The digital maturity of a destination  

• The level of meaningful interaction between tourists and citizens 

• The proportion of tourism businesses with a green tourism sustainability certificate  

• The added value of tourism for the inhabitants  

• The extent of use of disposable plastic. 

Covid-19 pandemic impact on strategic objectives 

Fifteen of the NTOs stated that Covid-19 was likely to change their objectives, whilst six 
anticipated no change.  For some, the changes are currently unknown and will depend upon 
the evolution of the pandemic and conclusions of their new strategy.  The changes most 
frequently highlighted by NTOs were: 

• The increasing importance of sustainability  

length of stay, number of tourism assets, increased market 
share against key competitors etc. 

• Economic impact indicators: visitor spending, tourism 
revenue, turnover, contribution to GDP, an increase of average 
revenue per visitor etc. 

• Number of people employed in the tourism sector 
• Tourism promotion expenditure per visitor, number of 

promotional message recipients 
Sustainability Social • Indicators related to the use of local resources for the 

development of tourism 
• Indicators measuring the impact of tourism for the residents 

and the place itself 
Economic • Visitor seasonality index 

Environmental • Number of sustainable certificates issued 
• Water, energy and waste management 
• % of carbon dioxide footprint of tourism 

Destination 
management 

Social • Workforce qualifications 

Economic • % of public vs private funding 
• Budget distribution 
• Number of staff 
• Level of digitalisation of tourism industry 
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• Increasing focus on digital transformation 

• Greater emphasis on domestic and neighbouring markets. 

• A more detailed analysis of NTOs governance, finance, activities and performance 
measurement is provided in the Supplementary Report. 

https://etc-corporate.org/reports/the-changing-tourism-environment-and-its-impact-on-the-work-of-ntos-the-stakeholders-perspective/
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5. VISION & STRATEGY FOR THE FUTURE OF EUROPE’S 
NTOs 
5.1  INTRODUCTION 

This chapter distils the key points emerging from the consultation and evidence gathering 
undertaken as part of the research, relating to the future evolution of NTOs in Europe.  The 
most important sources have been the interviews with the CEOs of NTOs in Europe and in 
other parts of the world, the input of the panel of experts, the discussion at the EU’s European 
Tourism Convention in October 2020 and key policy documents produced for ETC, OECD and 
WTTC. 

5.2  THE ETC VISION FOR EUROPE’S NTOS 

The Vision statement below seeks to capture the essence of the aspirations expressed by 
many CEOs in the interviews that they gave. This Vision may be helpful to NTOs when they are 
preparing their corporate plans for the coming years. 

 

The ETC Vision for Europe’s NTOs 

NTOs to work with public, private and civic sector stakeholders, implementing a shared 
strategy to ensure a competitive and sustainable tourism sector, enhance the quality of 

life for citizens and provide exceptional experiences for visitors.

 
 

The core aspirations contained within this statement are the following: 

• NTO leadership of the tourism sector to align strategy and operations between public, 
private and civic stakeholders. 

• NTO partnership with many other organisations that play a key role in the development, 
management and marketing of tourism on a sustainable basis. 

• Competitiveness of Europe within a global context. 

• Long-term sustainability of tourism, within the framework of the UN’s SDGs. 

• The quality of life of residents as a primary consideration for policy. 

• A focus on ensuring exceptional experiences for visitors. 

Strategy Diagram 

The following diagram shows this Vision on the left-hand side, together with a set of strategic 
objectives that follow from it. The diagram also incorporates, on the right-hand side, three 
Strategic Priorities and seven Critical Success Factors that have emerged from the research 
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and consultation. The Strategic Priorities are elaborated in Chapter 6 and the Critical Success 
Factors in Chapter 7.  

The Strategic Objectives all contribute to one or more of the UN Sustainable Development 
Goals. The way in which they do this is shown diagrammatically on the page following the 
Strategy Diagram.     
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Figure 5.1: ETC’s Vision and Framework for Action for Europe’s NTOs, 2021-2030 
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Figure 5.2: Strategic Objectives contribution to the UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 

 

Note: * Whilst the Environment objective is relevant to most of the SDGs, it is particularly relevant to those with an asterisk. 
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6. STRATEGIC PRIORITIES 
6.1 ENSURING TOURISM’S SUSTAINABILITY 

Introduction    

 ‘Sustainable tourism’ is tourism that can be sustained in the long-term, taking into account 
current and future economic, social, cultural and environmental impacts, which addresses 
the needs of visitors, industry, the environment and host communities10. Other terms are 
closely associated with sustainability, notably ‘responsible tourism’11 and ‘regenerative 
tourism’12. The former may be considered to be integral to sustainable tourism. The latter, 
‘regenerative tourism’, is considered by some to extend beyond sustainability by ensuring that 
tourism positively enhances the physical, social and cultural environment. Others might argue 
that this too is integral to sustainability. As proposed in Section 6.2, effective destination 
management is one of the key mechanisms for achieving sustainability in tourism. 

Purpose 

The goal of sustainability underlies the Vision and each of the four Strategic Objectives 
proposed in Chapter 5, addressing visitors' needs, the industry (tourism businesses), the local 
community and the environment. Elaboration of this is provided by the Cape Town Declaration 
on Responsible Tourism13, which urges destinations and stakeholders to adopt local policies 
and guidelines to support the principles set out in the box below by encouraging tourism that 
has the following characteristics, as set out in the Declaration:       

• Minimises negative economic, environmental and social impacts  

• Supports improved economic benefits and well-being for local people and host 
communities and improves working conditions in tourism and related industries  

• Involves local people in tourism decisions that affect their lives  

• Makes positive contributions to conservation   and cultural heritage  

• Provides more enjoyable experiences for tourists and encourages more meaningful 
connections with local people and a greater understanding of local social, cultural and 
environmental issues 

• Embraces social tourism and inclusivity, including disabilities and disadvantages   

 
10 Adapted from definition in “Making Tourism More Sustainable, A Guide for Policy Makers”, UNWTO and 
UNEO, 2005. 
11  “Responsible Tourism is about making better places for people to live in and better places for people to visit" 
(Cape Town Declaration). Responsible Tourism requires that operators, hoteliers, governments, local people 
and tourists take responsibility, take action to make tourism more sustainable.” See 
https://responsibletourismpartnership.org/what-is-responsible-tourism/.  
12  “Regenerative tourism management enables a place to be left better than it was found”, Anna Pollock, 2019, 
available at www.conscious.travel/. 
13   See https://responsibletourismpartnership.org/cape-town-declaration-on-responsible-tourism/.  

https://responsibletourismpartnership.org/what-is-responsible-tourism/
http://www.conscious.travel/
https://responsibletourismpartnership.org/cape-town-declaration-on-responsible-tourism/
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• It is culturally sensitive, fosters positive interactions between tourists and hosts, and 
builds local pride and confidence.  

Partnerships  

NTOs should partner with government departments and agencies on sustainability policy to 
play an effective role in achieving sustainable tourism. The aim will be to agree on how tourism 
should change to fulfil sustainability commitments within the framework of the government’s 
overall strategy for sustainability and to establish principles and targets for the future 
development of tourism. The concept of a national strategic partnership for tourism is 
explored further in Sections 6.2 and 7.1.  

Through such a partnership, the NTO may influence policy decisions such as national tourism 
taxes, which can be applied to control the flow of tourism or to support regenerative activity, 
including the conservation of built and natural heritage. Tourism taxes are considered further 
in Section 7.2, Funding for Transformation.  

A further benefit of a national strategic partnership for tourism is that bids for EU funding 
based on sustainability will usually require a ‘whole of government’ partnership approach, and 
the goals will need to be aligned to the 2030 Agenda and the SDGs. As an example, Portugal 
assigns each of the 17 SDGs to a specific Ministry that is responsible for its implementation. 
The NTO is responsible for delivery relating to some, but not all, of the 17 SDGs. This approach 
appears to be geared towards successful bids for EU funding. By contrast, Norway has 
committed to targeting six of the 17 SDGs specifically, but it is not dependent on EU funding.     

Collaboration opportunities 

There are many opportunities also for operational collaboration to achieve sustainability in 
tourism, including:   

• National schemes to encourage tourism sustainability involve a wide range of stakeholders 
in public, private and NGO sectors.  For example, the Slovenian Tourism Board 
collaborates with a Slovenian organisation called ‘Good Place’, which operates under a 
licence from ‘Green Destinations’, to accredit destinations according to Global Sustainable 
Tourism Council (GSTC) recognised standards    

• The UNWTO knowledge platform, based on the goals of the 2030 Agenda and the SDGs, 
provides an opportunity for nations and NTOs to submit to the UN a ‘Voluntary National 
Review’ to demonstrate progress in meeting sustainability objectives. Slovenia uses the 
voluntary review process to showcase success and demonstrate leadership  

• External data providers can potentially provide robust data on the social, cultural and 
environmental impacts of tourism to help measure sustainability and steering activity. For 
example, Turismo de Portugal has widened its data sources to include sustainability 
indicators, using data from digital platforms, airlines, hotels, and mobile network providers 
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– see Section 4.1.2 (Turismo de Portugal’s evolution) and in Annex 1, case study 19 
(Portugal: NTO positioned as a data hub for the tourism industry and their sustainable 
interactive dashboard), relating to Sections 7.4  and 7.5  

• Universities and academic institutions, which provide opportunities to collaborate on 
research and training. For example, Visit Flanders has partnered with Leuven University 
to develop qualitative measurement and KPIs relating to ‘flourishing places’ and 
‘happiness’ of visitors, residents and tourism entrepreneurs.  

The role of the NTO in achieving sustainability  

The NTO can play a key role in achieving sustainability in the following ways: 

• Establish a national strategic partnership and operational collaborations, as outlined 
above, to align policies for tourism development to the national strategy for sustainability. 

• Fully integrate sustainability into the NTO corporate plan and publish a regular 
sustainability progress report and/or a ‘Voluntary National Review’, as noted above, 
similar to that produced by the Slovenian Tourism Board14. 

• Evaluate target market opportunities based on robust data relating to sustainability 
and impacts and the potential carbon footprint of visitors. This approach may lead to a 
re-evaluation of the merits of domestic and nearer European markets, compared to long-
haul international travel. Innovation Norway, a leader in this field, has worked with the 
Norwegian Institute for Air Research “to develop an Emissions Calculator that measures 
the carbon footprint of transport to/from Norway and around Norway, based on 
nationality.”15  

• Ensure that sustainability principles and objectives are reflected in the national brand 
and strategic communications. 

• Ensure stakeholder and community involvement in developing the NTO’s vision, 
strategy and brand (see the mini-case study of New Zealand below). It is important to 
demonstrate tourism as a positive force in improving residents' quality of life and 
happiness – providing employment, services, infrastructure, and subsidising 
transportation systems. Luxembourg is the first country in the world to provide free public 
transportation nationwide for visitors and residents.16 For additional examples, see the 
case study of VisitFlanders, below. 

• Support sustainable tourism development with grants and loans – see, for example, 

 
14 See www.gov.si/assets/vladne-sluzbe/SVRK/Agenda-2030/Implementing_the_Agenda2030_update_2018.pdf  
15 Innovation Norway: National Tourism Strategy 2030 - Big impact, small footprint, May 2021 – Available at 
https://assets.simpleviewcms.com/simpleview/image/upload/v1/clients/norway/Nasjonal_Reiselivsstrategi_en
gelsk_red_c59e62a4-6fd0-4a2e-aea1-5e1c6586ebc6.pdf  
16 See www.visitluxembourg.com/en/free-transport-in-luxembourg  

http://www.gov.si/assets/vladne-sluzbe/SVRK/Agenda-2030/Implementing_the_Agenda2030_update_2018.pdf
https://assets.simpleviewcms.com/simpleview/image/upload/v1/clients/norway/Nasjonal_Reiselivsstrategi_engelsk_red_c59e62a4-6fd0-4a2e-aea1-5e1c6586ebc6.pdf
https://assets.simpleviewcms.com/simpleview/image/upload/v1/clients/norway/Nasjonal_Reiselivsstrategi_engelsk_red_c59e62a4-6fd0-4a2e-aea1-5e1c6586ebc6.pdf
https://www.visitluxembourg.com/en/free-transport-in-luxembourg
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projects funded by New Zealand’s International Visitor Conservation and Tourism Levy17.        

• Initiate awards for excellence in sustainability to provide a good opportunity to showcase 
best practices and inspire others. Slovenia has widened its sustainable tourism scheme 
beyond destinations and industry to include new sectors, such as Green Sporting events. 
It is exploring options for Green Meetings and Green Business events. National sustainable 
tourism schemes can be customised to include exclusive online training, workshops and 
events, as in Slovenia and Portugal (see Section 4.1.2).  

• Provide guidance on good practice to all tourism stakeholders and potentially act as a 
knowledge hub and key resource for sustainable tourism. As part of this guidance, 
encourage tourism businesses to minimise resource use and waste production. 

Sustainability performance measurement  

From the survey of NTOs, it is clear that many NTOs are keen to extend the measurement of 
success beyond the economic benefit to include KPIs to measure the environmental, social 
and cultural impacts and benefits of tourism. It is sensible to do this within the framework of 
the UN Sustainable Development Goals, with measures relating to residents, visitors, industry 
and the environment, such as: 

• Citizen satisfaction with tourism, using regular surveys (see below the mini-case study 
of Flanders and the Netherlands)  

• Measurement of cultural, social and environmental impacts, using external data 
sources (for example, see Section 4.1.2 illustration of Portugal)  

• Industry adoption of sustainability standards monitored through participation in green 
accreditation schemes (see the mini-case study for Slovenia below) 

• Measuring regional and seasonal spread of tourism, using external data sources (see 
Section 4.1.2 illustration for Croatia).  

 
Sustainability indicators form part of the broader subject of performance measurement 
covered in Section 7.5.   

 

 

 

  

 
17 See www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/tourism-funding/international-visitor-
conservation-and-tourism-levy/projects-funded-by-the-ivl/  

https://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/tourism-funding/international-visitor-conservation-and-tourism-levy/projects-funded-by-the-ivl/
https://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/tourism-funding/international-visitor-conservation-and-tourism-levy/projects-funded-by-the-ivl/
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Case Study 1 – Netherlands: a vision for sustainability where every citizen benefits from 
tourism 

The Netherlands Board of Tourism & Conventions’(NBTC) strategy, Perspective 2030, was launched in 2019 after 
extensive consultation with over one hundred stakeholders. The aim was to create a new vision for tourism that 
every Dutch person will benefit from tourism by 2030. 

To achieve this vision, it described three conditions for success: 

• Tourism must become a policy priority – all players in the visitor economy will need to take action, and 
the government must play a key role.  

• Joint action and investment – a public, private approach is required in development, innovation, policy 
decisions and innovation.  

• National data alliance creates a common database for existing knowledge and data and collects missing 
data through additional research.      

There are five strategic cornerstones to the strategy: 

• Sustainability is a must - there is a need to balance the creation of a dynamic living environment for 
Dutch people with climate targets, the circular economy in terms of raw materials, pollution, waste and 
CO2 emissions. 

• Ensure all areas of the Netherlands are appealing - encouraging the regional and seasonal spread of 
tourism.  

• Accessibility - integrated approach to air, rail, road, water traffic and introduction of sustainable mobility 
solutions. 

• Balance advantages and disadvantages - actively improve the benefits of visits for all Dutch citizens, 
raise awareness of these benefits, and actively and visibly limit the disadvantages of increasing visits.  

• A hospitable industry - encouraging industry employers to develop new ways of educating and engaging 
employees to offer good career prospects and ensure that the sector remains attractive to new entrants.      

NBTC’s national vision for tourism (Perspective 2030) has led to the development of their Holland City strategy 
aimed at dispersing the growing number of visitors over time and location.  The strategy focuses on 
emphasising short travel distances and the dispersion of visitors throughout the country. This is achieved by 
promoting lesser-known distinctive districts and developing storytelling linking destinations and Dutch topics. 
NBTC also initiates events and theme years to generate interest to visit a city or region.   

NBTC  responded to Covid-19 by retaining the strategy with a heightened focus on domestic and local tourism 
and marketing less well-known destinations for Dutch visitors. The results, shown below, are highly positive. 
In the later stages of recovery, it plans to bolster domestic tourism with visitors from neighbouring countries ( 
Belgium and Germany ) then open to wider markets. 

RESULTS/OUTPUTS:  

• Dutch tourist accommodation recorded a record number of overnight stays in July and August 2020, 
exceeding the peak year in 2019. The growth was mostly in campsites and holiday parks which welcomed 
domestic visitors  

• 59 million Dutch people took a holiday in their own country in 2019 – a 24% increase on the previous year.  

• The increased domestic tourism generally benefited all provinces but not Noord-Holland and Zuid-
Holland, which rely on foreign visitors. Tourism to Amsterdam was badly impacted, with a 61% drop in 
tourism 
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• A survey in April 2021 showed that 45% of the Dutch population plans to take a domestic holiday this year.  

MORE INFORMATION:  

NBTC Perspective 2030 - https://www.nbtc.nl/en/site/destination-netherlands/perspective-destination-
netherlands-2030.htm; Holland City Strategy - www.nbtc.nl/en/home/vision-strategy/hollandcity.htm.  

 

Case Study 2 – New Zealand: commitment to care for New Zealand 

Tourism New Zealand (TNZ) has been using the “100% Pure New Zealand” marketing campaign over the past 20 
years to promote the country as a tourist destination, focusing on its unique natural and cultural assets. 
Sustainability and care for their land is key to their approach to promotion, they want to ensure that ’tourism 
enriches our home and gives back more than it takes’. TNZ’s efforts are focused on spreading the benefits of 
international tourism across the country and the year. To achieve this goal, TNZ targets key markets/segments 
identified as having the best potential to stay longer, visit outside of peak season, spend more and visit more 
regions.  

TNZ wants to encourage travellers to recognise that they, too, have a responsibility to the sustainable 
development of the destinations to which they travel. To help visitors have a great experience while travelling 
safely and conscientiously, TNZ and six other private and public sector organisations partnered to introduce, in 
November 2018, the Tiaki Promise (Tiaki means to care for people and place), an initiative inviting travellers to 
commit to caring for New Zealand during their stay for now and for future generations. The Tiaki Promise 
consists of guiding principles for visitors to follow to preserve and protect New Zealand.  A range of Tiaki Promise 
collateral has been produced (videos, posters, brochures, key messages, guidelines, banners, digital screens 
etc.) and is available in multiple languages. 

Through Qualmark (the national tourism official quality assurance system), TNZ helps raise the bar on 
sustainability across the industry while ensuring unforgettable quality experiences to visitors. It aims to build an 
industry committed to safety, sustainability, and quality, taking an active role in securing the industry's long-
term viability. The Qualmark programme was established in 1993 and became fully owned by TNZ in 2015. In 
2016 to meet industry challenges and face increasing visitor numbers, TNZ repositioned Qualmark to make sure 
experiences enjoyed by visitors can be protected into the future and that the local communities are supported. 
In-depth review and research were carried out, and new criteria were defined and assessed. The repositioned 
Qualmark redefines what Quality means; it offers a more tailored experience to members (with more support), 
emphasising customer service, customer satisfaction, and health and safety.  

RESULTS/OUTPUTS:  

Qualmark – On its briefing for the Incoming Minister in November 2020, TNZ indicated that ‘Qualmark raises 
the industry's standard and reduces the industry’s reputational risk by addressing safety, quality, and 
environmental. It also reported that at the time, Qualmark had reached 1628 license holders and 78 allied 
members.   

Tiaki - Further initiatives have since been rolled out under the Tiaki – Care for New Zealand brand or aligning 
with the initiative, such as a responsible camping campaign and the Trees that Count campaign.  On its 
briefing (mentioned in the paragraph above), TNZ informed that ‘the Tiaki - Care for New Zealand is currently 
being reviewed in the context of applying it to a domestic New Zealand audience to inspire Kiwis to be at the 
forefront of caring for New Zealand and to role model responsible behaviour to visitors’.    

MORE INFORMATION:  

Tiaki – Care for New Zealand - www.tourismnewzealand.com/tools-for-your-business/tiaki-care-for-new-
zealand/; Tiaki Promise official website - https://tiakinewzealand.com/; Qualmark - 
www.tourismnewzealand.com/news/repositioning-qualmark-to-meet-industry-challenges/ and 

https://www.nbtc.nl/en/site/destination-netherlands/perspective-destination-netherlands-2030.htm
https://www.nbtc.nl/en/site/destination-netherlands/perspective-destination-netherlands-2030.htm
http://www.nbtc.nl/en/home/vision-strategy/hollandcity.htm
http://www.tourismnewzealand.com/tools-for-your-business/tiaki-care-for-new-zealand/
http://www.tourismnewzealand.com/tools-for-your-business/tiaki-care-for-new-zealand/
https://tiakinewzealand.com/
http://www.tourismnewzealand.com/news/repositioning-qualmark-to-meet-industry-challenges/
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www.tourismnewzealand.com/news/qualmark-refresh/ and www.tourismnewzealand.com/tools-for-your-
business/qualmark-a-trusted-guide/; TNZ Briefing for the Incoming Minister (3 November 2020) - 
www.tourismnewzealand.com/media/4280/briefing-to-the-incoming-minister-november-2020.pdf. 

 

 

Case Study 3 – Slovenia: Slovenia Green and the Green and Safe label 

The Green Scheme of Slovenian Tourism (GSST) is based on the European Tourism Indicators System (ETIS) and on 
the Global Sustainable Tourism Criteria for Destinations (GSTC-D) established by the Global Sustainable Tourism 
Council (GSTC). It is a tool developed at the national level and a certification programme that carries out the following 
tasks under the Slovenia Green umbrella brand: 

• Brings together all the efforts directed towards the sustainable development of tourism in Slovenia  

• Provides tools for destinations and service providers that enable them to evaluate and improve their 
sustainability 

• Promotes accredited green businesses and destinations through the Slovenia Green brand.       

GSST is currently supported by two levels – one for destinations and the other for service providers. Slovenia is 
currently working on an additional level for meetings. The award is given after completion of a rigorous 11 step 
process that includes a signed commitment to the Green Policy of Slovenia and involves 11 steps, including Surveys; 
Data; Action plans and reports; Assessments and field visits; Training.  

Destinations can be awarded a range of labels – Bronze, Silver, Gold and Platinum.  

Slovenian Tourist Board developed a GREEN&SAFE label and toolkit due to the Covid pandemic to restore confidence 
in travel. The Manual developed in partnership with WTTC was published in September 2020.  

RESULTS/OUTPUTS:  

The GREEN&SAFE label has been particularly relevant to increasing competitiveness in pitching for events and 
MICE international market and very successful in restoring public confidence in domestic tourism during the covid 
pandemic.      

MORE INFORMATION:  

About Slovenian Tourist Board - www.slovenia.info/en/business/about-slovenian-tourist-board;  GREEN&SAFE - 
www.slovenia.info/en/business/green-safe-commitment-to-responsible-green-and-safe-tourism; Manual 
developed with WTTC - 
www.slovenia.info/uploads/poslovno/poslovno/greenandsafe/responsible_travel_standards_green_safe_en_oct.pdf  

 

  

http://www.tourismnewzealand.com/news/qualmark-refresh/
http://www.tourismnewzealand.com/tools-for-your-business/qualmark-a-trusted-guide/
http://www.tourismnewzealand.com/tools-for-your-business/qualmark-a-trusted-guide/
http://www.tourismnewzealand.com/media/4280/briefing-to-the-incoming-minister-november-2020.pdf
http://www.slovenia.info/en/business/about-slovenian-tourist-board
http://www.slovenia.info/en/business/green-safe-commitment-to-responsible-green-and-safe-tourism
http://www.slovenia.info/uploads/poslovno/poslovno/greenandsafe/responsible_travel_standards_green_safe_en_oct.pdf
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Case Study 4 – Flanders: sustainable tourism vision promoting happiness & flourishing 
destinations 

Launched in 2019 ‘Travel to Tomorrow… Recommendations for tourism policy 2019-2024’ forms the framework 
for VisitFlanders’ thinking for the next ten years. It was underpinned by a set of sustainability goals: 

• To ensure a healthy balance between the interests of residents and visitors and the tourism industry 

• To maintain local culture and historical authenticity 

• Position the destination as a good place to live, visit and do business in  

• Ensure that local communities thrive through tourism to provide genuine hospitality to visitors.       

The document seeks to position Flanders as a ‘flourishing destination’ co-creation between flourishing citizens, 
visitors, and local entrepreneurs. The strategy references most of the requirements for responsible tourism 
discussed in the Cape Town Declaration: 

• Tourism is positioned as an agent for positive change.  

• Success is measured by the growth in better tourism, with the primary indicator being the extent to which 
local destinations and their residents flourish.  

• Social tourism for low-income, disadvantaged and disabled people is actively encouraged.       

In 2021, VisitFlanders launched its vision and strategy, ‘Flora et Labora’, which was based on the ‘Travel to 
Tomorrow’ framework. It described how sustainable tourism would be developed within six chosen themes: 
Flanders Nature; Heritage experience; Flanders Cycling Country; Culinary Flanders; Everyone deserves a 
holiday; and Conferences and events. VisitFlanders is currently assessing a range of new measurement tools 
and KPIs to measure success. These include meaningful interactions between visitors and residents; 
strengthening of local culture; emissions; supply chain; contribution of tourism to the protection of the 
environment and natural areas; inclusivity; corporate social responsibility; and happiness.  

RESULTS/OUTPUTS:  

• During Tourism Week 2021 (19-23 April), VisitFlanders ran a series of webinars for stakeholders that 
detailed their vision and encouraged partnership in the six themes. Over 1,000 attended.  

• VisitFlanders has developed resident surveys and observed strong and continuous support for tourism 
from locals. Eight out of ten residents now believe that tourism supports the local economy.  

• Whilst VisitFlanders has applied regenerative and sustainable tourism philosophy; it has deliberately 
avoided using the term, preferring the concept of ‘flourishing destinations’ – believing that this is more 
suitable for involving future stakeholders and forging new partnerships. 

• ‘Flourishing Destinations’ has received considerable media attention and has been presented in many 
leading industry events creating a heightened awareness of the destination and its values  

• The six marketing themes proved successful during Covid-10 to promote local tourism and domestic 
tourism  

• The Belgian region has become a world leader in social tourism, helping 150,000 disadvantaged people a 
year to enjoy a holiday. It created an MOU with Visit Scotland to share best practices. Innovation Norway 
also exchanges good practices with VisitFlanders.  
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MORE INFORMATION:  

VisitFlanders - ‘Travel to tomorrow… Recommendations for tourism policy 2019-2024’ - 
www.reizennaarmorgen.be/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/memorandum-eng.pdf; VisitFlanders – Vision and 
strategy - www.toerismevlaanderen.be/onze-visie-en-strategie; VisitFlanders Tourism Week - 
www.toerismevlaanderen.be/weekvanhettoerisme.    

 

Further reading 

• Cape Town Declaration on Responsible Tourism, 2014 at      
https://responsibletourismpartnership.org/cape-town-declaration-on-responsible-
tourism/ 

• European Sustainability Schemes and their Role in Promoting Sustainability and 
Competitiveness, ETC, 2019 at https://etc-corporate.org/reports/european-sustainability-
schemes/ 

• Handbook on Covid-19 Recovery Strategies for National Tourism Organisations, ETC, 
2020 at https://etc-corporate.org/reports/handbook-on-covid-19-recovery-strategies-
for-national-tourism-organisations/   

• Making Tourism More Sustainable – A guide for policy, UNWTO, 2005 at 
https://wedocs.unep.org/handle/20.500.11822/8741 

• Managing tourism development for sustainable and inclusive recovery, OECD, 2021 at 
www.oecd-ilibrary.org/industry-and-services/managing-tourism-development-for-
sustainable-and-inclusive-recovery_b062f603-
en%3bjsessionid=nwyhtoLtIePqhTLeuQi90fwZ.ip-10-240-5-108 

• Rebuilding tourism for the future, OECD, 2020 at www.oecd.org/coronavirus/policy-
responses/rebuilding-tourism-for-the-future-covid-19-policy-responses-and-recovery-
bced9859/   

• Taking Responsibility for Tourism, Goodwin H (2011), Goodfellow 

• The Tourism Futures Taskforce Interim Report – We are Aotearoa, New Zealand Ministry 
of Business, Innovation & Employment, 2020 at www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-
tourism/tourism/tourism-recovery/tourism-futures-taskforce/tourism-futures-
taskforce-interim-report/  

• X Festival, Digital Tourism Think Tank, December 2020 at www.xfestival.travel/#about. 
  

http://www.reizennaarmorgen.be/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/memorandum-eng.pdf
http://www.toerismevlaanderen.be/onze-visie-en-strategie
http://www.toerismevlaanderen.be/weekvanhettoerisme
https://responsibletourismpartnership.org/cape-town-declaration-on-responsible-tourism/
https://responsibletourismpartnership.org/cape-town-declaration-on-responsible-tourism/
https://etc-corporate.org/reports/european-sustainability-schemes/
https://etc-corporate.org/reports/european-sustainability-schemes/
https://etc-corporate.org/reports/handbook-on-covid-19-recovery-strategies-for-national-tourism-organisations/
https://etc-corporate.org/reports/handbook-on-covid-19-recovery-strategies-for-national-tourism-organisations/
https://wedocs.unep.org/handle/20.500.11822/8741
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/industry-and-services/managing-tourism-development-for-sustainable-and-inclusive-recovery_b062f603-en%3bjsessionid=nwyhtoLtIePqhTLeuQi90fwZ.ip-10-240-5-108
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/industry-and-services/managing-tourism-development-for-sustainable-and-inclusive-recovery_b062f603-en%3bjsessionid=nwyhtoLtIePqhTLeuQi90fwZ.ip-10-240-5-108
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/industry-and-services/managing-tourism-development-for-sustainable-and-inclusive-recovery_b062f603-en%3bjsessionid=nwyhtoLtIePqhTLeuQi90fwZ.ip-10-240-5-108
http://www.oecd.org/coronavirus/policy-responses/rebuilding-tourism-for-the-future-covid-19-policy-responses-and-recovery-bced9859/
http://www.oecd.org/coronavirus/policy-responses/rebuilding-tourism-for-the-future-covid-19-policy-responses-and-recovery-bced9859/
http://www.oecd.org/coronavirus/policy-responses/rebuilding-tourism-for-the-future-covid-19-policy-responses-and-recovery-bced9859/
http://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/tourism-recovery/tourism-futures-taskforce/tourism-futures-taskforce-interim-report/
http://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/tourism-recovery/tourism-futures-taskforce/tourism-futures-taskforce-interim-report/
http://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/tourism-recovery/tourism-futures-taskforce/tourism-futures-taskforce-interim-report/
https://www.xfestival.travel/#about
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6.2  DESTINATION MANAGEMENT 

Introduction 

‘Destination management’ is a continual process of bringing together key stakeholders (public 
and private sectors and NGOs) to develop, manage and market destinations in ways that will 
realise the full potential of tourism to benefit the destination as a whole.  

It is central to fulfilling each of the strategic objectives proposed in Chapter 5 and realising 
the Vision. In summary, it is about enhancing the quality of life and environment of those who 
live in the destination; ensuring that the destination is competitive and prosperous; and 
achieving long-term sustainability in every aspect of tourism, focusing on the regenerative 
activity. It is fundamental to the achievement of sustainability, as defined in Section 6.1. 

Following the Covid-19 pandemic, particular attention may be given to: 

• Identifying and realising market opportunities, including domestic opportunities, that will 
enhance prosperity and future resilience  

• Supporting businesses in recovery and in reshaping their tourism offer as required to 
address new market circumstances  

• Stimulating investment and activity in ‘place making’ to enhance the attractiveness of the 
destination as a whole, including rejuvenation of urban centres and enhanced 
management of the public realm 

• Promoting the greening of tourism businesses and implementation of sustainable 
transport options 

• Improving visitor management and impacts on local communities and the environment, 
optimising visitor flows in space and time. 

Destination management activities 

The activities involved in destination management are many and varied.  They may be grouped 
into the following categories: 

• Research and intelligence 

• Strategic planning for destinations  

• Destination branding, marketing and sales 

• Visitor services and management 

• Destination, product and experience development and management 

• Events planning and management 

• Business support  

• Skills development 
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• Stakeholder and community engagement. 

Partnerships and alignment 

To maximise the benefits, destination management should operate at national, regional, and 
local levels on a fully aligned basis, with a clear interrelationship of roles and responsibilities 
at each level. This requires four types of partnership and alignment for strategic planning and 
coordination and joint working: horizontally within destinations, between destinations and 
organisations at the national level; and vertically, between local, regional, and national levels. 
Thus, the need is for: 

1. A partnership of key stakeholders in each destination, each with different roles to play. 
Foremost amongst these should be local government, which undertakes multiple activities 
relevant to tourism. The role of the partnership is to implement destination management 
activities according to a plan designed to serve the interests of all stakeholders and to 
develop tourism sustainably.  

2. Partnerships between destinations are required to coordinate strategies and to work 
together when appropriate in marketing, development and visitor services. 

3. A national partnership between different ministries, government agencies, NGOs, 
transport operators, utility providers, tourism companies, etc. – organisations that can 
guide, facilitate and/or directly engage in destination management activity ‘on the ground’ 
– see New Zealand case study below. Such a national partnership may need to be mirrored 
at a regional level, particularly in larger countries. 

4. Alignment of national, regional and local strategic policies and operational 
programmes to ensure that:  

- National marketing is designed to reflect and promote the products, experiences, and 
services developed in the destinations. 

- The programme of development in the destinations reflects the national strategic 
market development priorities, including those relating to reduction in seasonality, 
regional growth and development of themes and routes that cover multiple 
destinations. 

- Destination management plays a crucial role in addressing global, national and local 
policy priorities towards sustainable development, including achieving zero carbon 
emissions and addressing other environmental, cultural and social issues.   

There is a need also for partnership and alignment with other sectors, including health 
(particularly important during a health crisis, such as the COVID-19 pandemic), culture, 
agriculture, utilities and local transport.  

The national partnership should develop a plan or framework for guiding and assisting 
destination management at a regional and local level.  Ideally, this would be an integral part 
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of the national strategy for tourism. Amongst other things, it would be helpful for the national 
partnership to produce a guide to destination management planning, as in New Zealand – see 
case study 5 (page 61). 

The role of the NTO 

The NTO has a key role to play in the destination management ecosystem, with five potential 
areas of responsibility: 

1. Implementing its programme of activities, in alignment and/or cooperation with tourism 
organisations at a regional and local level – including market and other research, to be 
shared with tourism stakeholders at every level 

2. Coordinating or actively supporting the national strategic partnership, as noted above 

3. Ensuring alignment of tourism policies and programmes at national, regional and local 
levels 

4. Facilitating joint working between DMOs, where they have common interests 

5. Guidance and support to ensure that the DMOs individually and collectively (as a network) 
operate most cost-effectively, as follows. 

The NTO will have a vital role to play in ensuring an effective network of destination 
management organisations (DMOs), involving ongoing provision of support, including: 

• Guiding potential target market segments for each destination, according to its attributes, 
and providing robust market intelligence on these segments  

• Ensuring that the marketing operational plans and activities of the NTO and the DMOs are 
aligned and mutually supportive, with destinations actively engaged in shaping and 
delivering national campaigns (including thematic campaigns) 

• Helping the DMOs to work together on a coordinated basis, particularly concerning:  

- Joint product development and marketing activity between two or more of them in 
relation to common themes or routes 

- Provision of visitor information, through a national network, overseen by the NTO 

• Procurement and operation of common systems of information technology, content/asset 
management and digital applications to enable sharing of content and applications 
vertically (NTO and DMOs) and horizontally (between DMOs)  

• Ensuring consistent standards across the country in terms of visitor welcome and 
destination services through coordination of policies and programmes of training activity 

• Ensuring coordinated and consistent communication with tourism businesses and 
organisations throughout the country. 

Measures to ensure a strong and productive relationship between the NTO and DMOs 
might include the following: 
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• Establishment of a small team within the NTO whose job is to guide, support and 
coordinate the work of the DMOs and provide a channel of communication between 
national, regional and local level 

• Regular meetings between the NTO and the DMOs  

• Funding from the NTO to DMOs, based on annual operational plans and budgets submitted 
by the DMOs. Such plans should be set within the framework of the relevant Destination 
Management Plan and the National Tourism Strategy 

• Cooperation in updating national, regional and destination operational plans on a 
coordinated basis. 

Case Study 5 – New Zealand: an integrated destination management approach 

The New Zealand-Aotearoa Government Tourism Strategy, launched in 2019 and led by the Ministry of Business, 
Innovation & Employment and the Department of Conservation, focuses on enriching the country through 
sustainable tourism growth. The Strategy sets out a more deliberate and active role for the government in 
tourism to ‘improve coordination, planning and sustainable funding’.  Many government agencies (including 
Tourism New Zealand) and other government departments have an important part to play in the successful 
implementation of the strategy.  The highest priority actions for the Government’s stewardship role of the 
tourism system include: 

• 'All-of-Government' coordination across the tourism system - leadership role of the Ministry of 
Business, Innovation and Employment and the Department of Conservation to coordinate the 
Government's tourism efforts across the public sector in an all-of-Government approach to the tourism 
system.  

• Long-term sustainable funding mechanisms - including implementing the International Visitor 
Conservation and Tourism Levy, in parallel with a strategic investment plan.   

• Destination management and planning - this is a key focus of the strategy and includes working with 
local government and other regional stakeholders towards a strategic, coherent and consistent approach 
and collaborative spatial planning projects with local government.  To this end, the Ministry and 
Department have produced a report setting out Destination Management Guidelines. 

• Better data and insights - including implementing the Tourism Data Domain Plan, identifying future 
trends, and sharing this data and insights to support the industry.        

RESULTS/OUTPUTS:  

The Government has identified priority regions to work with directly and developed guidelines to share with 
other regions. The Destination Management Guidelines were published in 2020.  In terms of long-term 
sustainability funding mechanisms, an international visitor conservation levy has been introduced to fund 
sustainability projects (see section 7.3).     

MORE INFORMATION:  

New Zealand Government Tourism Page - www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/; New 
Zealand Government Tourism Strategy - www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/new-zealand-
aotearoa-government-tourism-strategy/; Destination Management Guidelines - 
www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/destination-management-guidelines/.     

 
    

http://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/
http://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/new-zealand-aotearoa-government-tourism-strategy/
http://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/new-zealand-aotearoa-government-tourism-strategy/
http://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/destination-management-guidelines/
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Case Study 6 – France: contracts for the destination, cluster development 

The key mission of Atoût France is to renew the tourism offer of the country, maintain its quality, and encourage 
the development and promotion of destinations brands. Through collaboration and partnership initiatives, Atoût 
France provides support, guidance and funding to the French regions, through mechanisms including: 

• Contracts for the destination ('Contrats de Destination') are innovative operational tools to accelerate 
the development and international reach of French destinations.  Atoût France acts as the primary 
contact, financier, guarantor, and key partner for implementing major tourism development projects with 
support from the Caisse des Dépôts and the future Agence nationale des territoires.  Under this 
programme, more than 20 such contracts are active in France, led by internationally recognised tourism 
destination brands. The contracts, which last several years, bring together public and private 
stakeholders around common objectives in product development and promotion in target markets. The 
contract is an integrated approach that recognises the need for stakeholders (local authorities, DMOs, 
tourism providers, transport providers, etc.) to act together to reach a common goal. The signatories 
commit to a common and coordinated strategy and shared action plan and form an entity representing all 
interested parties, which signs the contract with the government. 

• Cluster development - Atoût France's support for cluster development has evolved to be more focused 
on vertical and horizontal integration. For each cluster, Atoût France works with a chairperson and 
strategic committee, made up of representatives of the sector to stimulate initiatives and investment. 
Their work relates to the four following areas: Structuring of the offer; Economic intelligence (identifying 
challenges and issues); Training (with professionals with common issues); and Stimulation of demand 
(international promotional actions adapted to target markets and segments).  Participation in the work of 
clusters is restricted to members of Atoût France. Clusters include, for example, business tourism, city 
tourism, tourism and coastline, wine tourism, etc.        

RESULTS/OUTPUTS:  

Through the contracts for the destination model, Atoût France guides and supports the implementation of 
around 10 major projects per year.  The cluster development approach enables stakeholders with a common 
interest to share knowledge, train and reflect on trends and adapt products accordingly. It also allows them to 
integrate and refine data to better understand visitors’ needs and join resources for joined targeted 
promotional activities.      

MORE INFORMATION:  

About Atoût France – www.atout-france/content/about-us; Contrats de destination - 
www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/fr/politique-etrangere-de-la-france/tourisme/federer-les-acteurs-autour-d-une-
marque-territoire-22-contrats-de-destination/; Clusters – www.atout-france.fr/content/notre-approche-
filieres-et-destinations.     

Further reading 

• A Practical Guide to Tourism Destination Management, UNWTO, 2007 at 
www.unwto.org/global/publication/practical-guide-tourism-destination-management   

• Destination Management Guidelines, New Zealand Government, 2020 at 
www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/destination-management-
guidelines/  

• Guide to Destination Management Planning for Destinations in Greece, EBRD, 2019 at 
www.destinationmanagementplan.gr/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/New-DMP-Guide.pdf  

http://www.atout-france/content/about-us
http://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/fr/politique-etrangere-de-la-france/tourisme/federer-les-acteurs-autour-d-une-marque-territoire-22-contrats-de-destination/
http://www.diplomatie.gouv.fr/fr/politique-etrangere-de-la-france/tourisme/federer-les-acteurs-autour-d-une-marque-territoire-22-contrats-de-destination/
http://www.atout-france.fr/content/notre-approche-filieres-et-destinations
http://www.atout-france.fr/content/notre-approche-filieres-et-destinations
https://www.unwto.org/global/publication/practical-guide-tourism-destination-management
https://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/destination-management-guidelines/
https://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/destination-management-guidelines/
https://www.destinationmanagementplan.gr/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/New-DMP-Guide.pdf
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• Handbook on Destination Management, World Bank Group – scheduled for publication 
during the last quarter of 2021. 

• Principles for developing Destination Management Plans, VisitEngland, 2012 at 
www.visitengland.com/sites/default/files/downloads/dm_plans_guiding_principles.pdf  

• The Tourism Futures Taskforce Interim Report - We are Aotearoa, New Zealand Ministry 
of Business, Innovation & Employment, 2020 at www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-
tourism/tourism/tourism-recovery/tourism-futures-taskforce/tourism-futures-
taskforce-interim-report/. 

 

  

https://www.visitengland.com/sites/default/files/downloads/dm_plans_guiding_principles.pdf
http://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/tourism-recovery/tourism-futures-taskforce/tourism-futures-taskforce-interim-report/
http://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/tourism-recovery/tourism-futures-taskforce/tourism-futures-taskforce-interim-report/
http://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/tourism-recovery/tourism-futures-taskforce/tourism-futures-taskforce-interim-report/
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6.3  DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION 

Introduction 

Digital Transformation has been defined as “the adoption of digital technology to transform 
services or businesses, through replacing non-digital or manual processes with digital 
processes or replacing older digital technology with newer digital technology”18. The core 
components are technology, data, process and organisational change. 

Digital transformation in tourism, often called ‘smart tourism’, involves creating and 
implementing innovative digital applications, using data from multiple sources to increase 
efficiency, sustainability, and experiences across the whole tourism sector, enabling it to 
operate on a more integrated basis. There has been a huge increase in the use of specific 
digital applications by tourism suppliers due to COVID-19. However, there is still a long way to 
go to achieve integrated transformation across the sector.  

NTOs have a critical role in ensuring that the many different stakeholders in the tourism sector 
fully understand the potential that digital transformation offers and are helped or enabled to 
realise this potential. 

Digital transformation benefits 

Digital systems and applications have the potential to offer tourism destinations multiple types 
of benefits, including the following: 

• Improved intelligence for strategic and operational planning of destination management 
and marketing 

• Facilitating travel processes: more efficient use of resources for operators and reduced 
stress/time for travellers 

• More efficient and sustainable transport in-destination, with fully integrated systems 

• Enhancing the visitor experience in destinations 

• More efficient and effective marketing and sales and other internal business processes 
for tourism suppliers. 

• Enhancing destination and visitor management. 

 

 

 

 

 
‘Getting Started with Digital Transformation – Overview Section: What Is Digital Transformation?’, salesforce at 
www.salesforce.com/in/products/platform/what-is-digital-transformation. 

https://www.salesforce.com/in/products/platform/what-is-digital-transformation
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“SMEs that do not invest in their digitalisation will not survive, let alone thrive in the future. 
Destinations, businesses, and the wider tourism sector will need to fully embrace these new 
technologies to remain competitive and take advantage of the innovation, productivity, and 
value creation potential. Policymakers have an important role to play to help tourism 
businesses of all sizes, including the more traditional and smallest firms, to engage with the 
digital revolution, and thrive in response to these paradigm-shifting technologies.”   

OECD: ‘Preparing tourism businesses for the digital future’ (2020) 19    
 

 

In the view of the project’s Expert Panel, the highest short-term priority for NTOs is to work 
with individual tourism suppliers to ensure that they: 

• Understand the benefits that they can achieve through the adoption of digital systems 
and applications 

• Obtain the solutions that will cost-effectively meet their needs– most importantly to 
enable them to take online bookings through their website and through third-party 
channels that offer them the highest yield 

• Develop the skills necessary to use the digital solutions 

• Analyse their performance, particularly tracking conversion of enquiries into bookings 
and revenues. 

• Maximise their presence in social media and review sites. 

Of considerable interest for the medium to long-term is the potential of big data analysis, 
using digitised data drawn from a variety of tourism sector suppliers (notably, accommodation 
and transport operators), from sensors and third-party sources (e.g., GPS, mobile networks, 
banks and credit cards, GDS etc.), to provide a detailed picture of the tourism movements and 
activities of different market segments, on a real-time or near real-time basis.  

Such information will enable improved visitor management at attractions and destinations by 
ensuring that managers know where and when there are excessive pressures and can use 
visitor dispersal techniques to operate within their carrying capacity, thus improving visitor 
satisfaction and quality of visitor experience. It will also provide much-improved intelligence 
for product development and marketing; on the patterns of demand over the hours of the day, 
the days of the week and the weeks of the year; and on the geographical distribution of demand 
across cities, regions and countries.  Potentially, this will provide the data for modelling to 
forecast future patterns of demand. 

 
19 This is Chapter 2 in OECD’s ‘Tourism Trends and Policies 2020’ – see www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/f528d444-
en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/f528d444-en. 

https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/f528d444-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/f528d444-en
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/f528d444-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/f528d444-en
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These measures will enhance sustainability: “Technology can facilitate the delivery of effective 
and more sustainable tourism solutions. Digital solutions can be used to monitor and collect 
data on nature, wildlife, and environmental conservation work; and digital platforms, 
especially social media, can be used to promote awareness and build support for various 
sustainability initiatives worldwide. Moreover, the few destinations which are at risk of 
overcrowding can further integrate technologies for tracking and better distributing large 
volumes of travellers”.20 

Digital solutions 

The following table provides examples of digital solutions that will realise the types of benefits 
outlined above. 

Figure 6.1: Examples of digital solutions 

 
20 WTTC/Oliver Wyman: ‘To Recovery and Beyond – The Future of Travel & Tourism’, available at 
https://www.oliverwyman.com/content/dam/oliver-wyman/v2/publications/2020/To_Recovery_and_Beyond-
The_Future_of_Travel_and_Tourism_in_the_Wake_of_COVID-19.pdf. 

Purposes Examples of digital solutions 
Improved 
intelligence for 
strategic and 
operational 
planning 

Social media analysis, global consumer panels, online surveys, community 
engagement, mobile/GPS big data analysis, knowledge management and 
distribution, carbon emissions calculator by activities/market segment 

Facilitating travel 
processes 

Digital passports/visas, immigration and security processes, digital check-
in/access, robotics, virtual assistants 

More efficient and 
sustainable 
transport in-
destination 

Fully integrated transport services, autonomous vehicles, transport sharing 
services, integrated digital transport ticketing, real-time traffic and transport 
services information 

Enhancing the 
visitor experience in 
destination 

AR/VR/MR, location-based services, itinerary planning apps, real-time info on 
services, congestion, 3D scanning and printing of artefacts 

More efficient and 
effective marketing 
and sales for 
tourism suppliers 

Real-time market intelligence through AI/big data, extended digital presence, 
omnichannel distribution/sales, AI, blockchain, CRM, data-based marketing 

More efficient and 
effective internal 
business processes 

Cloud-based business applications (accounting, banking etc.), content 
management system 

Enhancing 
destination and 
visitor management 

Ambient/artificial intelligence, sensors and beacons, IoT, aerial monitoring, 
mobile/GPS big data, dynamic pricing/capacity management, carbon footprint 
calculation 

https://www.oliverwyman.com/content/dam/oliver-wyman/v2/publications/2020/To_Recovery_and_Beyond-The_Future_of_Travel_and_Tourism_in_the_Wake_of_COVID-19.pdf
https://www.oliverwyman.com/content/dam/oliver-wyman/v2/publications/2020/To_Recovery_and_Beyond-The_Future_of_Travel_and_Tourism_in_the_Wake_of_COVID-19.pdf
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Partnerships and alignment 

Implementation of digital transformation programmes for the tourism sector will require 
effective partnerships, as for sustainability and destination management (see Sections 6.1 and 
6.2):  

• Tourism organisations at a national, regional and local level should cooperate to establish 
an open platform for tourism applications and a tourism data hub that is used by the whole 
tourism structure, drawing together data from multiple sources  

• A ‘whole of government’ approach is required for digital transformation. NTOs should work 
with government departments and agencies to ensure that programmes for tourism are 
aligned with those of other sectors to maximise synergies in digital infrastructure and 
solutions, knowledge exchange and skills development. This wider partnership should 
develop strong working relationships with major technology companies to fully realise the 
potential of their solutions to deliver the potential benefits noted above. 

With digital transformation will come an increased demand for employees with a digital 
skillset. The World Economic Forum has reported that 68% of the travel & tourism workforce 
will require reskilling.21 It will be a key task for NTOs to engage with relevant government 
departments and agencies and with education and training institutions to ensure that a 
programme of reskilling is initiated in the tourism sector. 

The role of the NTO 

• Create a national partnership to prepare a national strategy and action plan for ‘Digital 
Transformation in Tourism’ and oversee implementation. 

• Use the integrated national/regional/local structure for destination management (see 
Section 6.2 above) to coordinate the implementation of the national DT action plan. 

• As part of this plan, take early action to guide and support tourism operators, especially 
SMEs in the tours, attractions, activities and events sectors, to understand and implement 
DT in ways that will be most valuable for their business, encouraging the formation of local 
clusters of businesses to work together on this. 

• Engage with relevant government departments and agencies and with education and 
training institutions to ensure that a programme of reskilling is initiated. 

• Lead by example by implementing digital transformation within the NTO (see Section 7.6). 

Several of the European countries have developed open data platforms and hubs (as in 
Germany, Portugal, and Flanders) and invested in the development of digital technology and 
systems (including, for example, the Hungarian National Tourism Data Supply Centre and 

 
21  WEF: “The Future of Jobs Report, 2018” http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Future_of_Jobs_2018.pdf 

http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_Future_of_Jobs_2018.pdf
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Croatian eVisitor system) – see Case Study 7 below – Open data platforms and hubs and Case 
Study 10 – Portugal: Data and digital innovation as a key driver of the NTO in Annex 1.  

There are examples of excellent digital innovation at a destination level also. See Buenos 
Aires and Málaga case studies below and Case Studies 8 and 9 in Annex 1 (Valencia: 
Decarbonisation of tourism and Venice: Practical real-time management tool).  

 

Case study 7 – Open data platforms and hubs   

Germany’s digital strategy key to respond to the crisis  
The German National Tourist Board (GNTB) has been driving digital innovation in German tourism for many 
years, with a special focus on open data and machine learning and immersive technologies (VR/AR, etc.). The 
need to gain a competitive edge through innovative marketing is now even stronger. The GNTB continues to 
implement its digital strategy, which is now key to its international response to the Covid-19 crisis. GNTB is 
adapting its marketing tools, investing in knowledge, expertise and training.  Examples of initiatives include:  
• Open data project - a joint project with regional and city DMOs, consisting of developing an open data 

tourism knowledge graph, with the goal to put in place a cross-channel data management system that all 
stakeholders could use in Germany's inbound tourism market. The free and public provision of nationwide 
tourism data (such as visitor numbers, hygiene and safety regulations, traffic disruptions, opening hours 
or prices) in a standardised infrastructure facilitates innovative products along the entire customer 
journey, but also promotes a democratic data culture and strengthens the digital participation of all 
market actors.  

• Artificial intelligence (AI) is used to automate their processes and provide real-time assistance (chatbots 
are used on the German travel website and Facebook Messenger).  The use of AI has also 'gamified' 
GNTB's tourism marketing, developing a chat fiction game 'German Castle Adventure' for Facebook 
Messenger using chatbots. The project has shown an encouraging completion rate to date of 32% in the 
four languages versions currently available.  

• Testing the use of voice assistants - making practical use of voice technologies, such as Skills for Amazon 
Echo with the introduction of 'Germany Travel Tips' Alexa Skill Users can activate the Alexa Skill by saying 
'Alexa, open Germany Travel Tips' and Alexa will ask some questions to understand their interests and 
will provide tailored made travel tips.  

• Use of AR/VR applications - marketing mix includes 360° films, interactive VR, augmented and mixed 
reality apps.  

• Virtual workshops and roadshows - have helped keep the B2B dialogue open during the lockdowns and 
travel restrictions: for example, in 2020, GNTB ran a virtual version of the Germany Travel Mart (GTM) and 
a virtual roadshow for China with seminars and one-on-one meetings with potential business partners.    

• Partnership with Amadeus - to help it position German gastronomy in target markets. The GNTB used 
Amadeus' travel intelligence to analyse travel trends (including seasonality) and competing destination 
data. 

VisitFlanders’ open data platform  

VisitFlanders (VF) believes that the combination of Open Data and Big Data will eventually lead to the ‘Smart 
Destination Flanders’. With its Open Data platform aimed at the tourism industry (operators, DMOs, App 
developers, TOs etc.), VF aims to achieve the following goals: Open Government (leading to greater 
transparency of Visit Flanders data); Participation (inviting discussion around data leading to improve data 
quality); Information sharing (leading to higher efficiency and cost savings); and Innovation (supporting 
developers of software/apps that can promote tourism in Flanders). The Open Data portal gives access to 
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datasets in various formats, provides examples of use and informs of general news about changes in datasets 
and events. 

Hungary’s digital transformation project  

The National Tourism Data Supply Centre (NTDSC), launched in 2019, is the largest and most comprehensive 
digital development for the tourism sector to date in Hungary. The digital platform operated under the 
supervision of the Hungarian Tourism Agency gives a real-time overview of the anonymous turnover statistics 
of all Hungarian accommodation establishments to support data-driven decision-making in the tourism 
industry. The analysis is based on data received directly from accommodation property management systems. 
NTDSC also plays a prominent role in extending access to data relevant to the tourism sector. The regional 
authorities and the National Tax and Customs Administration have access to relevant datasets. 

Croatia’s continuous investment in digital technology  

The Croatian National Tourist Board launched the E-eVisitor system in 2016, which provides a central place 
for registering guests, calculating tourist tax and providing real-time statistical data that inform tourism 
indicators. The eVisitor system became mandatory for accommodation providers and is now applied across all 
Government departments. Croatia has also made advances in collecting tourist data in coastal areas to inform 
sustainability and destination management better. 
Results/outputs: These data hubs and systems improve access to real-time knowledge for better-informed 
decision making for NTOs and other tourism stakeholders. In Croatia, the system has also been pivotal in 
calculating taxes and generating data. In Germany, 2021 will see a number of milestones for their open data 
project, such as a live basic version with clearly defined use cases and, later in the year, the subsequent 
incorporation of new data types and the development of user interfaces mapping framework. The final product 
should be up and running by mid-2022.        

More information: Flanders Open Data Portal - https://data.visitflanders.org/; Updates from the CEO of 
GNTB from 14 October 2020 - www.germany.travel/en/trade/from-the-desk-of-petra-hedorfer/from-the-
desk-of-petra-hedorfer.html;  GNTB Annual Report 2020 - 
https://www.germany.travel/media/redaktion/pdf/ueber_uns/2021/DZT_Jahresbericht2020_EN_RZ_WEB.pdf
; Open Data Destination Germany platform - https://open-data-germany.org/; GNTB’s use of chat fiction 
game for Facebook messengers - www.tip-online.at/news/44123/dzt-kreiert-chat-fiction-game-fuer-
facebook-messenger/; ‘Germany Travel Tips’ Alexa Skill - www.germany.travel/en/ms/alexa/alexa.html; 
Roadshows and virtual workshops - www.ttnworldwide.com/Article/306639/-GTM-2020-goes-virtual and 
www.tourism-review.com/german-tourism-launching-a-roadshow-in-china-news11775; Hungary’s National 
Tourism Data Supply Centre - https://info.ntak.hu/en/; Croatia eVisitor Information system - 
https://www.htz.hr/hr-HR/projekti-i-potpore/evisitor. 

 
 
 
Case Study 8 – Buenos Aires: Big data platform, transforming data into knowledge   

In 2019, Buenos Aires City Tourist Board (BACTB) launched the Buenos Aires City Tourist Intelligence System 
(TIS) platform, modelled on the Spanish state-owned Enterprise for the Management of Tourism Innovation and 
Technology’s (SEGITTUR) Smart Tourism System (STS) (also known as SIT – Tourist Intelligence System). The 
STS is a key element of the Spanish State Secretariat for Tourism’s Smart Tourist Destinations Programme 
established in 2015 to develop definitions, methodologies and models to diagnose, develop and improve 
destination planning, development and governance. The first operational SIT platform was launched in 2015 in 
Badajoz-Elvas in Spain and then applied to other destinations in Spain and the Americas: 

• Tourism Intelligence System - the digital platform allows dynamic visualisation of key tourism data from 
multiple sources through partnerships with public and private organisations (including Argentina 
Secretary of Tourism, Amadeus, Telefónica de Argentina, Aeropuertos Argentina 2000 etc.). Big Data 
techniques are applied to analyse new sources of information. It includes data such as international 

https://data.visitflanders.org/
http://www.germany.travel/en/trade/from-the-desk-of-petra-hedorfer/from-the-desk-of-petra-hedorfer.html
http://www.germany.travel/en/trade/from-the-desk-of-petra-hedorfer/from-the-desk-of-petra-hedorfer.html
https://www.germany.travel/media/redaktion/pdf/ueber_uns/2021/DZT_Jahresbericht2020_EN_RZ_WEB.pdf
https://www.germany.travel/media/redaktion/pdf/ueber_uns/2021/DZT_Jahresbericht2020_EN_RZ_WEB.pdf
https://open-data-germany.org/
http://www.tip-online.at/news/44123/dzt-kreiert-chat-fiction-game-fuer-facebook-messenger/
http://www.tip-online.at/news/44123/dzt-kreiert-chat-fiction-game-fuer-facebook-messenger/
http://www.germany.travel/en/ms/alexa/alexa.html
http://www.ttnworldwide.com/Article/306639/-GTM-2020-goes-virtual
http://www.tourism-review.com/german-tourism-launching-a-roadshow-in-china-news11775
https://info.ntak.hu/en/
https://www.htz.hr/hr-HR/projekti-i-potpore/evisitor
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tourist arrivals, tourist movement, tourist credit and debit cards expenditure, domestic tourist arrivals, 
tourist attractions online reviews, gastronomy online reviews, travellers by entry points, air connectivity, 
hotel accommodations and rates online, hotel occupancy and flight ticket searches and reservations. 

• Content and information Hub - tool (through Google Drive) through which the Tourist Board shared 
content and relevant information with stakeholders wishing to promote the city as a tourist destination. It 
is an up-to-date centralised reference point giving access to promotional content (images, promotional 
pieces, audio-visual material), digital tools, market intelligence reports and market profile reports and 
access to the Tourism Intelligence System.        

RESULTS/OUTPUTS:  

The Tourism Intelligence System helps BACTB orientate decision making for the DMO, public and private sector 
organisations by offering insights into visitors’ behaviour which would have been hard to obtain without big data. 
The platform enables the collection of more information, new types of information thanks to big data, better 
visualisation of the data and is a free platform disseminating knowledge to all. It also allows the DMO to 
understand the destination’s position compared to other competitors in the region and anticipate main trends.      

MORE INFORMATION:  

Buenos Aires Tourist Intelligence System - https://turismo.buenosaires.gob.ar/en/observatorio; 
www.segittur.es/blog/firmas-invitadas/sistema-inteligencia-turistica-buenos-aires/; 
www.thinkdigital.travel/opinion/buenos-aires-tourist-intelligence-system/; https://webunwto.s3.eu-west-
1.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/2020-09/AM_NL-23.pdf. Content and information hub - 
https://turismo.buenosaires.gob.ar/en/hub-travelbuenosaires.     

 
 
 
Case Study 9 – Málaga: European Capital of Smart Tourism 2020    

Málaga (Spain), with sustainability, innovation and culture integrated into its strategic plans for many years, was 
voted European Capital of Smart Tourism 2020 by the EU. Recognised for its work in Digitalisation, Cultural 
heritage and creativity, Accessibility and Sustainability, Málaga is an ‘innovative smart city where culture meets 
technology to improve quality of life for citizens and tourists alike’. The following initiatives contribute to its 
successful digitalisation: 

• The Municipal Computing Centre's (CEMI) Open Data Team aims to make data and information held by 
public administrations available to all citizens and companies. See https://datosabiertos.malaga.eu.  

• An innovative eco-system, Malaga valley (a European Silicon Valley), where high-tech companies and 
local start-ups are vital in energy efficiency, waste management, urban mobility, water conservation 
solutions, digitalisation of tourist information and smart tourism applications. Examples of such 
applications include: 

- City's chatbot, 'Victoria la Malagueña', a digital assistant answering questions from visitors, using 
geolocation and conversational interfaces on Facebook and Google Assistant based on open data 
provided by CEMI's platform  

- Bus system app using AR technology allowing visitors to find out where the nearest bus stop is, 
which buses go there and when the next one will arrive 

- The smart tour guide consolidates different audio guides so that people no longer have to access 
them individually    

• The National Digital Content hub located in Málaga is a centre for excellence and innovation and 

https://turismo.buenosaires.gob.ar/en/observatorio
http://www.segittur.es/blog/firmas-invitadas/sistema-inteligencia-turistica-buenos-aires/
http://www.thinkdigital.travel/opinion/buenos-aires-tourist-intelligence-system/
https://webunwto.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/2020-09/AM_NL-23.pdf
https://webunwto.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/2020-09/AM_NL-23.pdf
https://turismo.buenosaires.gob.ar/en/hub-travelbuenosaires
https://datosabiertos.malaga.eu/
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supports over 100 projects and start-ups dedicated to innovative, technological and digital content 
production.     

• Málaga is part of the national Smart Tourism Destination Network project promoted by the Ministry for 
Tourism, promoting innovation in tourist destinations to compete globally.        

RESULTS/OUTPUTS:  

In 2018, Málaga launched a Strategic Plan for Technological Innovation 2018-2022, involving 204 projects and 
an investment of €155 million in a pledge to be a fully-fledged ‘Smart City’ by 2022. The initiatives mentioned 
above benefit residents and visitors alike and prove even more valuable amid the Covid-19  pandemic. Málaga 
believes that open data is key in the recovery, providing the data needed to create technology that facilitates 
visitors’ experience.  For example, a new app was developed to find a solution to the overcrowding problem on 
the Málaga beaches which made it impossible to maintain social distancing: the AforoCostaDelSol.es website 
and mobile app were developed, tracking visitors numbers and using predictive algorithms based on artificial 
intelligence to display current occupancy rate, air temperature, water temperature, wind speed and directions, 
currents, wave height etc.      

MORE INFORMATION:  

Málaga Smart City Digitalisation - www.malagaturismo.com/en/site/smarttourism/sections/digitalisation/166; 
Málaga’s European Capital of Smart Tourism video - www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z_X45FaXj8A; Webinar: How 
to Create A Smart Tourism Destination: Málaga - www.youtube.com/watch?v=FPGDd9dkFcw; Chatbot - 
www.malagaturismo.com/en/site/smarttourism/pages/victoria-the-malaguena-chatbot/586;  Use of smart 
tourism to rebound from Covid - www.independent.co.uk/travel/europe/malaga-smart-city-tourism-covid-
apps-technology-b1764077.html.     

Further Reading 

• Digital Platforms and the Future of Tourism: A World Tourism Day Celebration, World 
Bank, 2018 at https://live.worldbank.org/world-tourism-day-celebration  

• Digital Transformation, UNWTO at www.unwto.org/digital-transformation  

• OECD Tourism Trends and Policies 2020 (Chapter 2), OECD, 2020 at www.oecd-
ilibrary.org/sites/f528d444-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/f528d444-en  

• The New Technology and Travel Revolution, Weare Marketing, 2019 at 
www.wearemarketing.com/blog/tourism-and-technology-how-tech-is-revolutionizing-
travel.html  

• To Recovery and Beyond – The Future of Travel & Tourism, WTTC / Oliver Wyman, 2020 at 
www.oliverwyman.com/content/dam/oliver-
wyman/v2/publications/2020/To_Recovery_and_Beyond-
The_Future_of_Travel_and_Tourism_in_the_Wake_of_COVID-19.pdf. 

  

http://www.malagaturismo.com/en/site/smarttourism/sections/digitalisation/166
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z_X45FaXj8A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FPGDd9dkFcw
http://www.malagaturismo.com/en/site/smarttourism/pages/victoria-the-malaguena-chatbot/586
http://www.independent.co.uk/travel/europe/malaga-smart-city-tourism-covid-apps-technology-b1764077.html
http://www.independent.co.uk/travel/europe/malaga-smart-city-tourism-covid-apps-technology-b1764077.html
https://live.worldbank.org/world-tourism-day-celebration
https://www.unwto.org/digital-transformation
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/f528d444-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/f528d444-en
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/f528d444-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/f528d444-en
https://www.wearemarketing.com/blog/tourism-and-technology-how-tech-is-revolutionizing-travel.html
https://www.wearemarketing.com/blog/tourism-and-technology-how-tech-is-revolutionizing-travel.html
https://www.oliverwyman.com/content/dam/oliver-wyman/v2/publications/2020/To_Recovery_and_Beyond-The_Future_of_Travel_and_Tourism_in_the_Wake_of_COVID-19.pdf
https://www.oliverwyman.com/content/dam/oliver-wyman/v2/publications/2020/To_Recovery_and_Beyond-The_Future_of_Travel_and_Tourism_in_the_Wake_of_COVID-19.pdf
https://www.oliverwyman.com/content/dam/oliver-wyman/v2/publications/2020/To_Recovery_and_Beyond-The_Future_of_Travel_and_Tourism_in_the_Wake_of_COVID-19.pdf
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7. POTENTIAL ACTIONS FOR NTOs – CRITICAL SUCCESS 
FACTORS 
This chapter sets out recommendations to NTOs for practical actions that they can take 
relating to each of the Critical Success Factors listed in Section 5.2.   

7.1 STRATEGIC DIRECTION AND LEADERSHIP 

Recommended actions by NTOs  

Several of the CEOs interviewed saw their organisations as ‘new model’ NTOs. The data 
analysis suggests that these ‘new models’ have generally not been associated with changes 
in the status and governance of the NTO, nor in the sources of core funding. More often, the 
catalyst has been about strategic focus and leadership. The strategic focus was important to 
anticipate changes in the environment, such as digitisation and sustainability. Leadership was 
particularly important in a) forging partnerships with government and a wide range of 
stakeholders; b) progressing tourism policy; c) responding to crises; and d) ensuring that the 
NTO has the key competencies required to deliver the strategy.   

To establish strategic direction and leadership, NTOs will require: 

• An integrated long-term national tourism strategy, incorporating sustainability, 
destination management and digital transformation.  There are many examples of good 
practices, including the national tourism strategies for Slovenia, Portugal, Netherlands, 
Flanders and Norway.  Such strategies may be initiated by the NTO or its parent Ministry 
or by a partnership of national tourism stakeholders.  

The national strategy is likely to include policy proposals relating to: 

- Target market development 

- Product and experience development, including events 

- Innovation and entrepreneurship 

- Management of destinations, including the public realm 

- Conservation of natural and built heritage 

- Regional or local development priorities 

- Access to and within the destination 

- Digital transformation 

- Implementation responsibilities and structures. 

• Clear definition of roles and responsibilities in the implementation of the national 
strategy. The NTO will lead on activities central to its mandate, but many other players will 
be involved, including government departments and agencies, transport operators, 
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infrastructure providers, utility providers, national parks.   

• Involvement of stakeholders in preparation and implementation of strategy, use their 
knowledge and ideas, maximise their commitment and facilitate the coordination of 
efforts. Singapore Tourism Board, as one example, has a range of public-private task 
forces to progress strategy implementation. The key to success here has been to nominate 
senior leaders from many public and private stakeholders and improve how the public and 
private sectors work together. The task forces coordinate action and short-term tactical 
responses to deal with health or other issues. See the case study of Singapore below for 
more information.  

• Set up an ongoing stakeholder and media communications programme to provide useful 
updates on the strategy, showcase success and demonstrate leadership.  

Case studies 

The following case studies in Annex 1 are particularly relevant to Strategic Direction and 
Leadership: 

• Case study 13 – Singapore: Direction and leadership to achieve a long-term vision for 
tourism 

• Case study 14 – France: New leadership to deliver a strategy based on digital innovation. 

Further reading 

The following references are particularly relevant to Strategic Direction and Leadership 

• OECD Tourism Trends and Policies 2020, OECD, 2020 at www.oecd-
ilibrary.org/sites/6b47b985-en/1/3/1/index.html?itemId=/content/publication/6b47b985-
en&_csp_=a806bfa96e09b9351b58695070b6c960&itemIGO=oecd&itemContentType=book    

• Governing National Tourism Policy, WTTC at 
https://fac.ksu.edu.sa/sites/default/files/governing_national_tourism_policy_final.pdf.     

 

7.2 EFFECTIVE PARTNERSHIP BUILDING 

Recommended actions by NTOs  

To realise the Vision and Strategic Objectives set out in Chapter 5, NTOs will need to 
increasingly work in partnership with other organisations at an international, national and 
sub-national level. Specific partnership proposals have been set out in Chapter 6 to facilitate 
action on the three Strategic Priorities; other potential partnerships are identified elsewhere 
in this chapter. 

The primary requirement for NTOs is to have the skilled capacity required to establish and 
maintain the various partnerships required, with the CEO leading and overseeing the 
whole process.  

https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/6b47b985-en/1/3/1/index.html?itemId=/content/publication/6b47b985-en&_csp_=a806bfa96e09b9351b58695070b6c960&itemIGO=oecd&itemContentType=book
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/6b47b985-en/1/3/1/index.html?itemId=/content/publication/6b47b985-en&_csp_=a806bfa96e09b9351b58695070b6c960&itemIGO=oecd&itemContentType=book
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/6b47b985-en/1/3/1/index.html?itemId=/content/publication/6b47b985-en&_csp_=a806bfa96e09b9351b58695070b6c960&itemIGO=oecd&itemContentType=book
https://fac.ksu.edu.sa/sites/default/files/governing_national_tourism_policy_final.pdf
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The following are the key opportunities for partnership that NTOs should consider: 

• Cooperation at the international level through ETC, particularly in respect of:  

- Sustainability and digital transformation strategies and programmes 

- Good practice in destination management  

Given that the Strategic Priorities for tourism identified in this report reflect those of the 
EU, well-formulated programmes of international cooperation, in line with stated EU 
policies, will be particularly well-positioned for EU support.  There is a clear need for ETC 
leadership in this respect. See also Section 7.3. 

• Strategic partnerships with government departments and agencies to implement a 
national tourism strategy incorporating sustainability, destination management and digital 
transformation.  These have been detailed in Sections 6.1-6.3. 

• A ‘vertical’ partnership or collaboration to align national, regional and local strategic 
policies and operational programmes relating to sustainability, destination management 
and digital transformation and coordinate implementation.  These have been detailed in 
Sections 6.1-6.3.  

• Operational partnerships and collaboration, including:  

- External providers of data to provide market insights, as detailed in Section 7.4: The 
main partners are likely to be online travel data providers (e.g. GDSs, OTAs, 
ForwardKeys, Sojern, Tripadvisor and Google) and third-party sources (e.g. banks, 
MasterCard, Visa, mobile network operators).  Regarding multi-national sources, there 
is a strong case for NTOs to negotiate jointly with the companies concerned, 
coordinated perhaps by ETC. 

- Providers of innovative digital solutions: for example, Slovenia partnered with 
Inspirock to develop personalised trip planning and itineraries; France partnered with 
City Lab; Portugal partnered with a range of innovation partners, including Microsoft 
and Google when it established the NEST tourism innovation centre.  

- Academia: This type of partnership provides an attractive option for in-depth research 
and data analysis. For example, Modul University in Vienna supports NTOs and CTOs 
with analysis and benchmarking of market data, and Leuven University has worked with 
Visit Flanders to develop measurement tools relating to the different elements of 
‘flourishing destinations’. 

- Marketing campaigns: For many NTOs (e.g. NBTC, Austrian NTO, Switzerland 
Tourism), it is a long-established practice for marketing activity to be undertaken in 
partnership with major tourism or tourism-related companies and/or destination 
organisations. Often paid promotional opportunities are available to individual tourism 
businesses.  
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- Education and training: Some NTOs are active in education and training, particularly 
in using digital systems and applications, often in partnership with appropriate 
specialist organisations. Turismo de Portugal positions this as a contribution towards 
UN Sustainable Development Goal 4, regarding quality education.  

Please see Annex 2 for further information. 

Case studies 

The following case studies in Annex 1 are particularly relevant to Effective Partnership 
Building: 

• Case study 15 – Netherlands: Multi-sector cooperation 

• Case study 16 – Slovenia: Vertical and horizontal integration. 

 

Further reading 

The following references are particularly relevant to Effective Partnership Building: 

• Destination Management Guidelines, New Zealand Government (2020) at 
www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/destination-management-guidelines.   

 

7.3  FUNDING FOR TRANSFORMATION 

Recommended actions by NTOs  

Where current funding is insufficient to enable the type of transformation required to realise 
the Vision and Strategic Objectives, NTOs should undertake a strategic review of funding 
options, including the following: 

• Government funding: If, as proposed in Section 7.1, NTOs engage actively with 
Government to agree on a long-term vision and strategy for tourism, incorporating 
destination management, sustainability and digital transformation, this will provide a 
strong basis for securing increased stability long term public funding.  

• EU funding: Three NTOs (from the Baltic States) received substantial EU funding under a 
special EU initiative. At the EU Tourism Convention in October 2020, an EU representative 
referred to the need for a development budget aligned to a 50-year vision for European 
tourism - a potential funding opportunity for NTOs. With active support from the ETC, NTOs 
should engage with the EU to elaborate such a vision, the role that NTOs can play in 
delivering it, and the EU's resources to invest in enabling implementation.  The Vision and 
Strategy set out in this report can provide a framework for the dialogue with the EU. 

• Private partner funding: The Covid-19 pandemic has challenged public-private funding 
models for tactical campaigns. However, NTOs are still likely to partner with major sector 
players, who benefit from an association with the national brand, such as airlines and non-

https://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/destination-management-guidelines
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tourism partners, including digital systems, banks, insurance, credit cards and lifestyle 
retailers. Joint marketing campaigns could be managed through a separate public-private 
partnership entity for marketing, allowing the NTO itself to focus on strategic activity. The 
German NTB, for instance, has a formalised approach towards cooperation agreements 
and partnerships, which improves strategic planning, coordination and budget forecasting.  

• Taxes of various kinds: Many countries have tourism taxes, but they differ widely in nature 
and purpose. Ideally, such taxes would be reinvested in the tourism sector, but often they 
go to the government. Post-pandemic, there is likely to be increased interest in tourism 
taxes for sustainability and regeneration purposes. An example is the International Visitor 
Conservation Levy in New Zealand, where taxes on international visitors at the point of 
arrival are used directly to fund sustainability projects in a transparent process. NTOs 
should consider targeted tourism taxes as an option to increase funding to support the 
implementation of the national sustainable tourism policies.  

• Memberships: Two NTOs, the Austrian National Tourist Office and the Croatian National 
Tourist Board generate part of their income from membership fees. In Croatia, the Covid-
19 pandemic has negatively impacted this source of income. As a result, the NTO is giving 
greater priority to the potential for raising income through its eVisitor system and 
harnessing the potential for EU funding.  

• Commercial revenue. Some NTOs can provide chargeable services, such as the operation 
of visitor attractions and tours, sales of maps and guidebooks, merchandise and city 
passes, booking of accommodation, transport, attractions and tours, and sales of data and 
content gathered by an NTO data hub. This activity may be undertaken through a 
commercial division, as in the case of the VisitBritain Shop; or through a subsidiary trading 
company, as in the case of Switzerland Tourism.  

Case studies 

The following case studies in Annex 1 are particularly relevant to ‘Funding for Transformation’: 

• Case study 17 – Norway: A development agency with 100% public funding 

• Case study 18 – Switzerland: Funding model encouraging partnerships and mitigating 
financial risk. 

Further reading 

The following references are particularly relevant to ‘Funding for Transformation’: 

• The EU Tourism Convention, October 2020 at https://tourism-convention.eu 

• The paradox of taxing travellers for Overtourism, Skift, 2019 at 
https://skift.com/2019/08/05/the-paradox-of-taxing-travelers-for-overtourism/  

• OECD Tourism Trends and Policies 2020, OECD, 2020 at  
www.oecd.org/cfe/tourism/oecd-tourism-trends-and-policies-20767773.htm 

https://tourism-convention.eu/
https://skift.com/2019/08/05/the-paradox-of-taxing-travelers-for-overtourism/
https://www.oecd.org/cfe/tourism/oecd-tourism-trends-and-policies-20767773.htm
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• The impact of taxes on the competitiveness of European tourism, PWC  
www.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/130660/The%20Impact%20of%20Taxes%20on%20the
%20Competitiveness%20of%20European%20tourism.pdf 

• Switzerland Tourism Strategy at 
www.stnet.ch/app/uploads/2020/03/131_19a_01_brosch_st_strategie_e_ds-1.pdf.  

 

7.4  REAL-TIME MARKET INSIGHTS 

Recommended actions by NTOs  

Advances in digital technology, notably artificial intelligence (AI) and big data, will increasingly 
enable NTOs to generate a wide variety of real-time market insights and KPIs, using digitised 
data drawn from various sources, including  

• Online travel and tourism information sources 

• Travel and tourism data processors and analysts 

• Third-party sources, notably GPS data suppliers, mobile networks and banks (credit and 
payment cards) 

• Monitoring devices such as sensors, beacons and webcams.  

More detail about these sources is in Section 7.2. 

Other sources that can be accessed quickly (though not real-time) and economically for 
market insights are social media analysis; global consumer panels; and purpose-designed 
panels, which NTOs could establish for online surveys of consumers, citizens, businesses and 
communities; or accessed through market research companies. 

NTO Actions 

To take advantage of these opportunities, NTOs should review the various types of real-time 
data noted above to determine: 

• Which types of real-time data, affordable continuingly, will be most helpful to them in 
making relevant practical decisions.  

• How the data can be analysed and presented so that it can be easily understood and be of 
a maximum value for various NTO purposes – recognising that different forms of data 
analysis and presentation may be required for the different purposes.  The volume of data 
potentially available from some of the real-time sources is such that it will require 
considerable skills to extract, present and interpret the key results. The creation of ‘easy 
to understand’ dashboards will be vital for this purpose. 

Many of the data sources are proprietary, and the costs of accessing them could be 
substantial.  NTOs will need to negotiate costs carefully, according to the nature and extent 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/130660/The%20Impact%20of%20Taxes%20on%20the%20Competitiveness%20of%20European%20tourism.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/130660/The%20Impact%20of%20Taxes%20on%20the%20Competitiveness%20of%20European%20tourism.pdf
https://www.stnet.ch/app/uploads/2020/03/131_19a_01_brosch_st_strategie_e_ds-1.pdf
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of their requirements. In respect of multi-national sources (e.g. GDS, mobile network 
operators), there is a strong case for NTOs to negotiate jointly with the companies concerned 
and exchange information about how such data can be analysed and used most effectively.  
ETC is well-positioned to play a coordinating and facilitation role in this respect, building on 
knowledge gained by its NTO membership base. 

In addition, there is a strong rationale for NTOs to set up their systems for accessing data 
from travel and tourism suppliers and through sensors/beacons to reduce dependency on 
third-party suppliers and minimise operational costs. There needs to be an initial investment 
in setting up systems, but relatively low and manageable costs after that. This is another area 
for NTOs to collaborate and/or exchange experience-based knowledge.    

Traditional methods of gathering market insights will, in most cases, continue to have value 
but may not be required as frequently as in the past. 

Please see Annex 2 for further information. 

Case studies 

The following case studies in Annex 1 are particularly relevant to ‘Real-time Market Insights’: 

• Case study 19 – Czech Republic: Use of data from mobile networks to create impact 
assessments 

• Case study 20 – Portugal: NTO positioned as a data hub for the tourism industry and their 
sustainable interactive dashboard 

• Case study 21 – Travel Insights with Google – A hub to aid destinations in recovery. 

Further reading 

The following reference is particularly relevant to ‘Real-time Market Insights’: 

• Supporting the implementation of national tourism policy objectives through 
observatories, presentation by Sérgio Guerreiro, Turismo de Portugal, UNWTO INSTO 
Meeting 2019, www.youtube.com/watch?v=Huh6F20jb-8 .  

 

7.5  FOCUSED PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT 

Recommended actions by NTOs  

Measurement of the strategic performance of NTOs should relate to the achievement of 
the Strategic Objectives (and thereby to the UN Sustainable Development Goals), as set 
out in Chapter 5. To this end, NTOs will need to undertake: 

• Regular surveys of visitors, businesses and residents to ask, amongst other things, how 
well the destination is performing in tourism and opportunities for improvement 

• Use of real-time market data of the type and purposes noted in Section 7.4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Huh6F20jb-8
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• Collection of strategic KPIs consistently and at a local level, enabling benchmarking of 
destinations within a country.   

• Participation in ETC and UNWTO’s initiatives supporting NTOs in the collection of strategic 
KPIs, to enable international benchmarking 

• Collection of operational KPIs focused on measuring performance against targets for key 
areas of activity. 

See Annex 2 for further information. 

Case studies 

The following case studies in Annex 1 are particularly relevant to ‘Focused performance 
measurement’: 

• Case study 22 – Flanders: Measuring value/quality rather than volume 

• Case study 20 – Portugal: NTO positioned as a data hub for the tourism industry and their 
sustainable interactive dashboard 

• Case study 19 – Czech Republic: Indicators for evaluating strategies. 

Further reading 

The following references are particularly relevant to ‘Focused performance measurement’: 

• European Tourism System of Indicators for Sustainable Management at Destination 
Level (ETIS),  European Commission, 2016 at http://travelbi.turismodeportugal.pt/en-
us/Pages/european-tourism-systeam-of-indicators-for-Sustainable-management-at-
destination-level-2016.aspx  

• Experiences from Pilot Studies in Measuring the Sustainability of Tourism – A Synopsis 
for Policy Makers, UNWTO, 2020 at www.e-
unwto.org/doi/abs/10.18111/unwtoecd.2020.2.g51w645001604536    

• Indicators of Sustainable Development for Tourism Destinations - A Guidebook, UNWTO, 
2004 at www.e-unwto.org/doi/book/10.18111/9789284407262 

• Managing tourism development for sustainable and inclusive recovery, OECD Tourism 
Papers 2021/01, 2021 at www.oecd.org/cfe/managing-tourism-development-for-
sustainable-and-inclusive-recovery-b062f603-en.htm  

• Sustainable Tourism Implementation: Framework and Toolkit, ETC, 2021 at https://etc-
corporate.org/reports/sustainable-tourism-implementation-framework-and-toolkit/. 

  

http://travelbi.turismodeportugal.pt/en-us/Pages/european-tourism-systeam-of-indicators-for-Sustainable-management-at-destination-level-2016.aspx
http://travelbi.turismodeportugal.pt/en-us/Pages/european-tourism-systeam-of-indicators-for-Sustainable-management-at-destination-level-2016.aspx
http://travelbi.turismodeportugal.pt/en-us/Pages/european-tourism-systeam-of-indicators-for-Sustainable-management-at-destination-level-2016.aspx
http://www.e-unwto.org/doi/abs/10.18111/unwtoecd.2020.2.g51w645001604536
http://www.e-unwto.org/doi/abs/10.18111/unwtoecd.2020.2.g51w645001604536
https://www.e-unwto.org/doi/book/10.18111/9789284407262
https://www.oecd.org/cfe/managing-tourism-development-for-sustainable-and-inclusive-recovery-b062f603-en.htm
https://www.oecd.org/cfe/managing-tourism-development-for-sustainable-and-inclusive-recovery-b062f603-en.htm
https://etc-corporate.org/reports/sustainable-tourism-implementation-framework-and-toolkit/
https://etc-corporate.org/reports/sustainable-tourism-implementation-framework-and-toolkit/
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7.6  DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION OF NTOs 

Recommended actions by NTOs  

For digital transformation to be applied successfully in any business organisation, it has to be 
applied holistically across the organisation, from the top-down, driven by the CEO and 
supported by the management board. Digital transformation will touch on all aspects of the 
organisation’s work. It is about people, customers, services and products, as much as it is 
about technologies. 

For NTOs, as for other organisations, the starting point should be the preparation and 
implementation of a detailed plan for digital transformation, including: 

• The digital systems and applications required to help the NTO fulfil its Vision and 
Strategic Aims in the most effective way; and the implications for the organisation's 
structure, functions, culture, and infrastructure. 

• The digital solutions can potentially enhance the cost-effectiveness of the NTO’s 
operations, particularly in marketing and visitor services. 

• The measures required to achieve the necessary cultural change within the organisation.  

• The requirement for new expertise and skills, to be achieved through staff development 
and/or the recruitment of new staff and/or sharing expertise and skills with one or more 
partner organisations.  

• The information, education, training, and support programme is required to ensure that 
the approach is implemented successfully.  This could include: 

- Board and Senior Management briefings  

- Workshops for middle management 

- Online and on-the-job training for operational staff 

A project manager should be appointed to prepare a project plan and coordinate its 
implementation. 

Please see Annex 2 for further information. 

Case study 

The following case study in Annex 1 is particularly relevant to ‘Digital transformation of NTOs’: 

• Case study 14 – France: Partnering with training providers for digital education of its 
staff. 

Further reading 

The following references are particularly relevant to ‘Digital transformation of NTOs’: 

• To Recovery and Beyond - The Future of Travel & Tourism, WTTC / Oliver Wyman (2020) 
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at www.oliverwyman.com/content/dam/oliver-
wyman/v2/publications/2020/To_Recovery_and_Beyond-
The_Future_of_Travel_and_Tourism_in_the_Wake_of_COVID-19.pdf     

• OECD Tourism Trends and Policies 2020 (Chapter 2. Preparing tourism businesses for 
the digital future), OECD (2020) at www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/f528d444-
en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/f528d444-en   

• The New Technology and Travel Revolution, Weare marketing (2019) at 
www.wearemarketing.com/blog/tourism-and-technology-how-tech-is-revolutionizing-
travel.html   

• Digital Platforms and the Future of Tourism: A World Tourism Day Celebration, World 
Bank (2018) at https://live.worldbank.org/world-tourism-day-celebration   

• Digital Transformation, UNWTO at www.unwto.org/digital-transformation. 

 

7.7  CRISIS MANAGEMENT READINESS 

Recommended actions by NTOs  

Effective crisis management readiness requires an NTO to establish:  

1. Its internal operational plan can be immediately ‘switched’ on in response to a new crisis.  

2. Its role within an agreed national institutional framework for crisis response, whereby 
the NTO aligns its crisis management response with the national crisis response 
framework. 

 
Key aspects of the operational plan are: 

• An internal crisis management team with clear roles and responsibilities guided by 
protocols. Key functions of the team will include communications, research, digital 
marketing, policy and industry relations.  

• Coordination with the wider national institutional framework for crisis response – see 
point 2 above 

• Identified spokespersons within the organisation supported by advanced media training. 

• An agreed crisis communication plan should include response timelines, frequency of 
communication to various stakeholders based on stakeholder mapping, management of 
communication channels.  

Case studies 

The following case studies in Annex 1 are particularly relevant to ‘Crisis management 
readiness’: 

http://www.oliverwyman.com/content/dam/oliver-wyman/v2/publications/2020/To_Recovery_and_Beyond-The_Future_of_Travel_and_Tourism_in_the_Wake_of_COVID-19.pdf
http://www.oliverwyman.com/content/dam/oliver-wyman/v2/publications/2020/To_Recovery_and_Beyond-The_Future_of_Travel_and_Tourism_in_the_Wake_of_COVID-19.pdf
http://www.oliverwyman.com/content/dam/oliver-wyman/v2/publications/2020/To_Recovery_and_Beyond-The_Future_of_Travel_and_Tourism_in_the_Wake_of_COVID-19.pdf
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/f528d444-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/f528d444-en
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/f528d444-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/f528d444-en
https://www.wearemarketing.com/blog/tourism-and-technology-how-tech-is-revolutionizing-travel.html
https://www.wearemarketing.com/blog/tourism-and-technology-how-tech-is-revolutionizing-travel.html
https://live.worldbank.org/world-tourism-day-celebration
https://www.unwto.org/digital-transformation
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• Case study 23 – Germany: Crisis management facilitator and knowledge broker 

• Case study 13 – Singapore: Tourism Recovery Action Taskforce (TRAC), prepared for a 
crisis. 

Further reading 

The following references are particularly relevant to ‘Crisis management readiness’:  

• Toolbox Crisis Communications, UNWTO, 2011 at  

www.e-unwto.org/doi/book/10.18111/9789284413652  

• Crisis Communication Planner, PATA, 2020 at https://crc.pata.org/tools/crisis-
communication-planner/  

• Crisis Preparedness, Management & Recovery, WTTC at 
https://wttc.org/Initiatives/Crisis-Preparedness-Management-Recovery. 

 

http://www.e-unwto.org/doi/book/10.18111/9789284413652
https://crc.pata.org/tools/crisis-communication-planner/
https://crc.pata.org/tools/crisis-communication-planner/
https://wttc.org/Initiatives/Crisis-Preparedness-Management-Recovery
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Annex 1: Case Studies 

Case studies 1-9 are included within Chapter 6: 

Section 6.1: Ensuring Tourism’s Sustainability   

• Case study 1 – Netherlands: A vision for sustainability where every citizen benefits from 
tourism 

• Case study 2 – New Zealand: A commitment to care for New Zealand  

• Case study 3 – Slovenia: Slovenia Green and the Green & Safe label  

• Case study 4 – Flanders: Sustainable tourism vision promoting happiness and 
flourishing destinations 

Section 6.2: Destination Management 

• Case study 5 – New Zealand: An integrated destination management approach 

• Case study 6 – France: Contracts for the destination and cluster development 

Section 6.3: Digital Transformation 

• Case study 7 – Open data platforms and hubs 

• Case study 8 – Buenos Aires: Big data platform, transforming data into knowledge   

• Case study 9 – Málaga: European Capital of Smart Tourism 2020    

 

In this Annex, there are: 

A. Additional case studies on digital transformation, as follows: 

• Case study 10 – Portugal: Data and digital innovation as a key driver of the NTO  

• Case study 11 – Valencia: Decarbonisation of tourism.   

• Case study 12 – Venice: Practical real-time management tool.  

 
B.  NTO Case studies 13-23 relating to Chapter 7 – see the list on page 87 below. 
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A. DESTINATION CASE STUDIES RELATING TO STRATEGIC PRIORITIES IN CHAPTER 6 

Case study 10 - Portugal 

Portugal – data and digital innovation as a key driver of the NTO 
‘Portugal Tourism Strategy 2027’ was launched in 2017 and included a vision for Portugal to be one of the most 
sustainable countries in the world. It also prioritised data and digital innovation. Turismo de Portugal believes 
that big data and digital transformation are a long journey requiring NTOs to have: a Strategy (where do you 
want to go? What do you need to do?); Tools (data/analysis); Skills (of analysts/management team); 
Collaboration (impossible to do it alone).      
A data and digital strategy were created in 2015. Turismo de Portugal’s key digital transformation initiatives 
include: 
• Data hub - travelBI - External data providers were systematically pooled into a data hub managed by 

Turismo de Portugal. travelBI is an open data intelligence platform, providing free access to tourism data, 
such as the latest statistics, market analysis and trends to support better decisions. 

• Tourism 4.0 is a joint initiative of Turismo de Portugal, the Ministry of Economy and the Secretariat of State 
for Tourism to promote the tourism sector's transition to the digital economy. It aims to promote 
entrepreneurship, support tourism start-ups, and foster innovation in tourism in Portugal. The initiative 
acts in an advisory and coordinating role, promoting alliances and partnerships and facilitating access to 
funding, offering training and strategic advice to SMEs. NEST, the Tourism Innovation Centre, is the anchor 
project established to implement this initiative and aims to become a global innovation centre. NEST 
partnered with leading innovation providers, such as Google and Microsoft to foster digital innovation in 
tourism and encourage digital disruptive start-ups, incubators and accelerators.  

• Turismo de Portugal also developed the Fostering Innovation in Tourism Programme, aiming to develop 
a network of business incubators focused on developing ideas and new business models to foster 
innovation and competitive growth in the sector. Over 40 incubators have already signed a collaboration 
protocol with Turismo de Portugal. The programme includes support for the participation of start-ups in 
international tourism fairs. 

Results/outputs: In 2018, mobile and airline data and indicators to measure sustainability were introduced to 
the data hub. In 2020, credit card data and Google data were applied. The data hub allowed Turismo de Portugal 
to position itself as a knowledge organisation and a provider of insights to various clients: industry, inward 
investment, consultants, academics, and provide essential tools to measure impacts and inform sustainability. 
The data hub also became a catalyst for digital innovation in the form of NEST.             

More information: travelBI - https://travelbi.turismodeportugal.pt/en-us/Pages/Home.aspx; Fostering 
Innovation in Tourism Programme - http://business.turismodeportugal.pt/pt/Conhecer/Inovacao/programa-
fit/Paginas/default.aspx; Tourism 4.0 initiative - 
http://business.turismodeportugal.pt/pt/Conhecer/Inovacao/turismo-4-0/Paginas/default.aspx; Digital, 
innovation, education, finance - X.Festival interview ‘Designing a DMO strategy using Data and Innovation’.  

 

  

https://travelbi.turismodeportugal.pt/en-us/Pages/Home.aspx
http://business.turismodeportugal.pt/pt/Conhecer/Inovacao/programa-fit/Paginas/default.aspx
http://business.turismodeportugal.pt/pt/Conhecer/Inovacao/programa-fit/Paginas/default.aspx
http://business.turismodeportugal.pt/pt/Conhecer/Inovacao/turismo-4-0/Paginas/default.aspx
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Case study 11 - Valencia 

Valencia – decarbonisation of tourism 
Through its Sustainable Tourism Strategy (launched in 2020), Valencia is committed to becoming a carbon-
neutral destination by 2025. The city is taking actions to reduce and compensate for the CO₂ emissions derived 
from tourism. In collaboration with Global Omnium, Visit Valencia is using a powerful big data tool to calculate 
the carbon footprint of the city’s tourism activity in three scopes: 
• Scope 1 – Transport footprint of travellers to and from the destination and in the destination 

• Scope 2 – Indirect GHG emissions from energy consumption in tourism activities 

• Scope 3 – Other indirect emissions relating to accommodation, tourist consumption, waste management, 
water management, and related cultural activities, festivals, sports and cultural events, tourism supply 
infrastructures. 

Visit Valencia has set up a 3-phase roadmap for tourism decarbonisation consisting of an initial calculation of 
the footprint of the destination and its actors; the implementation of a digital management system, followed by 
the development of compensation projects in the territory.        

Results/outputs: The digital carbon footprint management system is being implemented, using smart tags 
recording the emissions of each organisation in real-time, which will provide input to a digital platform verifying 
and managing the information using blockchain technology to achieve this certification process In April 2021, 
Visit Valencia reported to be continually moving forward on decarbonisation, having made six key partnerships 
in the past year to continue making progress relating to clear criteria (Global Sustainable Tourism Council); 
learning from other destinations (Global Destination Sustainability Movement); involving the industry (Future 
of Tourism), eliminating unnecessary plastic (Global Tourism Plastics Initiative); climate emergency 
declaration (Turismo Declara) and circular economy (One Planet Sustainable Tourism Programme).             

More information: UNWTO Report ‘Recommendations for the transition to a green travel and tourism 
economy’ - https://webunwto.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/2021-05/210504-Recommendations-
for-the-Transition-to-a-Green-Travel-and-Tourism-Economy.pdf?wiwmhlGgXT4zwXles_Q8ycdITGIQfaMt; 
‘The Decarbonization of Tourism in Action: The Case of Valencia’ - www.unwto.org/covid-19-oneplanet-
responsible-recovery-initiatives/the-decarbonization-of-tourism-in-action-the-case-of-valencia; ’Valencia 
becomes the first city in the world to verify and certify the carbon footprint of its tourist activity’ – 
https://www.visitvalencia.com/en/news-room/valencia-becomes-first-city-world-verify-and-certify-carbon-
footprint-its-tourist; ‘6 partnerships for carbon-neutral tourism in Valencia’ - 
https://www.visitvalencia.com/en/news-room/6-partnerships-carbon-neutral-tourism-valencia.  

 

https://webunwto.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/2021-05/210504-Recommendations-for-the-Transition-to-a-Green-Travel-and-Tourism-Economy.pdf?wiwmhlGgXT4zwXles_Q8ycdITGIQfaMt
https://webunwto.s3.eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/2021-05/210504-Recommendations-for-the-Transition-to-a-Green-Travel-and-Tourism-Economy.pdf?wiwmhlGgXT4zwXles_Q8ycdITGIQfaMt
https://www.unwto.org/covid-19-oneplanet-responsible-recovery-initiatives/the-decarbonization-of-tourism-in-action-the-case-of-valencia
https://www.unwto.org/covid-19-oneplanet-responsible-recovery-initiatives/the-decarbonization-of-tourism-in-action-the-case-of-valencia
https://www.visitvalencia.com/en/news-room/valencia-becomes-first-city-world-verify-and-certify-carbon-footprint-its-tourist
https://www.visitvalencia.com/en/news-room/valencia-becomes-first-city-world-verify-and-certify-carbon-footprint-its-tourist
https://www.visitvalencia.com/en/news-room/6-partnerships-carbon-neutral-tourism-valencia
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Case study 12 - Venice 

Venice – practical real-time management tool 
The City of Venice has introduced the ‘Venice Control Room’, a practical real-time visitor management tool to 
track tourism in the city. The rationale is to better understand the visitors’ behaviours in real-time (footfall, 
origin, movement, flow/dwell time, etc.) to ultimately help the city create a more sustainable plan for the future. 
The control room logs not only visitor-related data but also a full range of local data relevant to the management 
of the city as a whole: such as water levels, traffic on the canal (incl. delays in waterbus). The data gathered via 
the smart control room, with a bank of screens with images and information coming live from around the city, 
can guide the introduction of measures to mitigate the impact of overtourism (activation of turnstiles, entrance 
tax on busy days etc.). Simulation of the main thoroughfares taken around the city can also be generated. The 
system was built by the Venice-based multimedia and tech company Venis.  
The system works in conjunction with TIM (Telecom Italia, the country’s largest telecommunications provider), 
analysing visitors’ phone data (aggregated automatically, so no personal details) to identify the profile and origin 
of the visitors. This system allows tracking not only international visitors but also day-trippers.  

Results/outputs: In 2021, Venice is ‘celebrating its 1,600th anniversary with technology’ with a system that took 
three years to build at the cost of €3 million and opened in September 2020.             

More information: Venice Control Room - https://edition.cnn.com/travel/article/venice-control-room-
tourism/index.html. 

 

  

https://edition.cnn.com/travel/article/venice-control-room-tourism/index.html
https://edition.cnn.com/travel/article/venice-control-room-tourism/index.html
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B. NTO CASE STUDIES RELATING TO CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS IN CHAPTER 7 

This section includes the following case studies: 

• Case study 13 – Singapore: Direction and leadership to achieve a long-term vision for 
tourism + Tourism Recovery Action Taskforce (TRAC), prepared for a crisis. 

• Case study 14 – France: New leadership to deliver a strategy based on digital innovation 
and partnering with training providers for digital education of its staff. 

• Case study 15 – Netherlands: Multi-sector co-operation. 

• Case study 16 – Slovenia: Vertical and horizontal integration. 

• Case study 17 – Norway: A multi-sectoral development agency with 100% public funding. 

• Case study 18 – Switzerland: Funding model encouraging partnerships and mitigating 
financial risk.   

• Case study 19 – Czech Republic: Use data from mobile networks to create impact 
assessments and indicators for evaluating strategies. 

• Case study 20 – Portugal: NTO positioned as a data hub for the tourism industry and their 
sustainable interactive dashboard.    

• Case study 21 – Travel Insights with Google: A hub to aid destinations in recovery. 

• Case study 22 – Flanders: Measuring value/quality rather than volume. 

• Case study 23 – Germany: Crisis management facilitator and knowledge broker. 
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Case study 13 – Singapore    

Direction and leadership to achieve a long-term vision for tourism 
Singapore Tourist Board's (STB) success in developing tourism and building up the visitor economy can be 
attributed to a combination of:  
• A long-term national vision for tourism development 

• A cycle of 10-25 year tourism master plans for the development of significant tourism infrastructure. In 
1996, STB produced a 25-year master plan, 'Tourism 21 - Vision of a Tourism Capital', that aimed to 
achieve 10 million visitor arrivals and S$16 billion in tourism receipts by 2021 with an investment of S$600 
million.  

• Using the NTO to help prepare feasibility studies for tourism infrastructure projects and attract inward 
investment  

• Prioritising the NTO overseas network for competitor analysis, research and inward investment before 
marketing  

• Anchoring large scale regional and international events in Singapore  

• Encouraging a consistent private-public approach to tourism development  

• Ensuring consistent long-term strategy and direction and continuation of programmes beyond political 
cycles and changes in leadership.  

STB was involved in the strategic planning, development and marketing of many key projects in Singapore: 
Sentosa Island integrated resort; Orchard Road shopping and entertainment corridor; Marina Bay Sands and 
integrated resorts for MICE; Singapore Cruise Centre; Gardens by the Bay premier outdoor location and 
symbol of the country’s transformation to fully embrace sustainability; F1 night race; Singapore Sports Hub. 
STB positions itself as a 'lead development agency' for tourism and considers its role as Marketing Singapore; 
Industry Development; Capability Development; Industry Regulation and Placemaking. 
 
Tourism Recovery Action Taskforce (TRAC), prepared for a crisis 
Following the SARS crisis in 2003, STB developed a robust crisis management strategy based on public and 
private coordination principles through industry working groups. Later, in response to Covid-19, STB 
established the Tourism Recovery Action Taskforce (TRAC) responsible for the nation’s tourism crisis 
response strategies and plans. The TRAC task force consists of private and public interests to ensure a 
seamless, coordinated response to the crisis. Members consist of leaders from the Singapore Tourism Board, 
Singapore Hotel Association, Orchard Road Business Association, Changi Airport Group, Wildlife Reserves 
Singapore, and a wide range of hotels, MICE organisers, and visitor attractions. Their work focuses on : 
• Restoring confidence and assuring Singaporeans and international visitors  

• Rallying stakeholders in their sectors to participate and support recovery efforts  

• Building the tourism sector’s crisis management capabilities and identifying opportunities during the 
crisis  

• Developing a recovery strategy that differentiates Singapore from its competitors  

According to the CEO of STB, “the task force is a public-private partnership in true Singapore fashion, 
recognising that we are all in this together. A fast-evolving crisis calls for us to work together and keep the 
tourism workforce meaningfully engaged”.  

Results/outputs: STB's long-term strategic approach to tourism development and its consistent leadership 
role in co-ordinating public-private interests has improved Singapore's competitiveness and resulted in 
tourism now accounting for 4% of Singapore's GDP. In 2019 it achieved tourism receipts of S$27.7 billion, 
which far exceeded the target of S$16 billion set in the master plan for tourism in 1996. 
TRAC results to date include: 
• Hospitality industry health & safety protocols and application for free professional cleaning of hotel and 

restaurant  
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• Wage support for tourist guides and re-deployment as ‘social distancing ambassadors’ 

• Focus on widening skills so that employees can be multi-skilled and redeployed in other positions.  

• The creation of an ‘SG Clean’ visitor safety label  

• An STB led audit and certification scheme of all hotels and attractions, and tourism businesses to ensure 
that they are clean and safe 

• Restoring confidence in meeting and event facilities  

• Prior agreement of industry tactical offers for recovery campaigns  

• Aligned and coordinated communications.        
More information: STB - www.stb.gov.sg/content/stb/en/about-stb/overview.html; Tourism planning in 
Singapore - https://smartnet.niua.org/sites/default/files/resources/Plan-for-tourism.pdf; TRAC - 
www.stb.gov.sg/content/stb/en/media-centre/media-releases/stb-rallies-
tourismsectortofacebiggestchallengesincesars.html.  

Case Study is particularly relevant to: 
Section 7.1 on strategic direction and leadership 
Section 7.7 on crisis management readiness  

 

  

http://www.stb.gov.sg/content/stb/en/about-stb/overview.html
https://smartnet.niua.org/sites/default/files/resources/Plan-for-tourism.pdf
https://www.stb.gov.sg/content/stb/en/media-centre/media-releases/stb-rallies-tourismsectortofacebiggestchallengesincesars.html
https://www.stb.gov.sg/content/stb/en/media-centre/media-releases/stb-rallies-tourismsectortofacebiggestchallengesincesars.html
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Case study 14 – France   

New leadership to deliver a strategy based on digital innovation 
New leadership was introduced to Atoût France (AF) in 2019 to accelerate the implementation of the national 
strategy 2014: digital innovation, support for SMEs and start-ups and encouraging entrepreneurialism in the 
industry. These objectives had been partly neglected due to a crisis recovery phase in France. 
A strategic review by the CEO in 2019 revealed that the NTO and the private sector had fallen behind in the 
speed of adaption to digital innovation. AF lacked skills and competency in innovation. Under the new CEO’s 
leadership,  innovation and entrepreneurialism in tourism became strategic priorities, with a particular focus 
on data & insights, data hub, innovation, competitiveness, adaptation to new trends and digitalisation. A new 
strategy to be launched in 2021 will heavily foster innovation and a data-driven, customer-centric attitude in 
the industry.  
New multi-sector partnerships were formed, including a co-operation with the accelerator, Welcome City Lab 
to develop trends, solutions and product development.  For example, in June 2020, they launched a call for 
innovative projects to boost innovation and digital transformation in the sector in a post-Covid era.  
 
Partnering with training providers for digital education of its staff 
In 2015, AF was charged with managing the website France.fr, which, along with AF’s social media accounts, 
CRM system and digital campaigns, was to become the heart of the digital ecosystem of the NTO, aimed at 
promoting France as a tourism destination to international markets.  In the light of this, AF decided to partner 
with service training providers to accompany AF in its digital transformation through the training of its over 
340 staff, based both at its headquarter and across its network of offices throughout the world.  AF started a 
tendering process to start the online training provision in 2018. The objective was to inform, train, and develop 
digital staff competencies through the development of MOOC (Massive Open Online Course) – a virtual learning 
platform where trainers and students can interact. AF wanted its staff to have access to both: 
• General digital training, not necessarily tourism specific, accessible on-demand  

• Tailored-made training specifically related to the France.fr ecosystem. 
Results/outputs: 186 projects responded to the call. Ten innovative projects were awarded to benefit from 
coaching and advice support throughout their development journey from partners, while the first four also 
benefit from financial support. Innovative projects selected focus on digitalisation solutions, digital 
promotions, AR solutions to complement self-visit of tourist sites. Solutions are enabling a more sustainable 
tourism development and solutions aimed at alleviating the impact of the pandemic (restoring confidence, 
management of tourist flow etc.).     
Following its staff training programme, AF extended its digital transformation programme to its stakeholders. 
E-learning and MOOCs were developed in partnership with specialist training providers and enriched through 
the years to respond to the evolving needs of industry professionals. In 2019, webinars and the digitalisation 
of publications were also introduced. The ‘MOOCs Accueil France’ developed in partnership with the start-up 
Tourism Academy are examples of e-learning developed to help the industry better understand international 
visitors:  ‘Accueil France + Excellence de service’ (in partnership with Offices de Tourisme de France aimed at 
staff of DMOs and tourist information centres) and the MOOC ‘Paris Aéroports - La France accueille le monde’ 
(for staff/ job seekers at airports in the Paris region).     

More information: AF’s innovation support - www.atout-france.fr/services/appui-l-innovation; WTTC ‘To 
Recovery & Beyond – The Future of Travel & Tourism in the Wake of Covid-19’ - 
https://wttc.org/Research/To-Recovery-Beyond; Brief for MOOCs for AF staff - www.atout-
france.fr/sites/default/files/imce/cahier_des_charges_mooc_numeriques.pdf; Section on training in the AF 
Annual Report 2019 (p.8) - www.atout-france.fr/sites/default/files/imce/ra2019_0207.pdf; MOC Accueil 
France - www.atout-france.fr/services/mooc-accueil-france-0; AF’s e-Learning programmes - www.atout-
france.fr/services/les-programmes-d-e-learning.   

Case Study is particularly relevant to: 
Section 7.1 on strategic direction and leadership | Section 7.6 on the digital transformation of NTOs. 

Case study 15 – Netherlands   

https://welcomecitylab.parisandco.com/)
http://www.atout-france.fr/services/appui-l-innovation
https://wttc.org/Research/To-Recovery-Beyond
http://www.atout-france.fr/sites/default/files/imce/cahier_des_charges_mooc_numeriques.pdf
http://www.atout-france.fr/sites/default/files/imce/cahier_des_charges_mooc_numeriques.pdf
http://www.atout-france.fr/sites/default/files/imce/ra2019_0207.pdf
http://www.atout-france.fr/services/mooc-accueil-france-0
http://www.atout-france.fr/services/les-programmes-d-e-learning
http://www.atout-france.fr/services/les-programmes-d-e-learning
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Multi-sector co-operation 
The Netherlands Board of Tourism & Conventions (NBTC) developed a national vision for tourism in the 
Netherlands called ‘Perspective Destination Netherlands 2030’, working closely with interested parties from 
within and outside the tourism sector. It included over a hundred experts from sectors such as tourism, 
mobility, education and culture, and residents.  Key to translating this vision into practice for the NBTC is broad 
cooperation with the tourism industry and government authorities, connecting and collaborating with 
stakeholders at all levels to:  
• Facilitate knowledge and data exchange 

• Offer support for issues regarding positioning, destination management and marketing activities 

• Develop joint initiatives.  
Results/outputs: NBTC recognises the key importance of co-operation: “Our future in the Netherlands and 
beyond lies in balancing out the entire ecosystem. You need the public and private stakeholders and citizens 
in partnership together moving towards a sustainable future”, CEO NBTC.       

More information: About the NBTC - www.nbtc.nl/en/home.htm and www.nbtc.nl/en/home/about-us.htm; 
Perspective Destination Netherlands 2030 - www.nbtc.nl/en/home/vision-strategy/perspective-2030.htm; 
Interview with NBTC CEO during the preparation of this report.     

Case Study is particularly relevant to Section 7.2 on effective partnership building 

 

Case study 16 – Slovenia   

Vertical and horizontal integration  
The Slovenian Tourist Board (STB) operates systems of partnership working, both vertical and horizontal, of 
which the following are illustrative examples:  
• A new strategy developed in cooperation with all key stakeholders in the Slovenia tourism industry – 

representatives of the business sector, sectoral chambers, municipalities, civil society, institutes of 
education, experts in various fields, and representatives from ministries.  

• An institutional and legal framework for destination management measures introducing new vertical links 
that strengthen the role of the NTO in coordinating 'macro destinations'. The macro destination model 
aims to enhance vertical integrations from the national level to the destination level. 

• The Slovenia Green Consortium is a strategic partnership formed in 2016 by the STB and 18 contractual 
partners, consisting of destinations and operators all facing similar challenges in developing and 
marketing sustainable tourism. The consortium focuses on networking, the development of green 
products and promotion. They have developed a collaborative platform for cooperation and sharing of good 
practices. Now the consortium includes more than 60 Slovenia Green destinations and tourism providers.  

Results/outputs: STB coordinates national marketing, branding, product development, market research and 
data with four regions, DMOs and industry.       

More information: Green Scheme of Slovenian Tourism: Overview -  
www.slovenia.info/uploads/zelena_shema/2019_05_sto_-_zsst_kratek_pregled_ang_-_pages_press.pdf and 
www.slovenia.info/en/business/green-scheme-of-slovenian-tourism; Interview with Maja Pak on Slovenia, 
Destination Marketing and Sustainable Tourism Strategies (2018) - https://sustainability-leaders.com/maja-
pak-interview/; Interview with NBTC CEO during the preparation of this report.     

Case Study is particularly relevant to Section 7.2 on effective partnership building 
 
 

 

Case study 17 – Norway   

http://www.nbtc.nl/en/home.htm
http://www.nbtc.nl/en/home/about-us.htm
http://www.nbtc.nl/en/home/vision-strategy/perspective-2030.htm
http://www.slovenia.info/uploads/zelena_shema/2019_05_sto_-_zsst_kratek_pregled_ang_-_pages_press.pdf
http://www.slovenia.info/en/business/green-scheme-of-slovenian-tourism
https://sustainability-leaders.com/maja-pak-interview/
https://sustainability-leaders.com/maja-pak-interview/
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A multi-sectoral development agency with 100% public funding 
Innovation Norway (IN) is a multi-sector development agency with tourism in its portfolio. It is owned by the 
Ministry of Trade, Industry and Fisheries (51%) and county councils (49%) and has 700 employees. In 2018, it was 
given a grant of NOK 3.8 billion and received an annual letter of assignment from the Norwegian Ministry of 
Trade, Industry and Fisheries (NFD). Its mandate from the government states that ‘sustainability, whether 
economic, social and environmental, must be present in all of IN’s business’. The three-part mandate 
(development, promotion and competence) is designed to safeguard environmental and social values. 
IN’s tourism initiative is funded directly from the NFD in promotional funds and funds for innovation and 
development. It does not raise income from the private sector. The development funds are used for the following 
purposes: financing (such as loans, grants and guarantees); competence development (skills and training); 
expanding business networks; consulting and advising destinations on tourism; and running a national 
sustainability scheme. 
The promotional budget is used primarily for: Branding; Web/digital; MICE; B2B (workshops/business 
development). 
IN's goals in tourism are to Promote sustainable tourism through certification schemes that contain strict 
climate requirements; Encourage soft mobility (local transport and low emissions); Encourage length of stay 
and value; Prioritise domestic and short-haul travel, and gain more knowledge about emissions and impacts 
and develop better measurement tools.  

Results/outputs: IN claims success in encouraging sustainable tourism. It manages overtourism. It does not 
market Norway as a cruise destination. The promotion of regions is adapted to the needs of each region. The 
label for sustainable tourism now includes 30 destinations within Norway. The Global Sustainable Tourism 
Council (GSTC) label and competence development had a positive result in raising awareness and encouraging 
sustainable development.       

More information: About Innovation Norway - www.innovasjonnorge.no/en/start-page/; 
www.visitnorway.com/info/about-innovation-norway/; Interview with CEO. 

Case Study is particularly relevant to Section 7.3 on funding for transformation. 

 

  

https://www.innovasjonnorge.no/en/start-page/
https://www.visitnorway.com/info/about-innovation-norway/
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Case study 18 – Switzerland   

Funding model encouraging partnerships and  mitigating financial risk  
Switzerland Tourism (ST) is a federal corporation and association that promotes domestic and international 
tourism for leisure or business purposes. It is positioned to work in partnership with the Federal 
Administration, the cantons, the tourist industry and a range of tourism associations. Strategy and partnership 
are coordinated through the Tourism Forum Switzerland (TFS) and a range of working groups.  
ST maintains a multi-channel revenue system to ensure a partnership approach, spread risk and tap into 
multiple funding channels. In 2016, ST’s total revenue came from the following sources: 
• Government 52% 

• Tourism Partnerships 29% 

• Strategic Partnerships (non-tourism, i.e. watches, chocolate) 11% 

• Membership Fees 5%. 

According to the CEO, Martin Nydegger, “Switzerland is obliged by law, through its mandate, to work with 
industry. Government money must be combined with industry and tourism, and non-tourism sectors. It’s a 
great system and works well. Having a diverse range of funding also enables you to weather a crisis like the 
one we are in now – Covid-19.”  
ST has made sustainability and digitalisation a national priority. According to the CEO, “In the future, the 
decision on where to travel next will be increasingly influenced by how sustainable the offer is. What’s more, 
sustainability justifies a more premium price point”. ST also believes that data and a data hub is now a new 
financial asset that can be leveraged to form partnerships. In 2021 it signed up Roger Federer as an 
international brand ambassador for Switzerland. Compensation for Roger Federer’s appearances goes to the 
Roger Federer Foundation supporting disadvantaged children in Switzerland. This aligns well with ST’s 
sustainability strategy.  

Results/outputs: ST believes that its multi-channel funding model allows it to take a long-term strategic view 
and forge significant partnerships with non-tourism partners such as Roger Federer as brand ambassador for 
Covid-19 recovery.       

More information: Tourism Strategy of the Swiss Confederation - 
www.seco.admin.ch/seco/en/home/Standortfoerderung/Tourismuspolitik/Tourismusstrategie_des_Bundes.
html; Switzerland Tourism’s funding model - https://destinationthink.com/blog/switzerland-tourisms-
innovative-funding-model-partnerships/; Roger Federer as brand ambassador - 
www.werbewoche.ch/en/marketing/marken/2021-03-29/roger-federer-unterstuetzt-schweiz-tourismus-als-
markenbotschafter/. 

Case Study is particularly relevant to Section 7.3 on funding for transformation 

 

  

https://www.seco.admin.ch/seco/en/home/Standortfoerderung/Tourismuspolitik/Tourismusstrategie_des_Bundes.html
https://www.seco.admin.ch/seco/en/home/Standortfoerderung/Tourismuspolitik/Tourismusstrategie_des_Bundes.html
https://destinationthink.com/blog/switzerland-tourisms-innovative-funding-model-partnerships/
https://destinationthink.com/blog/switzerland-tourisms-innovative-funding-model-partnerships/
https://www.werbewoche.ch/en/marketing/marken/2021-03-29/roger-federer-unterstuetzt-schweiz-tourismus-als-markenbotschafter/
https://www.werbewoche.ch/en/marketing/marken/2021-03-29/roger-federer-unterstuetzt-schweiz-tourismus-als-markenbotschafter/
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Case study 19 – Czech Republic  

Use of data from mobile networks to create impact assessments and use of indicators for evaluating 
strategies 
CzechTourism launched a Corporate Strategy and Strategy for the Czech Republic Destination for 2021–2025. 
The goals of both strategies are ‘focused on fulfilling the vision of effective management of tourism in the Czech 
Republic and following the principles of sustainable tourism in the destination’. The Strategies list indicators 
for evaluating both strategies and are divided into different perspectives: partners or visitors; financial; internal 
processes; and growth and learning perspectives.  
CzechTourism also has extensive experience monitoring events using positioning data from mobile networks, 
combined with traditional face-to-face interviews during the event. This approach allows the NTO to monitor 
the number of visitors and estimate the financial impact on the venue/destination.    

Results/outputs: CzechTourism’s Strategy 2021-2025 sets the digitalisation of its tourism offer as one of its 
strategic goals. One of the priorities is the use of digitalisation potential for making visitor management more 
effective, involving: the creation of data alliances, using and interconnecting various data sources and learning 
from each other; the use of new data sources for getting information on the destination occupancy rate; and 
work with existing data sources on the behaviour of web visitors, Google Search, social media analytics etc.  
The final version of the Strategies was officially presented in November 2020. The implementation and ongoing 
evaluation of the strategies will run from January 2021 to December 2025, with the final evaluation scheduled 
for June 2026.      

More information: OECD Tourism Papers 2021/01 – Managing tourism development for sustainable and 
inclusive recovery (a reference to initiative p.27) - www.oecd-ilibrary.org/industry-and-services/managing-
tourism-development-for-sustainable-and-inclusive-recovery_b062f603-
en%3bjsessionid=nwyhtoLtIePqhTLeuQi90fwZ.ip-10-240-5-108);  Material from LinkedIn page of the 
CzechTourism Institute Director on initiative https://cz.linkedin.com/in/mark%C3%A9ta-vogelov%C3%A1-
437357a5; Strategy of the Czech Tourism Agency and the Czech Republic Destination for 2021-2015 (English 
version) - www.czechtourism.cz/cs-CZ/O-nas/Zakladni-informace/Strategie-a-koncepce. 

Case Study is particularly relevant to: 
Section 7.4 on real-time market insights 
Section 7.5 on focused performance measurement  

  

https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/industry-and-services/managing-tourism-development-for-sustainable-and-inclusive-recovery_b062f603-en%3bjsessionid=nwyhtoLtIePqhTLeuQi90fwZ.ip-10-240-5-108
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/industry-and-services/managing-tourism-development-for-sustainable-and-inclusive-recovery_b062f603-en%3bjsessionid=nwyhtoLtIePqhTLeuQi90fwZ.ip-10-240-5-108
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/industry-and-services/managing-tourism-development-for-sustainable-and-inclusive-recovery_b062f603-en%3bjsessionid=nwyhtoLtIePqhTLeuQi90fwZ.ip-10-240-5-108
https://cz.linkedin.com/in/mark%C3%A9ta-vogelov%C3%A1-437357a5
https://cz.linkedin.com/in/mark%C3%A9ta-vogelov%C3%A1-437357a5
https://www.czechtourism.cz/cs-CZ/O-nas/Zakladni-informace/Strategie-a-koncepce
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Case study 20 – Portugal   

NTO is positioned as a data hub for the tourism industry, and their sustainable interactive dashboard 
Turismo de Portugal (TP) positions itself as a knowledge-driven organisation focusing on data and insights. 
Its data hub, which has been developed since 2015, is connected directly to multiple data providers, including 
hotels, airlines, sustainability service providers, Google and mobile phone companies. It uses the data itself 
and distributes it widely to provide intelligence to inform promotion and investment decisions.  
TP disseminates data and market intelligence to its business units, investors, consultants, academia and 
media.  
TP developed a sustainable, interactive dashboard, ‘travelBI by Turismo de Portugal’, to monitor and 
measure the country’s performance. This serves to support stakeholders' decision-making in the tourism 
industry in Portugal to guarantee a more sustainable, accessible and inclusive tourism offer. The sustainability 
monitoring indicators developed by TP were based on recommendations from international organisations 
(UNWTO, Eurostat) and aimed to evaluate the performance of Portugal as a tourist destination against 
ambitious goals and targets to be reached in the three dimensions of sustainability, as defined in the country’s 
Tourism Strategy 2027: 
• Economic – overnight stays and revenues from international tourism 

• Social – qualification of the workforce of the sector, seasonality and residents’ satisfaction with the 
process of tourism development 

• Environmental – efficient management of water, energy and waste.   

“We aim to provide the right data at the right time to the right people so that they can make the right 
decisions…and the right time increasingly means right now, real-time”, Sergio Guerreiro, TP.  

Results/outputs: TP believes that translating data into insights that people can use is key and sees a role for 
universities and research centres helping to identify trends and future directions. TP’s Sustainable Tourism 
Indicators System (SITS) lists 15 indicators under the dimension ‘Environmental’, 16 under ‘Economic and 5 
under ‘Social’.        

More information: travelBI portal - https://travelbi.turismodeportugal.pt/pt-PT/Paginas/HomePage.aspx; 
Turismo de Portugal: Sustainability (including SITS) - https://travelbi.turismodeportugal.pt/en-
US/pages/sustentabilidade.aspx;  Turismo de Portugal: X.Festival interview ‘Designing a DMO strategy using 
Data and Innovation’; Interviews with CEO and Visioning Workshop. 

Case Study is particularly relevant to:  
Section 7.4 on real-time market insights  
Section 7.5 on focused performance measurement 

 

Case study 21 – Travel Insights with Google  

A hub to aid destinations in recovery - In December 2020, Google launched ‘Travel Insights with Google’, a 
suite of three tools harnessing Google data to help destinations and other industry stakeholders to make better 
data-informed decisions. One of the three tools, called ‘Destination Insights’, is specifically intended as a public 
resource for governments and tourism boards. It aims to help them map out possible early recovery routes for 
destinations by identifying source markets and popular destinations. The other two tools include Hotel Insights 
(for small and independent hotels) and the Travel Analytics Center (for Google travel commercial partners).  
Travel Insights with Google launched globally but initially focused on the Asia-Pacific, where post-Covid-19 
recovery started.     

Results/outputs: Google has indicated that it has no intention to discontinue Travel Insights with Google in the 
future and that it is continuing to evaluate how it can add more value to its partners/users.            

More information: Travel Insights with Google - https://travelinsights.withgoogle.com/; and 
www.phocuswire.com/google-launches-travel-insights-hub-to-aid-destinations-hotels-partners-in-
recovery?utm_source=eNL&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Daily&oly_enc_id=7121F4615190J4L. 

https://travelbi.turismodeportugal.pt/pt-PT/Paginas/HomePage.aspx
https://travelbi.turismodeportugal.pt/en-US/pages/sustentabilidade.aspx
https://travelbi.turismodeportugal.pt/en-US/pages/sustentabilidade.aspx
https://travelinsights.withgoogle.com/
http://www.phocuswire.com/google-launches-travel-insights-hub-to-aid-destinations-hotels-partners-in-recovery?utm_source=eNL&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Daily&oly_enc_id=7121F4615190J4L
http://www.phocuswire.com/google-launches-travel-insights-hub-to-aid-destinations-hotels-partners-in-recovery?utm_source=eNL&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Daily&oly_enc_id=7121F4615190J4L
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Relevant to Case Study is particularly relevant to Section 7.4 on real-time market insights 

Case study 22 – Flanders   

Measuring value/quality rather than volume 
Visit Flanders (VF) has developed its new Vision ‘Travel to Tomorrow’, which focuses on letting destinations 
flourish by creating a connection between the place, visitors, entrepreneurs and the locals. The vision requires 
a new measurement framework with key indicators that paint a more holistic picture of the role of tourism in 
the destination instead of simply measuring the number of reservations, overnight stays, or day trips. VF is 
concerned with measuring citizen satisfaction with tourism. The CEO referred to devices for gathering 
information on attitudes of residents of Bruges, use of which they intend to expand to regions and local 
communities. Flanders is also interested in measuring the level of meaningful interaction between tourists and 
citizens. It is currently partnered with Leuven University to develop qualitative measurements and KPIs 
pertaining to ‘flourishing places’ and ‘happiness’. Key sources can include: 
• For residents – the quality of life studies provide insights into relevant domains supporting the local quality 

of life (tourism, for example, with visitors who can contribute to strengthening the local culture and identity). 

• For visitors – tourism experience studies, visitors flourish thanks to in-depth contacts with the local 
population and a high-quality tourism offering. 

• For Entrepreneurs – literature on sustainable business models can provide an overview of potential 
dimensions and indicators within these dimensions. 

• For the Place – ecological effects and local impact efforts, without losing sight of the positive economic 
impact. 

“Tourism is no longer a goal in itself. It is a means towards a greater goal. It is a way to make the destination 
flourish and strengthen the positive aspects of tourism for the benefits of all concerned – the residents, the 
visitors, the entrepreneurs and the natural environment”, says Visit Flanders CEO.  

Results/outputs: Visit Flanders is developing a new measurement framework, formed from 22 dimensions, 
each combining different indicators (90 indicators but often not available and based on perceptions). It is being 
developed on two levels:  
• Level 1: Local level with toolbox development – extensive model providing a detailed, complete overview 

and proposing methods for collecting unavailable data in the future within destinations  

• Level 2: Flanders level with barometer development – simplified model with currently available indicators, 
proposing a summarising view on the evolution in a macro-destination.       

More information: Travel to Tomorrow / Future Vision - www.visitflanders.com/en/trade-covid-19/our-future-
vision/ and full report - 
https://issuu.com/toerismevlaanderen/docs/reizen_naar_morgen_januari_2021_english_-_v3-cover; Travel to 
Tomorrow – Growing Forward Together Presentation: Measuring value/quality rather than volume in Flanders 
- https://791a3b8e-747d-4c02-8221-
4c75a61eb411.filesusr.com/ugd/380193_1de30548638041fc82694c012167eac9.pdf; Stakeholders/CEOs 
interviews carried out as part of this project.   

Case Study is particularly relevant to Section 7.5 on focused performance measurement. 

  

https://www.visitflanders.com/en/trade-covid-19/our-future-vision/
https://www.visitflanders.com/en/trade-covid-19/our-future-vision/
https://issuu.com/toerismevlaanderen/docs/reizen_naar_morgen_januari_2021_english_-_v3-cover
https://791a3b8e-747d-4c02-8221-4c75a61eb411.filesusr.com/ugd/380193_1de30548638041fc82694c012167eac9.pdf
https://791a3b8e-747d-4c02-8221-4c75a61eb411.filesusr.com/ugd/380193_1de30548638041fc82694c012167eac9.pdf
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Case study 23 – Germany   

Crisis management facilitator and knowledge broker 
The German National Tourist Board (GNTB) believes that it has undergone a gradual transition from a 
destination marketing organisation over twenty years to a destination management organisation. Tourism is 
regarded as a cross-sectional economic and policy issue and falls under the domain of federal government 
(determines the strategic framework) and the federal states (implements specific policies). The network of 16 
‘Landesmarketingorganisationen’ marketing organisations coordinates and consult with GNTB. This 
framework has required GNTB to work in a multi-stakeholder and partnership environment that requires a 
high vertical and horizontal integration level.  
Germany’s national tourism strategy, prepared during the Covid-19 crisis, will address the following priorities: 
• The implementation of Open Data in tourism  

• Industry empowerment (particularly SMEs) 

• The NTO’s role as knowledge broker based on data 

• Sustainability as a statistically verifiable competitive advantage  

• The NTO’s key role as crisis management facilitator. 

GNTB’s approach to crisis management is as follows: 
• Inform crises with accurate real-time data  

• Have crisis management response teams prepared and ‘always on’ 

• Position the NTO as a knowledge broker - especially to SMEs 

• Position the NTO as a network facilitator - especially to SMEs  

• Create a lean and agile NTO organisational structure that can rapidly respond to change  

• Ensure that communication is always open, honest and transparent  

• Increase communication with decision-makers in government, committees, members  

• Keep the destination in mind for consumers.  
Results/outputs: The GNTB was extremely well prepared for the Covid-19 crisis in terms of its alignment with 
government and stakeholders; its enhanced role as knowledge broker (webinars, seminars, training) and its 
open and transparent communication strategy.       

More information: GNTB annual report - 
www.germany.travel/media/redaktion/pdf/ueber_uns/2021/DZT_Jahresbericht2020_EN_RZ_WEB.pdf.  

Relevant to sections: 
Section 7.7 on crisis management readiness 

 

  

https://www.germany.travel/media/redaktion/pdf/ueber_uns/2021/DZT_Jahresbericht2020_EN_RZ_WEB.pdf
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Annex 2: Supplementary information on certain critical 
success factors 
This Annex provides supplementary information on four of the Critical Success Factors for 
NTOs, summarised in Chapter 7 of the main report, as follows: 

A.  Effective Partnership Building - relates to Section 7.2  

B. Real-Time Market Insights - relates to Section 7.4  

C.  Focused Performance Measurement - relates to Section 7.5  

D.  Digital Transformation of NTOS - relates to Section 7.6. 
  

A.  EFFECTIVE PARTNERSHIP BUILDING 

Relates to Section 7.2 of the main report 

Introduction 

Because of the inherent complexity of tourism as a phenomenon, partnerships have always 
been fundamentally important for NTOs.  With the scale and complexity increasing further (in 
terms of demand, supply, transportation and impacts) and the imperative for NTOs to fully 
engage in achieving sustainability, destination management and digital transformation, the 
need for working in partnership has become all the greater.  There is a need for many different 
types of partnership, both strategic and tactical, involving the public sector, private sector and 
civic society. 

This section focuses on the need for partnership at the strategic level, addressing the 
central priorities of sustainability, destination management and digital transformation. 
Policies for, and implementation of each of the three Strategic Priorities outlined in Chapter 
6, need to relate to and fit within the context of broader, multi-sectoral policies relating to the 
economy, civic society, the environment, transportation, the cultural sector, regional 
development and more. This requires a substantial partnership of national organisations to 
work together and a partnership between tourism authorities at a national, regional and local 
level to ensure alignment of policies and operations. 

Each section of Chapter 6 identified the required types of partnership, as shown in the table 
on the next page.  This demonstrates a substantial interrelationship between the three 
Strategic Priorities, suggesting the desirability of creating a single high-level partnership to 
oversee the preparation and implementation of an integrated national tourism strategy 
and an action plan covering all three Strategic Priorities together with tourism education 
and training. 

Institutional structures vary markedly between different European countries, and no one 
partnership solution will be appropriate throughout.  There may be already a national 
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partnership in many countries bringing together the key government departments and 
agencies to coordinate strategy and operations.  In this case, the need is to ensure that 
sustainability, destination management and digital transformation are high on its agenda, 
perhaps with specialist working groups. 

In other countries, there may be a need to create such a national partnership, in which case, 
the question arises: what role should the NTO play in this? 

 

Sections Governmental partnerships Other partnerships 
In Section 6.1: 
Sustainability 
in tourism 

A ‘whole of Government partnership’ is 
required to agree on national 
sustainable tourism principles and 
targets within the national strategy for 
sustainability. This will provide the 
mechanism for the NTO to guide policy 
decisions relating to, for example, 
national tourism taxes, regulations, 
environmental management, heritage 
and nature conservation.  

Vertical partnership, as for 
destination management – 
see below. 
Collaboration with many 
other organisations, 
including: 

• UNWTO and other 
international 
organisations concerned 
with global sustainability 

• Digital solution and 
content providers 

In Section 6.2: 
Destination 
Management 

The NTO has a key role to play in 
coordinating or actively supporting a 
partnership at the national level, 
between different ministries, 
government agencies, NGOs, transport 
operators, utility providers, tourism 
companies, etc. – organisations that can 
guide, facilitate and/or directly engage 
in destination management activity ‘on 
the ground’.  Such a national 
partnership may need to be mirrored at 
a regional level, particularly in larger 
countries. 

The NTO has a key role to 
play in creating a ‘vertical’ 
partnership to align national, 
regional and local strategic 
policies and operational 
programmes – and 
coordinate implementation  
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In Section 6.3:  
Digital 
Transformation 

The NTO should work with government 
departments and agencies to prepare a 
national plan for ‘Digital Transformation 
in Tourism’ and oversee a programme of 
implementation. 
This programme should be aligned with 
those of other sectors to maximise 
synergies regarding digital 
infrastructure and solutions, knowledge 
exchange and skills development.   
A cross-sectoral partnership should 
develop strong working relationships 
with major technology companies to 
fully realise the potential of the 
solutions they offer to deliver the 
potential benefits noted above. 

Tourism organisations at a 
national, regional and local 
level should cooperate to 
establish an open platform 
for tourism applications and 
a tourism data hub that is 
used by the whole tourism 
structure, drawing together 
data from multiple sources  
 

 

 

Role of the NTO  

The NTO should be a key player in the national strategic partnership, but the extent of its role 
in initiating and servicing it may depend on the extent of its mandate: 

• Where the NTO’s mandate is focused primarily on marketing, whilst the responsibilities 
for strategic planning and developmental activities sit elsewhere (in government 
departments or agencies). The role of initiating and servicing a national partnership for 
destination management, sustainability and digital transformation should probably rest 
with the government. 

• Where the NTO has an extensive range of tourism functions, covering destination 
development, management and marketing, together with strategic research and planning, 
it may be well-positioned to lead on initiating and servicing a national partnership for 
destination management, sustainability and digital transformation 

• Where the NTO is part of a multi-sectoral development agency, with responsibility not 
only for strategic research and planning, marketing and development but also for regional 
development policy, then that agency is likely to be best placed to lead a national 
partnership for destination management, sustainability and digital transformation.   

It will be the role of the partnership to agree on the responsibilities of the NTO and other 
organisations, working individually or collectively, for the implementation of national 
programmes relating to destination management, sustainability and digital transformation.  
The NTO will certainly have a key role in engaging regional and local tourism organisations 
in formulating and implementing the national policies on these and other subjects. 
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As set out in Chapter 6, there is a clear case for cooperation at the international level, 
particularly regarding sustainability and digital transformation strategies and 
programmes and best practices in destination management.  Given that the strategic 
priorities for tourism identified in this report reflect those of the EU, well-formulated 
programmes of international cooperation, in line with stated EU policies, will be particularly 
well-positioned for EU support – see Section 7.3 of the main report. 

B. REAL-TIME MARKET INSIGHTS 

Relates to Section 7.4 of the main report 

Introduction 

Market research by most NTOs continues to use traditional methods, which have the 
advantage of being tried and tested and enabling continuity of time-series data. Still, they also 
have inherent weaknesses, primarily the length of time taken to obtain results and the lack of 
spatial granularity.  New and evolving digital technologies and applications are opening up 
opportunities to address research needs in ways that will potentially overcome these 
weaknesses by providing data quickly (often in real-time) and for specific locations according 
to requirements. 

However, such digital solutions to fulfil the research needs is still at a relatively early stage.  
Some applications are already of proven relevance and value – for example, sentiment and 
reputation analysis via social media/UGC and online survey tools.  In other cases, the potential 
has yet to be fully realised for one or more of the following reasons: 

• The digital solutions have still to be fully developed 

• The solutions are currently too costly 

• Potential users have a limited understanding of how the data may be analysed and 
presented most effectively, with a substantial danger of ‘data overload’. 

Purpose 

The objective is to provide real-time intelligence for strategic and operational planning, 
with the following benefits: 

• Enabling destination and product development and marketing to be more focused:   

- At particular times of the year, days of the week and times of the day  

- On achieving the optimum geographical distribution of demand across cities, 
regions and countries, to stimulate benefits where they are most required and 
avoid high congestion levels.   

• Providing the potential to forecast future patterns of demand of particular market 
segments dynamically, based on emerging scenarios. 
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• Enabling improved visitor management at attractions and destinations by ensuring that 
managers know where and when there are excessive pressures and can use visitor 
dispersal techniques to operate within their carrying capacity, thus improving visitor 
satisfaction and quality of visitor experience.  

Activities  

Big data analysis potentially provides the opportunity to generate a wide variety of real-time 
market insights (and KPIs) using digitised data drawn from various sources, as noted in 
Section 7.2 of the main report. 

Other sources that can be accessed very quickly (though not real-time) and economically for 
market insights are:  

• Social media analysis, using specialised software (e.g. Buffer Analyze, Sprout Social, 
Hootsuite), which can analyse sentiments about destinations and the products and 
services within them. 

• Global consumer panels (e.g. Pollfish, SurveyMonkey® Audience), already profiled to 
enable segmentation, enabling users to obtain rapidly and economically information and 
opinions for particular segments in specified countries, applying filters as required. 

• Purpose designed panels, which NTOs could establish for online surveys of consumers, 
citizens, businesses, and communities, can be undertaken quickly and economically. 

Role of the NTO  

As set out in Section 7.4. 
 

C.  FOCUSED PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT 

Relates to Section 7.5 of the main report 

Introduction 

Chapter 5 of the main report set out the ETC Vision for Europe’s NTOs and four Strategic 
Objectives that would enable NTOs to fulfil the Vision. The four Strategic Objectives, relating 
to the overall impact of tourism on the nation, are about: 

• Delivering exceptional, sustainable visitor experiences  

• Stimulating and supporting competitive and sustainable tourism businesses  

• Enhancing the quality of life for residents 

• Planning, developing and managing tourism according to sustainable tourism principles. 

Measurement of the strategic performance of NTOs should relate to the achievement of 
these strategic objectives and thereby to the UN Strategic Development Goals (SDGs), as 
set out in Chapter 5.   
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Strategic performance measurement and benchmarking 

The table of the following page sets out proposed types of KPIs on this basis. They are 
relatively simple – limited in number and drawn from a limited number of sources, some of 
which will provide multiple KPIs.  These KPIs will require special surveys to be undertaken 
regularly – of visitors, businesses and residents – but the costs of undertaking surveys have 
been reduced by digital innovation.    

If data can be collected consistently at a local level, benchmarking destinations within a 
country becomes possible.  If an agreed core set of data can be collected consistently 
across some or all ETC member countries, international benchmarking becomes possible 
at the national and destination level. 

This provides a clear and rationale framework for creating a limited core set of strategic KPIs 
for ETC members.  It will be for ETC’s Market Intelligence Committee to agree on precise 
KPIs, taking account of KPIs currently collected by some ETC members and the work already 
undertaken by ETC to define a common set of sustainable tourism indicators.   

Types of Strategic KPI, related to the Strategic Objectives 

Strategic Objective UN SDG Potential KPIs Source 
To deliver exceptional, 
sustainable visitor 

3, 14, 15 Level of visitor satisfaction, overall 
and by experience category 

Domestic tourism 
survey  
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experiences tailored to 
attract and satisfy 
target markets, 
maximising satisfaction 
and thus repeat visits 
and recommendations. 

Intention to recommend 
Number of previous visits, by market 

An exit survey of 
international 
visitors or global 
consumer panel  
Social media 
analysis 
Analysis of reviews 

To stimulate and 
support competitive and 
sustainable tourism 
businesses that will 
attract and satisfy 
target markets and 
maximise social, 
economic and cultural 
benefits to the 
community 

8, 9, 11, 
12 

Market and visitor perceptions of 
competitiveness, compared with 
main competitors  
Tourism entrepreneur outlook 
Tourism employment (FTJEs) 
Value/yield of tourism, by sector and 
by market 
Length of stay, by market 
Daily occupancy + RevPAR 
The extent of use of digital booking 
and online distribution 

Domestic tourism 
survey  
An exit survey of 
international 
visitors or global 
consumer panel 
Tourism business 
panel survey 

To enhance the quality 
of life (QoL) for 
residents by working 
with community groups 
to plan and stimulate 
the most appropriate 
types of tourism. 

3, 6, 8, 10, 
11, 12 

Resident perceptions of tourism’s 
contribution (+ or -) to QoL 
Tourism’s contribution to 
social/cultural infrastructure of 
destination22 
Quality of tourism employment 
measures23 
Tourism intensity (visitor nights per 
1000 population) 

National consumer 
panel  
Survey of tourism 
businesses 

To plan, develop and 
manage tourism 
according to 
sustainable tourism 
principles, in 
partnership with 
national, regional and 
local stakeholders, 
implementing 
programmes designed 
to regenerate all 
aspects of the natural 
and cultural 
environment.  

All 
especially 
3, 6, 11-
15, 17 

Perceptions of tourism’s impact on 
quality of the environment: by 
residents, businesses and visitors 
Seasonality index 
Energy and water consumption by 
visitors per 1000 population 
CO2 emissions and tourism value 
creation per kilo of CO2 emissions 
The proportion of accommodation 
with environmental certification 
Quality of beaches and bathing water 

National consumer 
panel  
Domestic tourism 
survey  
An exit survey of 
international 
visitors or global 
consumer panel 
Survey of tourism 
businesses 
CO2 emissions 
calculator 

Operational performance measurement 

Operational performance measures may be required to measure the effectiveness of many 
and varied types of NTO activity.  Because of the variety, it is unrealistic to identify standard 

 
22 Sample survey of restaurants, entertainment venues, museums, heritage attractions, etc, to determine 
proportion of income derived from visitors; or real-time analysis of credit/payment card spending 
23 These could include annual turnover of staff; tourism employment as proportion of total; proportion of tourism 
employment that is (a) seasonal (b) for suitably qualified staff 
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measures across the full range of activities.   Instead, it will be best to set targets for each 
activity and then measure performance against targets.  Some of the KPIs currently being 
used by NTOs for each type of activity are listed in Annex 2 of the Supplementary Report. 

 

D.  DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION OF NTOS 

Relates to Section 7.6 of the main report 

Purpose 

There are three primary objectives for an NTO’s internal programme of digital 
transformation: 

1. To enhance the ability of the NTO to achieve its strategic aims and objectives 

2. To maximise the efficiency and effectiveness of the NTO across every aspect of its 
operations 

3. To provide leadership to the tourism sector.  If the NTO itself has not gone through digital 
transformation, how can it inspire and assist the sector to do so?  

Objective 1 needs to be viewed within the context of the tourism strategy for the country and 
the role of the NTO in delivering it, together with its strategic partners.  It is necessary to 
review all of the ways digital systems and applications can contribute to the successful delivery 
of the strategy and its implications for the NTO and its partners, working together or 
separately. 

Regarding Objective 2, the NTO’s operational activities where improvements can be achieved 
and digital solutions that are available include the following: 

Purposes Examples of digital solutions 

Improved intelligence 
for strategic and 
operational planning 

Big data/dashboards (mobile/GPS/bank cards), social media 
analysis, global consumer panels, online surveys (consumers, 
citizens, businesses), community engagement, carbon emissions 
calculator by activities/market segment 

Enhancing visitor 
services in a 
destination 

Location-based services, AI, AR/VR/MR, itinerary planning apps, 
real-time info on services, location of congestion 

More efficient and 
effective marketing  

Real-time market intelligence through AI/big data, extended digital 
presence, channel management, CRM, data-based marketing 

More efficient and 
effective internal 
business processes 

Cloud-based business applications (office, accounting, banking 
etc.), content management. 
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Regarding Objective 3, sector leadership, the need is for NTOs to have a thorough awareness 
and understanding of the full range of opportunities for tourism destinations and tourism 
service providers to benefit from digital transformation, as set out in Section 6.3. 

Role of the NTO  

The starting point should be the preparation and implementation of a detailed plan for the 
digital transformation of the NTO, as set out in Section 7.6. 
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Annex 3: Key desk research reference sources 

Sources Details 
Digital Tourism 
Think Tank X. 
Festival 2020 

Valuable presentations by NTOs for Norway and Portugal (Day 1), Flanders (Day 2), 
Singapore and Canada (Day 3) and Bhutan (Day 5) - www.xfestival.travel/ 

European Bank 
for 
Reconstruction 
and Development 

Guide to Destination Management Planning for Destinations in Greece, 2019 - 
www.destinationmanagementplan.gr/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/New-DMP-
Guide.pdf 

EarthCheck Destination Standard (2015) - https://earthcheck.org/media/49398/earthcheck-
destination-standard-version-20-jan-2015.pdf 

European Cities 
Marketing 

Manifest on the Future Roles of DMOs - 
https://genctraveller.files.wordpress.com/2017/05/the-future-of-dmos-the-ecm-
manifest_final.pdf 

European 
Commission 

European Tourism System of Indicators for Sustainable Management at Destination 
Level (ETIS), 2016 - http://travelbi.turismodeportugal.pt/en-us/Pages/european-
tourism-systeam-of-indicators-for-Sustainable-management-at-destination-level-
2016.aspx 

European Travel 
Commission 

European Sustainability Schemes and their Role in Promoting Sustainability and 
Competitiveness - https://etc-corporate.org/reports/european-sustainability-
schemes/ 

European Travel 
Commission 

NTO Post-Covid Recovery Strategies, 2020 - https://etc-
corporate.org/reports/handbook-on-covid-19-recovery-strategies-for-national-
tourism-organisations/ 

European Travel 
Commission 

Sustainable Tourism Implementation: Framework and Toolkit, 2021 - https://etc-
corporate.org/uploads/2021/02/1-3-21ETC-HANDBOOK-Sections_FINAL.pdf and 
Sustainable Tourism Implementation Toolkit, 2021 - https://etc-
corporate.org/reports/sustainable-tourism-implementation-toolkit/ 

European Union European Tourism ecosystem of tomorrow, online conference part of the Tourism 
Convention organised by the European Union, 2020 -  
https://webcast.ec.europa.eu/european-tourism-convention 

Goodwin G. Taking Responsibility for Tourism, Goodfellow, 2011 - www.amazon.co.uk/Taking-
Responsibility-Tourism-Harold-Goodwin/dp/1906884390 

IATA 20 Year Transport Passenger Forecast, 2020 - 
www.iata.org/en/publications/store/20-year-passenger-
forecast?utm_campaign=PaxForecast_Aug17html&utm_source=banner&utm_camp
aign=PaxForecast_Aug17html&utm_source=banner 

McKinsey Reimagining the $9 trillion tourism economy—what will it take?, 2020 - 
www.mckinsey.com/industries/travel-logistics-and-transport-infrastructure/our-
insights/reimagining-the-9-trillion-tourism-economy-what-will-it-take?cid=other-
eml-alt-mip-
mck&hlkid=6d0f540588c24d1eb45eb73d6657ea59&hctky=11621562&hdpid=cc928359
-9ad 

Miles Partnership Funding Futures – Research Study into the Options & Opportunities for New or 
Enhanced Funding of Tourism & DMOs in the Recovery from COVID-19, 2020 - 
https://covid19.milespartnership.com/wp-
content/uploads/2020/08/FundingFutures_FullReport_Final_08282020.pdf 

NTOs Strategies / 
Visions 

Review of NTO strategies: 
Germany: 360⁰ Perspectives 2021: Innovative, Digital, Authentic Sustainable Tourism 

http://www.xfestival.travel/
http://www.destinationmanagementplan.gr/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/New-DMP-Guide.pdf
http://www.destinationmanagementplan.gr/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/New-DMP-Guide.pdf
https://earthcheck.org/media/49398/earthcheck-destination-standard-version-20-jan-2015.pdf
https://earthcheck.org/media/49398/earthcheck-destination-standard-version-20-jan-2015.pdf
https://genctraveller.files.wordpress.com/2017/05/the-future-of-dmos-the-ecm-manifest_final.pdf
https://genctraveller.files.wordpress.com/2017/05/the-future-of-dmos-the-ecm-manifest_final.pdf
http://travelbi.turismodeportugal.pt/en-us/Pages/european-tourism-systeam-of-indicators-for-Sustainable-management-at-destination-level-2016.aspx
http://travelbi.turismodeportugal.pt/en-us/Pages/european-tourism-systeam-of-indicators-for-Sustainable-management-at-destination-level-2016.aspx
http://travelbi.turismodeportugal.pt/en-us/Pages/european-tourism-systeam-of-indicators-for-Sustainable-management-at-destination-level-2016.aspx
https://etc-corporate.org/reports/european-sustainability-schemes/
https://etc-corporate.org/reports/european-sustainability-schemes/
https://etc-corporate.org/reports/handbook-on-covid-19-recovery-strategies-for-national-tourism-organisations/
https://etc-corporate.org/reports/handbook-on-covid-19-recovery-strategies-for-national-tourism-organisations/
https://etc-corporate.org/reports/handbook-on-covid-19-recovery-strategies-for-national-tourism-organisations/
https://etc-corporate.org/uploads/2021/02/1-3-21ETC-HANDBOOK-Sections_FINAL.pdf
https://etc-corporate.org/uploads/2021/02/1-3-21ETC-HANDBOOK-Sections_FINAL.pdf
https://etc-corporate.org/reports/sustainable-tourism-implementation-toolkit/
https://etc-corporate.org/reports/sustainable-tourism-implementation-toolkit/
https://webcast.ec.europa.eu/european-tourism-convention
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Taking-Responsibility-Tourism-Harold-Goodwin/dp/1906884390
http://www.amazon.co.uk/Taking-Responsibility-Tourism-Harold-Goodwin/dp/1906884390
https://www.iata.org/en/publications/store/20-year-passenger-forecast?utm_campaign=PaxForecast_Aug17html&utm_source=banner&utm_campaign=PaxForecast_Aug17html&utm_source=banner
https://www.iata.org/en/publications/store/20-year-passenger-forecast?utm_campaign=PaxForecast_Aug17html&utm_source=banner&utm_campaign=PaxForecast_Aug17html&utm_source=banner
https://www.iata.org/en/publications/store/20-year-passenger-forecast?utm_campaign=PaxForecast_Aug17html&utm_source=banner&utm_campaign=PaxForecast_Aug17html&utm_source=banner
http://www.mckinsey.com/industries/travel-logistics-and-transport-infrastructure/our-insights/reimagining-the-9-trillion-tourism-economy-what-will-it-take?cid=other-eml-alt-mip-mck&hlkid=6d0f540588c24d1eb45eb73d6657ea59&hctky=11621562&hdpid=cc928359-9ad
http://www.mckinsey.com/industries/travel-logistics-and-transport-infrastructure/our-insights/reimagining-the-9-trillion-tourism-economy-what-will-it-take?cid=other-eml-alt-mip-mck&hlkid=6d0f540588c24d1eb45eb73d6657ea59&hctky=11621562&hdpid=cc928359-9ad
http://www.mckinsey.com/industries/travel-logistics-and-transport-infrastructure/our-insights/reimagining-the-9-trillion-tourism-economy-what-will-it-take?cid=other-eml-alt-mip-mck&hlkid=6d0f540588c24d1eb45eb73d6657ea59&hctky=11621562&hdpid=cc928359-9ad
http://www.mckinsey.com/industries/travel-logistics-and-transport-infrastructure/our-insights/reimagining-the-9-trillion-tourism-economy-what-will-it-take?cid=other-eml-alt-mip-mck&hlkid=6d0f540588c24d1eb45eb73d6657ea59&hctky=11621562&hdpid=cc928359-9ad
http://www.mckinsey.com/industries/travel-logistics-and-transport-infrastructure/our-insights/reimagining-the-9-trillion-tourism-economy-what-will-it-take?cid=other-eml-alt-mip-mck&hlkid=6d0f540588c24d1eb45eb73d6657ea59&hctky=11621562&hdpid=cc928359-9ad
https://covid19.milespartnership.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/FundingFutures_FullReport_Final_08282020.pdf
https://covid19.milespartnership.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/FundingFutures_FullReport_Final_08282020.pdf
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- www.germany.travel/en/about-us/the-gntb.html 
Netherlands: 2030 Perspective, Destination the Netherlands - 
www.nbtc.nl/en/site/destination-netherlands/perspective-destination-netherlands-
2030.htm 
New Zealand: New Zealand-Aotearoa Government Tourism Strategy - 
www.mbie.govt.nz/dmsdocument/5482-2019-new-zealand-aotearoa-government-
tourism-strategy-pdf 
Slovenia: The 2017–2021 Strategy for the Sustainable Growth of Slovenian Tourism - 
www.slovenia.info/uploads/publikacije/the_2017-
2021_strategy_for_the_sustainable_growth_of_slovenian_tourism_eng_web.pdf 
Flanders: Travel to Tomorrow / Future Vision - www.visitflanders.com/en/trade-
covid-19/our-future-vision/ and full report - 
https://issuu.com/toerismevlaanderen/docs/reizen_naar_morgen_januari_2021_eng
lish_-_v3-cover 
Portugal: Estratégia Turismo 2027 Portugal - 
www.turismodeportugal.pt/pt/Turismo_Portugal/Estrategia/Estrategia_2027/Pagina
s/default.aspx 

New Zealand   
Government 

Destination Management Guidelines, 2020 - www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-
tourism/tourism/destination-management-guidelines/ 

New Zealand   
Government – 
The Tourism 
Futures 
Taskforce 

We Are Aotearoa – Interim Report, 2020 - www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-
tourism/tourism/tourism-recovery/tourism-futures-taskforce/tourism-futures-
taskforce-interim-report/ 

OECD Managing tourism development for sustainable and inclusive recovery (OECD 
Tourism Papers), 2021 - www.oecd-ilibrary.org/industry-and-services/managing-
tourism-development-for-sustainable-and-inclusive-recovery_b062f603-
en%3bjsessionid=nwyhtoLtIePqhTLeuQi90fwZ.ip-10-240-5-108 

OECD OECD Tourism Trends and Policies 2020, 2020 - www.oecd-
ilibrary.org/sites/f528d444-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/f528d444-en 

OECD Rebuilding tourism for the future, 2020 - www.oecd.org/coronavirus/policy-
responses/rebuilding-tourism-for-the-future-covid-19-policy-responses-and-
recovery-bced9859/ 

PATA Crisis Communication Planner, 2020 - https://crc.pata.org/tools/crisis-
communication-planner/ 

Responsible             
Tourism                 
Partnership 

Cape Town Declaration on Responsible Tourism, Harold Goodwin, 2014 - 
https://responsibletourismpartnership.org/cape-town-declaration-on-responsible-
tourism/ 

Skift The Paradox of Taxing Travelers for Overtourism, 2019 - 
https://skift.com/2019/08/05/the-paradox-of-taxing-travelers-for-overtourism/ 

VisitEngland Principles for developing Destination Management Plans, 2012 - 
www.visitengland.com/sites/default/files/downloads/dm_plans_guiding_principles.p
df 

We Are Marketing The New Technology and Travel Revolution, 2019 - 
www.wearemarketing.com/blog/tourism-and-technology-how-tech-is-
revolutionizing-travel.html 

World Bank Digital Platforms and the Future of Tourism: A World Tourism Day Celebration, 2018 
-  https://live.worldbank.org/world-tourism-day-celebration 

World Bank Handbook on Destination Management, scheduled for publication during the last 
quarter of 2021 

World Tourism   
Organization 

A Practical Guide to Tourism Destination Management, 2007 - 
www.unwto.org/global/publication/practical-guide-tourism-destination-
management 

World Tourism   Digital Transformation - www.unwto.org/digital-transformation 

https://www.germany.travel/en/about-us/the-gntb.html
https://www.nbtc.nl/en/site/destination-netherlands/perspective-destination-netherlands-2030.htm
https://www.nbtc.nl/en/site/destination-netherlands/perspective-destination-netherlands-2030.htm
https://www.mbie.govt.nz/dmsdocument/5482-2019-new-zealand-aotearoa-government-tourism-strategy-pdf
https://www.mbie.govt.nz/dmsdocument/5482-2019-new-zealand-aotearoa-government-tourism-strategy-pdf
https://www.slovenia.info/uploads/publikacije/the_2017-2021_strategy_for_the_sustainable_growth_of_slovenian_tourism_eng_web.pdf
https://www.slovenia.info/uploads/publikacije/the_2017-2021_strategy_for_the_sustainable_growth_of_slovenian_tourism_eng_web.pdf
http://www.visitflanders.com/en/trade-covid-19/our-future-vision/
http://www.visitflanders.com/en/trade-covid-19/our-future-vision/
https://issuu.com/toerismevlaanderen/docs/reizen_naar_morgen_januari_2021_english_-_v3-cover
https://issuu.com/toerismevlaanderen/docs/reizen_naar_morgen_januari_2021_english_-_v3-cover
http://www.turismodeportugal.pt/pt/Turismo_Portugal/Estrategia/Estrategia_2027/Paginas/default.aspx
http://www.turismodeportugal.pt/pt/Turismo_Portugal/Estrategia/Estrategia_2027/Paginas/default.aspx
http://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/destination-management-guidelines/
http://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/destination-management-guidelines/
http://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/tourism-recovery/tourism-futures-taskforce/tourism-futures-taskforce-interim-report/
http://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/tourism-recovery/tourism-futures-taskforce/tourism-futures-taskforce-interim-report/
http://www.mbie.govt.nz/immigration-and-tourism/tourism/tourism-recovery/tourism-futures-taskforce/tourism-futures-taskforce-interim-report/
http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/industry-and-services/managing-tourism-development-for-sustainable-and-inclusive-recovery_b062f603-en%3bjsessionid=nwyhtoLtIePqhTLeuQi90fwZ.ip-10-240-5-108
http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/industry-and-services/managing-tourism-development-for-sustainable-and-inclusive-recovery_b062f603-en%3bjsessionid=nwyhtoLtIePqhTLeuQi90fwZ.ip-10-240-5-108
http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/industry-and-services/managing-tourism-development-for-sustainable-and-inclusive-recovery_b062f603-en%3bjsessionid=nwyhtoLtIePqhTLeuQi90fwZ.ip-10-240-5-108
http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/f528d444-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/f528d444-en
http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/sites/f528d444-en/index.html?itemId=/content/component/f528d444-en
http://www.oecd.org/coronavirus/policy-responses/rebuilding-tourism-for-the-future-covid-19-policy-responses-and-recovery-bced9859/
http://www.oecd.org/coronavirus/policy-responses/rebuilding-tourism-for-the-future-covid-19-policy-responses-and-recovery-bced9859/
http://www.oecd.org/coronavirus/policy-responses/rebuilding-tourism-for-the-future-covid-19-policy-responses-and-recovery-bced9859/
https://crc.pata.org/tools/crisis-communication-planner/
https://crc.pata.org/tools/crisis-communication-planner/
https://responsibletourismpartnership.org/cape-town-declaration-on-responsible-tourism/
https://responsibletourismpartnership.org/cape-town-declaration-on-responsible-tourism/
https://skift.com/2019/08/05/the-paradox-of-taxing-travelers-for-overtourism/
http://www.visitengland.com/sites/default/files/downloads/dm_plans_guiding_principles.pdf
http://www.visitengland.com/sites/default/files/downloads/dm_plans_guiding_principles.pdf
http://www.wearemarketing.com/blog/tourism-and-technology-how-tech-is-revolutionizing-travel.html
http://www.wearemarketing.com/blog/tourism-and-technology-how-tech-is-revolutionizing-travel.html
https://live.worldbank.org/world-tourism-day-celebration
http://www.unwto.org/global/publication/practical-guide-tourism-destination-management
http://www.unwto.org/global/publication/practical-guide-tourism-destination-management
http://www.unwto.org/digital-transformation
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Organization 
World Tourism         
Organization 

Experiences from Pilot Studies in Measuring the Sustainability of Tourism – A 
Synopsis for Policy Makers, 2020 - www.e-
unwto.org/doi/abs/10.18111/unwtoecd.2020.2.g51w645001604536 
 

World Tourism   
Organization 

Indicators of Sustainable Development for Tourism Destinations - A Guidebook, 2004 
- www.e-unwto.org/doi/book/10.18111/9789284407262 
 
 

World Tourism   
Organization &  
United Nations 
Environment          
Programme 

Making Tourism More Sustainable – A guide for policy, 2005 - 
https://wedocs.unep.org/handle/20.500.11822/8741 

World Tourism         
Organization 

Recommendation for the Transition to a Green Travel and Tourism Economy 
(developed by UNWTO and the G20 tourism working group on the occasion of Italy’s 
presidency of the G20 in 2021), 2021 - https://webunwto.s3.eu-west-
1.amazonaws.com/s3fs-public/2021-05/210504-Recommendations-for-the-
Transition-to-a-Green-Travel-and-Tourism-Economy.pdf 

World Tourism   
Organization 

Toolbox Crisis Communications, 2011 - www.e-
unwto.org/doi/book/10.18111/9789284413652 

World Travel & 
Tourism Council 

Crisis Preparedness, Management & Recovery - https://wttc.org/Initiatives/Crisis-
Preparedness-Management-Recovery 

World Travel & 
Tourism Council 

Governing National Tourism Policy, 2015 - 
https://fac.ksu.edu.sa/sites/default/files/governing_national_tourism_policy_final.pd
f 

World Travel & 
Tourism Council 
and Oliver 
Wyman 

To Recovery & Beyond – The Future of Travel and Tourism in the Wake of COVID 19, 
2020 - https://wttc.org/Research/To-Recovery-Beyond 
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https://wedocs.unep.org/handle/20.500.11822/8741
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Annex 5: List of acronyms 
AI Artificial Intelligence 

AmI Ambient Intelligence (referring to electronic environments that are sensitive and 
responsive to the presence of people) 

AR Augmented Reality 

BACTB Buenos Aires City Tourist Board 

Brexit Withdrawal of the UK from the EU 

BRIC Refers to the countries of Brazil, Russia, India and China 

CEOs Chief Executive Officers 

CNTB Croatian National Tourist Board 

COBRA UK Cabinet Office Briefing Rooms (also known as COBR)  

CRM Customer Relationship Management 

CROSTO Croatian Sustainable Tourism Observatory 

CTOs City Tourist Organisations 

DMOs Destination Management/Marketing Organisations  

DT Digital Transformation 

DZT Deutsche Zentrale für Tourismus e.V. (German National Tourist Board) 

EBRD European Bank for Reconstruction and Development 

ECM European Cities Marketing 

ETC European Travel Commission 

ETIS European Tourism Indicator System 

EU European Union 

GCC Gulf Cooperation Council  

GDP Gross Domestic Product 

GDS Global Distribution System 

Gen Z. Generation Z, the demographic cohort born between 1997-2012, following Millennials 

GPS Global Positioning System 

GSST Green Scheme of Slovenian Tourism 

GSTC Global Sustainable Tourism Council 

GSTC-D Global Sustainable Tourism Criteria for Destinations 

IoT Internet of Things 

KPIs Key Performance Indicators 

LCCs Low-Cost Carriers 

LGBTQ Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender and Queer or Questioning 

MICE Meetings, Incentives, Conferencing, Exhibitions 
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MOU Memorandum of Understanding 

MR Mixed Reality 

NBI National Brands Index 

NBTC Netherlands Board of Tourism & Conventions 

NGOs Non-Governmental Organisations 

NTOs National Tourist/Tourism Organisations 

OTAs Online Travel Agencies 

OECD Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 

PATA Pacific Asia Travel Association 

Qualmark New Zealand’s national tourism official quality assurance system 

SDGs Sustainable Development Goals 

SEGITTUR Spanish state-owned Enterprise for the Management of Tourism Innovation and 
Technology 

SMEs Small and Medium-sized Enterprises 

STB Slovenian Tourist Board 

STS or SIT Smart Tourism System / Tourist Intelligence System 

Tiaki Means to care for people and place in Maori 

TIS Tourist Intelligence System 

TNZ Tourism New Zealand  

TRAC Tourism Recovery Action Taskforce 

UN United Nations 

UNWTO World Tourism Organization 

VR Virtual Reality 

WTTC World Travel & Tourism Council 
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